
1800 M Street, NW.Lewis 
Washington, D.C. 20036-5869 

202-467-7W0 &Bockius LLP 

Fax: 202-467-7176 COUNSELORS AT LAW 

March 9, 2001 

Stephen H. Lewis, Esq.  
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
11555 Rockville Pike 
Rockville, MD 20852-2738 

Re: UniTech Services Group, Inc.  

Dear Steve: 

Thank you very much for speaking with Mike Fuller and me recently about 

UniTech Services Group's (UniTech's) concerns regarding local regulation of discharges 

of Atomic Energy Act (AEA) materials to sanitary sewer systems. As we discussed, I am 

providing you with background materials from the Santa Fe litigation (Interstate Nuclear 

Services Corp. v. City of Santa Fe). (UniTech was formerly called Interstate Nuclear 

Services Corp.) I am also sending you a memorandum that discusses UniTech's concerns 

in more detail.  

The NRC has a fundamental interest in reiterating that under the AEA, local 

governments have no authority to regulate discharges of AEA materials to sanitary sewer 

systems because of health and safety concerns. Even with respect to Agreement States, 

the NRC requires their regulatory programs to be compatible with the NRC's 

requirements pursuant to Section 274(b) of the AEA, and in particular, insists that basic 

radiation protection standards (such as the monthly sewer discharge concentration limits 

in 10 CFR § 20.2003(a)(2)-(3)) be adopted essentially verbatim, in order to provide 

national uniformity. The NRC surely would not permit a State government to adopt more 

stringent discharge limits, yet it appears that local governments believe that they may do 

so. Such regulation directly jeopardizes the effective implementation of the NRC's 

policies on compatibility and therefore warrants the Agency's close attention.  

There is clear evidence from the record of UniTech's litigation against the City of 

Santa Fe that the November 1993 letter from the NRC's Deputy General Counsel to the 

City of Laramie, Wyoming (the "Laramie Letter") encouraged the City to engage in such 

regulation. The City interpreted the Laramie Letter as allowing it to circumvent the 
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preemption doctrine (not to mention the NRC's compatibility policies) simply by 
ascribing a "non-health and safety" purpose. This was certainly not the intent of the 
Laramie Letter, yet its failure to provide clearer guidance on the limits of local authority 
has resulted in unintended consequences and misinterpretation.  

Although the Laramie Letter is consistent with the Pacific Gas & Electric case, it 
is very general in nature and does not account for changes in the governing precedent 
since that case was decided. There has been a significant evolution in federal preemption 
caselaw since Pacific Gas & Electric, that, in and of itself, warrants reassessment of the 
Laramie Letter.  

As we discussed in our phone conversation, once you have had the opportunity to 
review these materials, we are specifically requesting a meeting with the appropriate 
NRC Staff members in order to discuss our concerns and obtain the NRC's advice on how 
we can best proceed to get these issues before the Agency for decision. Options, of 
course, would include a request for modifications to applicable NRC policies or a petition 
for rulemaking. This is a critical issue for UniTech and we are grateful for your attention 
to this matter. We look forward to hearing from you once you have reviewed the 
enclosed materials.  

Sincerely, 

Donald J. Silverman 

cc: Mr. John T. Greeves 
Mr. Paul H. Lohaus 
Janet R. Schlueter, Esq.
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MEMORANDUM REQUESTING 
NRC ACTION REGARDING 

LOCAL REGULATION OF AEA MATERIALS 
AND THE "LARAMIE LETTER" 

Submitted on behalf of 
UniTech Services Group, Inc.  

Date: March 8, 2001 

UniTech Services Group, Inc. ("UniTech") is a radioactive materials licensee previously 
known as Interstate Nuclear Services Corp. UniTech recently concluded two years of litigation 
against The City of Santa Fe, New Mexico, over the City's passage of an Ordinance regulating the 
discharge of radionuclides to the local sewer system (Interstate Nuclear Services Corp. v. The City 
of Santa Fe, No. 98-1224 (D.N.M.)). That Ordinance has been struck down by a federal court, but 
the City was emboldened in its enactment and defense of the Ordinance by a 1993 letter from the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission's ("NRC") Office of the General Counsel to the City Attorney for 
the City of Laramie, Wyoming ("the Laramie Letter"). In light of this experience, which portends 
further threats to important federal policies, UniTech hopes to persuade the NRC that it should 1) 
reiterate that local governments have no authority to regulate discharges of Atomic Energy Act 
("AEA") materials to sanitary sewer systems; and 2) further clarify the federal preemption principles 
set forth in the Laramie Letter so they will not be further misunderstood.  

I. Background and Summary 

City of Santa Fe Ordinance 1997-3 ("the Ordinance") barred all industrial users "handling 
radioactive materials under license from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission or the state" from 
discharging radioactive elements with half-lives greater than 100 days into the City's sewer system.  
The NRC has imposed no similar restrictions. The Ordinance also referenced the NRC's discharge 
limitations at 10 C.F.R. Part 20, Appendix B, Table III and substituted discharge limits 50 times 
more stringent. (Portions of the Ordinance are attached at Exhibit A.) The Ordinance also wholly 
exempted "hospitals and other medical professionals" from these restrictions. The practical effect 
of the Ordinance was the permanent closure of UniTech's Santa Fe laundry facility, which had 
laundered protective garments and other gear for the Los Alamos National Laboratory since 1957.  

Before being enacted in February 1997, the (proposed) Ordinance was opposed not only by 
UniTech but also by the New Mexico Environment Department ("NMED"), the state agency with 
authority over radioactive materials pursuant to New Mexico's "Agreement State" relationship with
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the NRC. NMED pointed out to the City Council that, among other things, the City's own drinking 
water failed to meet the Ordinance's standards. After these efforts failed to persuade the City that 
its Ordinance was illegal, UniTech was compelled to file a federal suit, alleging that the Ordinance 
was preempted by the AEA. UniTech was joined in its preemption argument by NMED, as amicus 
curiae, which explained that the City's draconian local regulations would create an "untenable" dual 
regulatory scheme in New Mexico. NMED also concluded, as had UniTech, that the City's 
radionuclide provisions were "unquestionably" motivated by health and safety concerns. (NMED 
brief attached at Exhibit B.) An amicus brief in support of UniTech's argument was also submitted 
by the Nuclear Energy Institute ("NEI"), which reiterated that municipalities had no authority to pass 
radionuclide regulations that the NRC would bar even state agencies in Agreement States from 
implementing, and that the Ordinance was "incompatible" with current NRC regulations.  

Discovery disclosed that the City's real purpose in passing the Ordinance was to regulate a 
perceived radiation hazard - UniTech's discharge of radioactive wastewater to the local sewer 
system. More importantly, City officials had convinced the City Council to pass the Ordinance by 
distorting a letter from the NRC to another municipality, the City of Laramie, Wyoming, several 
years before. The City, and another municipality (the Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District) 
appearing as amicus on its behalf, then relied on that letter in the litigation as a justification for the 
City's position.  

The Laramie Letter (Exhibit C) was originally sent by NRC Deputy General Counsel Martin 
Malsch to the City Attorney for Laramie in November 1993, in response to that city's query about 
whether it had authority to regulate radionuclide discharges. The letter explained the general 
parameters of preemption under the AEA but neither authorized specific municipal regulation nor 
purported to expand local authority to regulate radionuclides. Yet the letter has had nationwide 
impact on the local level, as municipalities have circulated it and misread its terms to support local 
nuclear regulation that is, in our view, beyond anything contemplated by the NRC or the drafters of 
the AEA.  

In this instance, the City of Santa Fe's misplaced reliance on the Laramie Letter led to two 
years of burdensome and expensive litigation. The radionuclide provisions of the Ordinance were 
eventually struck down and the City conceded that the Ordinance was preempted,' but the 

SIn January 2000 the District of New Mexico (Black, J.) awarded UniTech summary judgment on the basis that 
the City had not been given authority by the State of New Mexico - an Agreement State - to set limits on the 
discharge of radionuclides. The court also concluded that "[tihere can also be little serious debate that the [discharge 
limits in the City's Ordinance], setting the hurdle 50 times higher than state or federal standards, would make it close 
to impossible for INS to operate a Santa Fe laundry in Santa Fe to service the Los Alamos National Laboratory.  
Substantial legal precedent might therefore support federal preemption." Because of its ruling that municipal regulation 
of radioactive materials was preempted by state law, however, the Court chose to defer the federal issue. The Court 
declared the relevant provisions of the City's Ordinance null and void. (Copy attached at Exhibit D.) 

On November 14, 2000 the City conceded to judgment against it on Count I of UniTech's complaint, which 
alleged that the City's Ordinance was preempted by federal law as well. The City paid UniTech $1.1 million in
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widespread influence of the Laramie Letter remains a danger to orderly regulatory control of nuclear materials. Other municipalities - including Oak Ridge, Tennessee; Albuquerque, New Mexico; and St. Louis, Missouri - have already entered this regulatory arena, and more may do so in the future, including municipalities where UniTech and/or other NRC licensees operate. It is incumbent on the NRC to consider whether its advice is being misunderstood or misused, and to take appropriate action in response.  

II. Overview of Operative l.egal Principlea 

A. Preemption Under the AEA 

Since Congress passed the first AEA in 1946, the field of nuclear energy has been under federal control. See Pub. L. No. 79-585, 60 Stat. 755 (1946). Today the AEA retains its preemptive force, ensuring that the federal government is able to maintain adequate, uniform, and sensible standards in the regulation of source, byproduct and special nuclear materials ("AEA materials") nationwide. The AEA expressly provides that, except for the authorized state-level programs the NRC approves and monitors under 42 U.S.C.§ 2021, state and local governments may only regulate AEA material-related activities "for' a droses other than protection against radiation hazards." 42 U.S.C. § 202 1 (k) (emphasis added).  3 The United States Supreme Court has reaffirmed that the AEA reserves to the federal government control of the field of nuclear health and safety issues, except insofar as authority is ceded to an Agreement State under the AEA. See Pacific Gas & Electr. Co. v. State Energy Res.  Conserv. & Dev. Comm 'n, 461 U.S. 190, 212 (1983); see also 10 C.F.R. § 8.40). Even then, however, Agreement State programs are required to maintain regulations that are compatible'with the federal ones. See NRC Statement of Principles, 62 Fed. Reg. 46517 (criteria for acceptance as an Agreement State). 2 In short, state and local laws passed for the purpose of protecting public health and safety from the radioactive hazards of AEA materials, especially when they substantially alter NRC requirements, are generally preempted.  

The relevant case law on preemption has evolved significantly since Pacific Gas. Two aspects of this evolution are especially important for present purposes. First, a state or local enactment is preempted even ifjust one of the purposes motivating the law pertains to protecting health and safety. Federal preemption could work no other way. If local legislatures could avoid preemption simply by stating purposes beyond the preempted one, they could avoid preemption at will just by mouthing the right words. The Supreme Court has recognized this problem. See, e.g., Gade v. Nat '7 Solid Wastes Mgt. Ass 'n, 505 U.S. 88, 105 (1992) (OSH Act did not "lose its 

damages.  
' New Mexico became an Agreement State in 1974. See 39 Fed. Reg. 14743 (April 26, 1974) (Notice of Atomic Energy Commission Agreement with State of New Mexico). NMED's regulations on the discharge of radioactive effluent to local sewers are the same as their federal counterparts. See 20 NMAC 3.1 § 400 App. B & Table Ill.
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preemptive force" vis a vis local regulation just because "the state legislature articulate[d] a purpose 
other than (or in addition to) [the preempted field of ] workplace health and safety"); Perez v.  
Campbell, 402 U.S. 637, 651-52 (1971) ("We can no longer adhere to the aberrational doctrine...  
that state law may frustrate the operation of federal law as long as the state legislature in passing its 
law had some Purpose in mind other than one of frustration.")3 

Second, state and local laws are also preempted 
ifthey "inriffnge upon" 

-h •,, regardless of the motivations behind them 
-gifshey "p the NRC's regulatory authority As the Supreme Court explained in Enlsaf t m tv. e ea lEetrion, 9 U S 72 (1990), Pacifi-c Gas "did not suggest that a finding of 

ty motivation was n=1ssY to place a state law within the preempted field." Id. at84 (emphasi 
in original). Accordingly, a local law is also preempted if it has a "direct and substantial effect" in 
the preempted field of nuclear health and safety, even if it was not passed for.health and safety 
purposes. As one federal appeals court has noted, the "effects" aspect of field preemption analysis, 
as explained by r t Supreme Court in English, is similar to conflict preemption, in which the 

question is whether the local law "frustrates" federal purposes. State ofNevada v. Watkins, 914 F.2d 

1545, 1561 (9th Cir. 1990).  

Letter. These two important aspects of the preemption doctrine are not reflected in the Laramie 
B. The AEA's Compatibility Requirement 
Section 274 of the AEA (now codified at 42 U.S.C. § 2021) gives the NRC authority to enter 

into agreements with States in which States assume the NRC's "regulatory responsibilities with 
respect to byproduct source, and special nuclear materials." 42 U.S.C. § 2 0 2 1(a)(4). Before 
permitting a state to assume these responsibilities, the NRC must find that the State program is 

compatible with the NRC's program for the regulation of such materials. Id. § 2021(d)(2). The 
legislative'history of § 274 indicates that the Purpose of the compatibility requirement was to ensure 
uniform national standards. In executing this directive, the NRC has determined that certain NRC 

Courts in other contexts have enforced this view of preempnom Several courts, for example have considered 

whether local smoking Ordinances are preempted by the Federal Cigarette and Advertising, f a ("FCLAAv) 

which prohibits local regulation "based on smoking and health." Those courts conclude that one preempted purpose 

is sufficient to invalidate an Ordinance passed for several purposes. See, e.g., Rockwood v. City of Burlington 21 F.  

Supp.2d 411, 418 (D. Vt. 1998) ("1A] state law with more than one purpose would be preempted if one of the purposes 

"interfered with the federal regulatory scheme."); Chiglo v. City of Preston, 909 F. Supp. 675, 677-78 (D. Minn. 1995) 

("merely having one permissible goal cannot remedy a statute that has at its basis" a goal that s 
peango tiedan inc. va- Cty ofNew York, 34 F.3d 68, 73 (2d Cir. 1994) (city's econo al c s Preempted n see asom 
Preemption Ordinance concerned with smoking and health). c concern could not save fro ....  See Final Recommendations on Policy Statements and Implementing Procedures For: "Statement of Principles 

and Policy for the Agreement State Program" and "Policy Statements on Adequacy and Compatibility of Agreement 
State Programs," SECY-97-0

54 (March 3, 1997).
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IN requirements, including basic radiation protection standards, 5 are so critical to the fulfillment of the NRC's health and safety mission that they must be adopted essentially verbatim by Agreement 
States.

6 IN 
Section 2 0.2003(a)(2)-(3) of 10 C.F.R., the regulation the City of Santa Fe's Ordinance altered by a factor of 50, is one of the rules that the NRC has found to be such a basic radiation protection standard that it must be adopted essentially verbatim by Agreement States. This requirement has, consequently, been categorized by the Office of State and Tribal Programs as a 

"Category A" provision.  

Although the NRC does permit Agreement States to tailor their non-Category A rules to 
accommodate local needs, 62 Fed. Reg. at 46517, such flexibility may not "preclude a practice authorized by the Atomic Energy Act, in the national interest." A "State may design its own program, including the incorporation of more stringent, or similar, requirements in certain areas so long as that program does not preclude or effectively preclude a practice in the national interest without an adequate public health and safety or environmental basis related to radiation protection." Id.7 UniTech was engaged in just such a practice before being shut down by the City of Santa Fe.  It had laundered protective garments and other gear used in the Los Alamos National Laboratory 

("LANL"), as authorized under the AEA, since 1957. This business was not only authorized by the AEA, but was also in the national interest; LANL has long served the nation's civil and military scientific nuclear requirements, and UniTech supported that effort.  

C. Reconcentration Concerns and NRC Regulation of Discharges to POTWs II Legal standards for the discharge of radioactive effluent received renewed NRC attention in the 1980s, with the discovery of elevated levels of radioactive materials in sewage sludge and incinerator ash at publicly owned treatment works ("POTW"). As a result, the NRC itself conducted a limited survey of 15 radioactive materials licensees and their associated POTWs to determine if radioactive material discharged to sewage systems was reconcentrating in sludge. Its efforts 111 culminated in revised radioactive discharge regulations, which were intended to prevent 

S Because of the "large number of individual radiation programs nationwide [it was] recognize[d] that to maintain consistent nationwide regulation for certain activities some program elements must be consistent from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. These are the proIrar elements identified as radiation protection standards those with significant and direct transboundary implications, and those needed to ensure that conflicts and gaps in the nationwide, 
pattern are avoided " Analysis for Agreement State and Public Comments, included as Attachment 1 to SECY-97-054 (emphasis added).  

6 See Final Policy Statement on Adequacy and Compatibility of Agreement State Programs, SECY-95-112 
(stating that the NRC must ensure that there is "an adequate level of protection of public health and safety that is consistent and stable across the nation" (emphasis added)).  

"7 A "practice" is a "use, procedure, or activity associated with the application, possession, use, storage, or dispoas of agreement material." 62 Fed. Reg. at 46525 (emphasis added).  
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s the eAU noted in its 1994 report, the City of Laramie found the NRC's advice too vague 
to support the regulation Laramie envisioned: "[A Laramie] city official indicated that this NRC 
guidance was too vague and did not answer the question of whether a municipality or a treatment 
plant could lawfully regulate or prohibit a licensee's discharge of radioactive materials into its 
sewage system." Report at App. III. Since 1993, however, the Laramie Letter has been 
misconstrued by others to justify broader municipal authority than the law actually allows. It has 
also been used as a template for passing laws in the preempted field of nuclear health and safety, by 
packaging those laws as motivated by economic, instead of health or safety, concerns.
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reconcentration of radionuclides in POTWs. See NRC Standards for Protection Against Radiation 
(Final Rulemaking), 56 Fed. Reg. 23360, 23381 (May 21, 1991). Explaining the new regulations, 
the NRC observed that "[insoluble radioactive] materials may accumulate in the sewer system, in 
the sewer treatment plants, and in the sewer sludge .... [This] is no longer permitted because of 
potential reconcentration of these materials in the sanitary sewer system, sewage treatment plants, and sewage sludge. .. ." 56 Fed. Reg. at 23381.  

In January 1994 these regulations took effect, roughly coinciding with a General Accounting 
Office ("GAO") report on the reconcentration issue. See NRCInformation Notice 94-07 (Jan. 28, 
1994); GAO Report. Action Needed to Control Radioactive Contamination at Sewage Treatment 
Plants, GAO/RCED-94-1

3 3 (May 1994). Since 1991 the NRC has not publicly identified any 
noteworthy reconcentrations of radionuclides in any POTW, but the issue continues to be studied.  
See Joint NRC/EPA Sewage Sludge Radiological Survey. Survey Design and Test Site Results 
(August 1999) (survey to review effect of 1994 regulatory revisions); see also Guidance on 
Radioactive Materials in Sewage Sludge and Ash at Publicly Owned Treatment Works (June 2000) (issued by ISCORS; draft guidance for POTW owners).  

D. The Laramie Letter 
In September 1993, concerned about potential liability for radiation levels in its municipal 

sludge, the City of Laramie, Wyoming asked the NRC the following question: "Can a municipality 
lawfully regulate or prohibit the discharge of radioactive materials into its wastewater treatment 
system, with or without an industrial pretreatment program mandated by EPA?" See Exhibit C. The 
NRC's response was simply to repeat what the law already said: that the federal government 
exclusively controls the regulation of AEA materials for safety purposes, and that local regulation 
is only valid if it is based on "something other than the protection of workers and [the] public from 
the health and safety hazards of regulated materials." Id. Laramie was thus "not compelled" to 
accept radioactive discharges, said the NRC Deputy General Counsel, so long as it had "sound 
reasons, other than radiation protection," for its regulations. Id. The NRC then noted that materials 
regulated under the AEA were exempt from regulation under the Clean Water Act, but that new 
NRC regulations, revised to address the reconcentration issue, would take effect in January 1994.
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11. Nflisuse of the Laramie Letter by the City of SantaFe 

As UniTech learned from the litigation, City officials, with the help of a local citizens group, 

had used the Laramie Letter as a guide for enacting otherwise impermissible restrictions on 
radionuclide discharges. Although in fact motivated by alleged health-and-safety concerns, however 
misguided, the City knew that regulation addressing these concerns was preempted under the AEA.  
Accordingly, it filled the legislative record with references to pretextual economic objectives in an 
attempt to avoid preemption.8 

A. The City's Focus on UniTech And Its Concern About Alleged Health and Safety 
Effects 

City officials had UniTech in their regulatory cross-hairs for almost two years before the 

Ordinance was enacted in February 1997. In April 1995 UniTech had applied to NMED for renewal 

of its radioactive materials license, a proceeding that grew contentious because a local citizens group 

called Concerned Citizens for Nuclear Safety ("CCNS") opposed the renewal. The City also tried 

to intervene in the proceeding, claiming that "[t]he health and safety of the citizens of Santa Fe may 

be affected should the Environment Department renew [UniTech's] license," but that request was 

denied. (UniTech's license was eventually renewed with conditions in November 1996, after several 

days of public hearings.) Meanwhile, after a surprise raid of UniTech's plant in March 1996, the 

City issued an administrative order closing the facility. UniTech contested the order and the dispute 

eventually resulted in state court litigation.  

At the same time that the City was pursuing UniTech through enforcement proceedings, City 

officials and CCNS were also active on the regulatory front. In a letter dated March 23, 1996 

(attached at Exhibit F), CCNS, arguing that radionuclide discharges "are dangerous to the public 

health" and "pose an unacceptably high increase in risk of cancer mortality," urged the City Council 

of the City of Santa Fe to regulate them in the City's revised sewer code. But, as its Public Utilities 

Director, Patricio Guerrerortiz, admitted during City Council meetings and under oath during his 

deposition, the City did not attempt to regulate radionuclides at that time - despite its desire to do 

so - because it believed such regulation would be illegal.  

B. The City's Discovery of the Laramie Letter 

Just a few weeks later, however, the City became emboldened. By letter dated May 31, 1996 
(attached at Exhibit G), CCNS suggested to Mr. Guerrerortiz that the City could avoid preemption 
if it purported to regulate radionuclides for economic - as opposed to health and safety - reasons.  

In its letter CCNS said it had "spent some time" talking to the NRC, and had been told of an "NRC 

legal counsel's letter advising that municipalities have the legal authority to regulate discharges of 

8 To supplement the summary presented below, attached at Exhibit E is UniTech's supplemental memorandum 

filed in the Santa Fe litigation in support of its motion for summary judgment on preemption grounds. The 
memorandum sets forth UniTech's findings from discovery conducted on the preemption issue.  

7
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radionuclides in furtherance of the economic interests of the City, without running afoul of the 
NRC's preemption of regulation for safety purposes." A week later CCNS forwarded the Laramie 
Letter to the City. The copy attached at Exhibit C bears fax signatures showing that it was first sent 
to CCNS by the NRC on June 6, 1996, and then forwarded to Royallen Allen, a City public works 
official.  

jWithin days Mr. Guerrerortiz had drafted a resolution authorizing the drafting of revisions 
to the sewer code that would restrict the discharge of radioactive materials. At a June 12, 1996 City 
Council meeting, Mr. Guerrerortiz spoke candidly about the resolution. He told the City Council 
that "for a year now we have been revising the [sewer] code... and we have come across this 
difficulty in regulating radionuclides or radioactive material[. U]p until very recently we were not 
aware of this extension [sic] to the preemption by the federal government .... With this recent 
discovery, if you want to call it, we are looking at a possibility, and that's why the resolution was 
worded the way it is." 

The wording to which he referred was the resolution's avowed "economic" concerns 
surrounding the reuse of sludge and preserving the "biological processes" within its POTW. Mr.  
Guerrerortiz called these economic references "the key part of the resolution." He continued, now 
specifically referring to the Laramie Letter: 

This exception ... based on the letter that you have a copy of from 
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, allows us to regulate that based on protecting the economic interest of the city. In this case, the reuse 

! of the - of the effluent, and the reuse of the sludge.  

Similarly, Guerrerortiz told CCNS by letter a week later (attached at Exhibit H): 

S[M]ost local government officials think that since the federal 
government has reserved for itself the duty of regulating radio 
nuclides, local governments cannot do anything else to protect the health and safety of the public from the potential effects of this type 
of compounds [sic].  

II However, we recently found out that there are some exceptions to this 
preemptive power of the federal government, and we are preparing to 
exercise our options under these exceptions. As you may know, the 
Council has instructed the city staff to propose revisions to the city 
code that will make it possible to regulate specific man-made radio 

* isotopes.  

In short, the City concluded that the Laramie Letter provided an "exception" to the 
preemption doctrine, allowing it to "protect the health and safety of the public" as long as it made 
references to alleged "economic interests."9 

* 8
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C. The Passage of the Ordinance 

Inspired by the Laramie Letter, City officials proceeded to draft, and the City Council ultimately adopted, draconian restrictions on radionuclide discharges, as explained above. The alleged "economic" motivation of the City's regulatory efforts (to enable the City to sell its treated POTW effluent) was a sham, as the City essentially admitted under oath in the litigation: the City had never made an effort to sell its treated effluent; no one had ever refused to buy the effluent because of radiation concerns; the City had never found any evidence of radiation build-up in its POTW; and it had never even tested its sludge for radiation reconcentration. City officials also admitted that their purported economic objectives were, at bottom, themselves health-and-safety objectives. Radionuclides are perceived as affecting "reuse" of POTW byproducts because reusing radioactive effluent or sludge could in theory endanger those in proximity to it; there is no other reason why a municipality would hesitate to reuse such materials. Similarly, radionuclides could affect "marketability" only if people will not buy these products because they are perceived as 
dangerously radioactive.  

The Ordinance reflecting these revisions was passed at a February 12, 1997 City Council meeting. Events at that meeting removed all doubt that the City's invocation of "economic concerns" was mere legal cover, guided by the Laramie Letter, for a law meant to combat the alleged health-and-safety threat posed by UniTech's discharges. The majority of city councilors at that meeting gave free voice to their fears, declaring that the "public health and safety must be protected," because radionuclides "hang around and do things like cause cancer." The Laramie Letter was raised several times during the meeting - the city attorney in fact used it to justify the City's regulatory effort - but the Public Utilities Director never told the City Council that the City of Laramie itself 
had declined to follow it.9 

D. The Litigation 

The Laramie Letter was also used by the City to defend its actions throughout the ensuing litigation. In response to UniTech's motion for summary judgment on its claim of field preemption under the AEA, the City once again invoked the Letter, attaching it to its opposition brief along with the GAO report and a draft POTW guidance document issued by the ISCORS Sewage Subcommittee in May 1997. The City used the letter to support the argument that it was not "compelled" to accept 

9 The City had also written to the NRC a month before, on January 13, 1997, saying that it would be "exercising its local government authority" to regulate radionuclides. The City observed that "the [NRC] has in the past approved of such regulation as consistent with the Atomic Energy Act (See attached letter of November 9, 1993 from NRC to City of Laramie, Wyoming)." The NRC responded on March 26, 1997 (attached at Exhibit I), taking pains to "clarify that this letter [the Laramie Letter] ... does not contain any explicit approval of particular actions by the City. Instead, the letter simply provides an explanation of the legal principles of preemption in the context of the Atomic Energy Act (AEA) of 1954, as amended." By this point, of course, it was too late; the City of Santa Fe had passed its Ordinance the month before.  

* 9
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radioactive effluent discharged by UniTech, and was free to bar it under the City's inherent police 
powers and the Clean Water Act. The City then made similar claims in oral argument before Judge 
Bruce Black, arguing that the Laramie Letter signified that POTWs need not "take [radioactive 
effluent] at all, and if you have other concerns besides safety doses to people of radiation, go ahead 
and regulate." For its part, the Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District ("NEORSD") cited the letter 
in two am icus filings in support of the City's position. (A copy of NEORSD's amicus brief is 
attached as Exhibit J.) 

In short, the Laramie Letter was key to the City's decision to attempt to regulate 
radionuclides. The City's Public Utilities Department saw the Laramie Letter as a blueprint of the 
necessary steps to pass a law regulating AEA materials for public health purposes by couching it in 
economic terms to avoid preemption. And it further appears that the City's misplaced reliance on 
the Laramie Letter caused it to cling to an untenable position once litigation ensued.  

IV. Summary of Reasons Why the NRC Should Be Concerned About the City of Santa Fe's 
Defiance of Federal Authority 

There are several reasons why the NRC should be concerned about the City of Santa Fe's 
actions, especially its misuse of the Laramie Letter.  

First, the City's actions took expensive, burdensome litigation by a duly authorized licensee 
to remedy, and evidence a continuing threat to federal preemption principles that will be equally 
costly to future licensees.  

I Second, the City's actions threaten the related, equally important federal policy of 
"compatibility." The NRC would never have allowed an Agreement State to adopt the Ordinance 
passed by the City of Santa Fe. If an Agreement State subject to NRC oversight failed to follow the 
NRC's directives in this regard, the NRC would take steps necessary to correct the situation, and 
would thereby maintain regulatory uniformity and avoid a "patchwork" of varying standards. Even 
if the AEA did not already foreclose local regulation, NRC policing of local regulations on a case 
by case basis would be inefficient at best. The better approach is for the NRC to clarify on a generic 
basis that local governments may not regulate in the preempted field.  

Third, it should be of even greater concern to the NRC that local governments believe they 
can regulate AEA materials despite lacking both NRC oversight and the technical resources enjoyed 
by state-level agencies in Agreement States. The Santa Fe litigation is a good example of the risks 
involved; the City passed the Ordinance despite NMED's urgings that the City reconsider and the 
Public Utilities Director's total, and admitted, lack of technical expertise. The result was regulations I stringent enough to block discharge of local drinking water.  

Fourth, local action threatening these important federal policies is likely to recur. There is 
substantial cross-fertilization among municipal regulators, as the NEORSD amicus role on behalf 
of Santa Fe demonstrates. The Santa Fe Ordinance itself was inspired by similar provisions in an 
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Albuquerque ordinance. Moreover a widely disseminated misinterpretation 
of the Laranie Leter 

holds that municipalities have broader authority to regulate the discharge of AEA materials than is 

regulate ~~~~o raioulie 
fLawramoedavniesete 

actually granted under existing law. As noted above, after observing that the City of Laramie could 

regulate radionuclides for Purposes other than radiation protection, the NRC Deputy General 

Counsel went on to conclude that "4[tjhus, NRC regulations 
... do not s.P&T" 

POTWs to accept 

radioactive discharges. (Letter at Exhibit C; emphasis added.) What the NRC must have meant was 

that, under the express terms of the AEA, because municipalities are free to regulate radioactive 

effluent if they have the right reasons, the AEA could not be read as forcing them to accept it.  
But by saying that nothing "compels" municipalities to accept radioactive discharges, Some 

have also read the Laramie Letter as implying that there might be some basis, M of the in a 1995 article appearing in the journal nrn* 

narrow exception granted by the AEA, for municipalities to regulate AEA materials. For example, 

member of the ISCORS Se boe Sbou itteenvzronmental Permitting' the authors, one of whom is a 

roi the RSewage mmittee, cited the Laramie Letter as their sole support for the 

proposition that, while "the exclusive nature of fthe NRC'sj jurisdiction is limited to the regulation 

of health and safety," "'(rJegulation with regard to environmental 
impacts Presumably can be 

undertaken by other federal, state or local agencies." Proposed Radionulid Regulatins. Broad Scope M ay R a h Y u 
0 ~ e a i n ci eR g l t o s r a 

Reach Your Clients, ENVIRONMENTAL 
PERMITTING, Spring 1995, at 67.  

Similarly, in a draft POTW guidance document issued by the ISCORs subcommittee on May 

29, 1997, the subcommittee tracked the language of the Laramie Letter and wrote:
an •-,.. nas round that ifa municipality has sound reasons other than radiation protection, a municipality can require the pre-treatent of wastes to eliminate or reduce radioactivity. Furthermore, although NRC regulations allow users of regulated materials to discharge to treatment plants, la C 

eTWc i-. ..  

onerator•,I t o. ac e trditv m tras r mN

Draft Guidance on Radioactive Materials and Sewage Sludge/Ash at Publicly Owned Treatment 
Wor/s at 4 (May 29, 1997) (emphasis added). 10 at The impression that the AEA, by not "compelling" POTWs to accept discharges, allows them 

to refuse such discharges by invoking other authorities, has led certain municipalities to conclude 

that such independent authority can be found in the Clean Water Act. As the Supreme Court has 

held, however, this is not true - the EPA has no jurisdiction under the Clean Water Act to limit the 

discharge of AEA materials to local POTWs by NRC-licensed facilities. Train v. Colorado Publ.  
10

Also note that this language is not contained in the latest draft of the POTW guidance document.  
11
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Int. Group, 426 U.S. 1, 15, 25 (1976). Nonetheless, both the City of Santa Fe and the NEORSD 

argued that municipalities have the authority to regulate the discharge of radioactive materials under 

the Clean Water Act. (In its briefs the City cited the Laramie Letter and the draft POTW guidance 

document quoted above, while Thomas Lenhart, the ISCORS member that wrote the 1995 article, 

is in-house counsel for the NEORSD.) Other municipalities seem to agree; at a minimum, municipal 

enforcement of regulations not compatible with NRC standards may tempt other localities to follow 

suit. Accordingly, the NRC has a fundamental interest in correcting a widespread misimpression 

of the limits of municipal authority under the AEA, and in otherwise taking action to protect federal 

policy in this context.  

V. Concdlusion 

What is remarkable about the Santa Fe litigation, and the primary reason for UniTech's 

summary of this issue for the NRC, is that were it not for the Laramie Letter the City of Santa Fe 

probably never would have passed its radionuclide regulations. Those regulations were motivated 

by health-and-safety concerns and patently in conflict with NRC and NMED discharge limitations.  

Their enactment forced a long-standing radioactive materials licensee to spend large sums defending 

the exclusive authority of the NRC and its Agreement States, and jeopardized the consistency in 

radionuclide regulation that is a primary goal of the AEA. Furthermore, the Laramie Letter 

continues to be misunderstood, creating the risk that other states and municipalities will rely on it 

to pass laws infringing on areas reserved to federal control.  

The NRC has an undeniable interest in protecting both its own jurisdiction and the 

jurisdiction it cedes to Agreement States. Congress granted exclusive authority to the NRC in this 

area because that is the only way to ensure a rational, consistent (and ultimately more effective) 

system of regulation. Local government efforts to impose their own conceptions of adequate 

protection of public health and safety are a continuing threat to that system. The NRC's silence in 

the face of those intrusions, moreover, gives the mistaken impression that a) the NRC tacitly agrees 

that its own regulations are too lenient, and b) local governments need not concern themselves overly 

much about the NRC protecting its own regulatory authority.  

UniTech respectfully requests that the NRC address the continuing confusion the Laramie 

Letter has generated. Several types of clarification would be helpful. First, the NRC should reiterate 

that the Laramie Letter adds nothing to the law as it already stands and in any event, is not a binding 

opinion of the NRC's General Counsel. Second, the NRC should clarify that regulation of the 

radiation hazards of AEA materials remains the exclusive province of the NRC and the Agreement 

States and that state and local governments may not intrude into the protected field. Third, we 

strongly encourage the NRC to reexamine the federal preemption case law since the 1983 Pacific 

Gas & Electric Supreme Court decision. As explained above, the federal preemption doctrine has 

been clarified since 1983, and it is now evident that a state or local law is invalid under the AEA 

either if (a) its purpose (in whole or in part) is health-and-safety or (b) it has a "direct and 

substantial" effect in the health-and-safety area, regardless of its purpose.  
I0]54 125 JIM 
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SEWERS* 

22-1 Sanitary Sewers and Wastewater Collection, Disposal and 
Potential Reuse 

22-2 Definitions 
22-3 General Provisions 
22-4 Septic Tanks, Constructed Wetlands or Other On-Site Private 

Sewage Disposal Systems 

22-5 Construction of Sanitary Sewer Systems 
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22-10 Wastewater Extra-Strength Surcharge Program 

22-11 Grease Interceptors Facilities 

22-12 Penalties, Enforcement and Administrative Review 

22-1 SANITARY SEWERS AND WASTEWATER COLLECTION, DISPOSAL 

AND POTENTIAL REUSE.  

22-1.1 Short Title. This chapter may be cited as the "Wastewater Utility 

Ordinance". (Ord. #1997-3, § 2) 

22-1.2 Purpose and Service Area.  

A. The purpose of this chapter is to set uniform requirements for the users of the 

city of Santa Fe's wastewater collection system and treatment works, to enable the city to 

comply with the provisions of the Clean Water Act and with other applicable federal, state and 

local laws and regulations, to provide for the public health and welfare and to protect the city's 

economic interests in the publicly owned treatment works (POTW) and its waste treatment by

"Editor's Note: Prior ordinance history includes portions of 1953 Code §§ 22-1-22-6. 22-8-22- 10. 22-12

22,-34. 22-36, 22-37. 22-39. 22-40. 22-46. 22-47, 22-50-22-54, 22-57, 22-58; 1973 Code §§ 28-1-28-14. 28

16-28-34, 28-36-28-39. 28-44, 28-45.28-48-28-52, 28-55-28-70; 1981 Code §§4-4-l-4-5-8.4-5-I0--4-10-13: 

and Ordinance Nos. 10-24-41. 1954-6, 1956-22, 1966-23, 1974-39. 1974-44. 1978-55, 1979-13. 1979-17.  

1980-38. 1980-63. 1981-64. 1982-39. 1984-33. 1985-36. 1986-23, 1988-16. 1989-22. 1990-21. 1991-25.  

1992-3-. 1993-9. 1993-23. 1996-22.
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industrial users located beyond the municipal limits shall comply with terms and conditions 

established in this section, as well as any permits or orders issued hereunder as if they were 

located within the boundaries of the city of Santa Fe and subject to the jurisdiction of the city 

and the courts in the same manner as any discharger located within the city limits.  

,Ord =1997-3. § 60)

22-9.2 General Sewer Use Requirements.

A. Limitations and prohibitions on the quantity and quality of wastewater which 

may be lawfully discharged into the POTW are hereby established. Pretreatment of some 

wastewater discharges shall be required to achieve compliance with this section and the Act.  

The specific limitations set forth herein are necessary to enable the city to meet requirements 

contained in its NPDES permit, to protect the public health and the environment, to protect the 

city's potential options for the beneficial reuse, marketing, reclamation or disposal of waste 

treatment by-products, and to provide efficient wastewater treatment and protect the health and 

safety of wastewater personnel.  

B. The following pollutant limits are established to protect against potential pass 

through or potential interference. No person shall discharge wastewater containing in excess of 

the instantaneous maximum allowable discharge limits. These limits are the highest allowable 

concentration in any type of sample, either a grab or composite collected over any time interval 

and are as follows: 

TABLE 22-1

Constituent 

pH 
Oil & Grease 
Oil & Grease 
Arsenic 
Cadmium 
Chromium 
Copper 
Cyanide 
Lead 
Mercury 
Nickel 
Silver 
Zinc 
Temperature 
Temperature 
Total Toxic Organics

Local Discharge Limits 

5-11 
200 mg/l (animal or vegetable) 
100 mg/l (petroleum) 
2.74 mg/l 
0.09 mg/l 
5.32 mg/I 
0.13 mg/I 
0.24 mg/I 
0.39 mg/l 
0.01 mg/I 
4.95 mg/I 
0.03 mg/l 
0.46 mg/l 
1040 F @ Headworks 
1400 F to POTW 
2 mg/l

§ 22-9
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¶'otal toxic organics (TTO) is the sum of all concentrations of organic compounds from a 
priority pollutant scan, that are above the detection limit. TTO monitoring shall be required 
, where applicable under specific industries per 40 CFR or where the city division determines 

the necessity for a priority pollutant scan to be performed to determine pollutant concentrations 

!.iCscharged.  

L 
C. Concentrations and the general prohibitions below in paragraph D herebf apply 

i t the point where the industrial wastewater is monitored or as determined by the division. All 

toncentrations for metallic substances are for "total" metal. The division may impose mass 

limitations in addition to or in place of the concentration based limitations above. Compliance 

vith all parameters may be determined from a single grab sample. Exceedance of any 

continuous or instantaneous pollutant limits listed above constitutes a violation of this chapter.  

"D. These general prohibitions shall apply to all users of the POTW whether or not 

the user is subject to categorical pretreatment standards or any other national, state or local 

ý)retreatment standards or requirements. The following pollutants shall not be introduced into 

the city's sanitary sewer system and/or the POTW: 

(1) Any pollutant or wastewater which may potentially interfere with the 

operation of the POTW, or with the city's potential options for the beneficial reuse, 

marketing, reclamation or disposal of waste treatment by-products.  

(2) Any liquids, solids or gases which, by reason of nature or quantity are, 

or may be sufficient, either alone or by interaction with other substances, to cause fire 

or explosion or be injurious in any other way to the POTW. Included in this prohibition 

are wastestreams with a closed cup flashpoint of less than 140°F (60'C). The standard 

test method as described in the ASTMD 3278-89 index, or any other method 

determined by the city will be applied. At no time shall two successive readings on an 

explosion hazard meter at the point of discharge into the POTW or at any point in the 

POTW be more than five percent (5%) nor any single reading over ten percent (10%) 

of the lower explosive limits (LEL) of the meter. Prohibited materials include, but are 

not limited to, gasoline, kerosene, naphtha, benzene, toluene, xylene, ethers, alcohols, 

ketones, aldehydes, peroxides, chlorates, perchlorates, bromates, carbides, hydrides.  

sulfides, and anything else which has been determined by the city, state or EPA to be a 

"potential fire or other hazard to the POTW.  

(3) Solid or viscous substances in amounts which may potentially cause 

obstruction to the flow anywhere in the POTW or otherwise interfere with the operation 

of the POTW or pass through the treatment system but in no case solids greater than 

one-half inch (1/2") (1.27 centimeters) in any dimension. Prohibited substances

.Rev.Ord.Sup•P. 3/97
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include, but are not limited to manure, whole blood, feathers, ashes, cinders, sand, 
spent lime, stone or marble dust, metal, glass, straw, shavings, grass clippings, rags.  

spent grains, spent hops, waste paper, wood, plastics, gas, tar, concrete, asphalt.  
residues from refining or processing of fuel or lubricating oil, mud, glass grindings, 
paraffin or polishing wastes.  

(4) Any pollutant, including oxygen demanding pollutants (BOD, etc.) 

released at a flow rate and/or concentration sufficient to cause interference.  

(5) Any toxic pollutant or wastewater containing a toxic pollutant in 

sufficient quantity, singly or by interaction with other pollutants, which may potentially 
injure or interfere with any POTW treatment process, constitute a hazard to humans or 
animals, or create a toxic effect in the POTW effluent as defined by this chapter. In no 
case shall any discharge, toxic pollutant or wastewater containing a toxic pollutant 
exceed national categorical pretreatment standard limitations or the limits established by 
this chapter or by any other ordinance adopted by the city.  

(6) Any fats or greases, including but not limited to petroleum oil. non

biodegradable cutting oil, complex carbon compounds, or products of mineral oil 
origin, in amounts that will cause interference or pass through.  

(7) Any wastewater having a pH less than 5.0 or more than 11.0, or which 

may otherwise potentially cause corrosive structural damage to the POTW, or harm city 

personnel or equipment.  

(8) Any wastewater containing pollutants in such quantity (flow or 
concentration), either singly or by interaction with other pollutants as to potentially 

cause pass through or interfere with the POTW, any wastewater treatment or sludge 

process, or constitute a hazard to humans or animals or otherwise to potentially impair 

the city's economic interests or the city's potential options for the beneficial reuse, 

marketing, reclamation or disposal of waste treatment by-products.  

(9) Any liquids, gases or solids or other wastewater which, either singly or 

by interaction with other wastes, are sufficient to create a public nuisance or hazard to 

life or property or are sufficient to hinder entry into the sewers for maintenance and 

repair.  

(10) Any substance which may potentially cause the waste treatment by

products to tend to be unsuitable for the city's potential plans for the beneticial reuse.  

marketability, reclamation or disposal of waste treatment by-products. In no ,:se. shall 

a substance discharged to the POTW cause the city to be in noncompliance , !th sludge 

,use or disposal regulations or permits issued under Section 405 of the A,:t. :he Solid

2235 Rev -. :-e3/97
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Waste Disposal Act, the Clean Air Act, the Toxic Substances Control Act, or other state 

or local requirements applicable to the sludge use and disposal practices being used by 

the city.  

I,1) Any wastewater which imparts color which cannot be removed by the 

current treatment process, such as, but not limited to, dye wastes and vegetable tanning 

solutions, which consequently imparts color to the treatment plant effluent. 

(12) Any wastewater having a temperature greater than 140°F .60°C), or 

which will inhibit biological activity in the treatment plant resulting in interference, but 

in no case, wastewater which causes the temperature at the introduction into the 

treatment plant to exceed 104'F (40'C). Z 

(13) Any discharge from an industrial user who is handling radioactive 

materials under license from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission or the state, except 

hospitals and medical professionals administering radioactive materials as part of 

medical diagnosis or treatment, unless all of the following criteria are met: 

(a) The industrial user demonstrates, to the satisfaction of the 

Division, that discharge from its normal operations will not exceed the 

following limits as determined at 25°C and pH7: 

(i) Any radioactive material and any product in its decay 

chain present in the discharge has a half-life no greater than one hundred 

(100) days; and 

(ii) No radioactive coumpounds in a representative sample 

of the discharge shall be present on the filer after the sample is filtered 

through a 0.45 micron filter; and 

(iii) The concentration in a weekly representative sample is 

1/50 of the concentration levels in 10 CFR 20 App. B. Table Ill; and 

(iv) If more than one radioactive compound is discharged, 

the sum of the fractions of the limit in (ii) above as determined by 

dividing the actual weekly average concentration by 1150 of the 

concentrations of the radioactive compounds listed in 10 CFR 20 App.  

B, Table III, does not exceed unity.  

(b) Any industrial user which demonstrates compliance with 

subparagraph (a) shall be permitted to discharge, but shall analyze a 

representative sample of its discharge weekly to demonstrate continuing

--- s � --
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compliance with such subparagraph (a) and shall retain all such sampling 
records pursuant to subsection 22-9.6 K of this chapter. Any discharge which 
exceeds the limits of subparagraph (a) shall be reported to the division 
immediately by telephone, and written confirmation of such report shall be 
hand-delivered to the division within twenty-four (24) hours thereafter.  

(c) Any discharge which does not meet the requirements of 
subparagraph (a) shall be considered a violation of this chapter and of the 
industrial user's permit.  

(14) Any trucked or hauled wastes, of more than ten (10) gallons except at 

authorized discharge points designated by the city and in accordance with city 
regulations for septic tank and chemical toilet wastes transported into the sanitary sewer 
system and/or around the POTW.  

(15) Storm water, surface water, ground water, artesian well water, roof 
runoff, subsurface drainage, condensate, deionized water, cooling water, and 

unpolluted industrial wastewater, unless specifically authorized in writing by the 
division.  

(16) Any industrial wastes containing floatable fats, waxes, grease or oils, or 
which become floatable at the wastewater temperature at the introduction to the 
treatment plant during the winter season.  

(17) Any sludges, screenings, or other residues from the pretreatment of 
industrial wastes.  

(18) Any medical wastes, except as specifically authorized by the division, in 

a wastewater permit.  

(19) Any material which, in the judgment of the city, contains ammonia, 

ammonia salts, or other chelating agents which may potentially produce metallic 

complexes that may interfere with the POTW.  

(20) Any material considered hazardous waste according to 40 CFR Part 

261.  

(21) Portions of the human anatomy including but not limited to whole blood 

and blood products discharged by medical facilities as waste.

T>.' -'-, p ,. nr-4 1/Q07
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[(22) Any wastes containing detergents, surface active agents, or other 
substances which may cause excessive foaming in the POTW's wastewater treatment 
system.  

(23) Any substance which may cause the POTW to violate its NPDES 
permit, or any other federal, state or local permits or requirements, including any 
receiving water quality standards.  

E. Wastes prohibited by this section shall not be processed or stored in such a 
manner that these materials could be discharged to the POTW. All floor drains located in 
process or materials storage areas must.discharge to an industrial user's pretreatment facilities 
before connecting with the POTW or be adequately protected to prevent accidental releases.  

[ F. Users subject to categorical pretreatment standards are required to comply with 

applicable standards as set out in 40 CFR Chapter 1, Subchapter N, Parts 405-471 and 
incorporated herein by this reference, and any applicable local limits.  

G. The city will accept into the POTW, septage waste only at the city designated 
[discharge points and only septic tank wastes which exhibit the characteristics of domestic 

wastes and in accordance with the other provisions of this chapter.  

H. The city reserves the right to establish by ordinance or resolution or in 

wastewater discharge permits, more stringent limitations or requirements on discharges to the 

POTW if deemed reasonably necessary to comply with the objectives presented in this chapter 

or the general and specific prohibitions in this section, or with any other reasonable objective 

of the city.  

I. No user shal in any way attempt to dilute a discharge as a partial or complete 

substitute for adequate treatment to achieve compliance with a discharge limitation.  
[ (Ord. #1997-3, § 61) 

[22-9.3 Pretreatment of Wastewater.  

A. Industrial users shall provide, at their own expense, necessary wastewater 

F treatment required to comply with this chapter and with all permit conditions and shall achieve 

compliance with all categorical pretreatment standards or local limits or prohibitions, as defined 

by subsection 22-9.2. Any facilities or equipment reasonably required to pretreat wastewater to 

[a level required by this chapter shall be installed, operated, and maintained at the industrial 

user s expense.

Rev_3rd •S•, f7



RECEIVED 
JUN 02 1999 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FILEID 
OODWlH, RBOCTR &O FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEW MEXIC91TED SATES CISTRICTCOUi1 

INTERSTATE NUCLEAR SERVICES 

CORPORATION, 99 MAY 26 AM 9:57 

Plaintiff, -s 

VS. No. CIV 98-1 2 p2, LFG 

THE CITY OF SANTA FE, 

Defendant.  

BRIEF AMICUS CURIAE OF THE 

NEW MEXICO ENVIRONMENT DEPARTMENT 

Amicus curiae New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) submits 

its brief in support of the motion filed on December 4, 1998, by 

plaintiff Interstate Nuclear Services Corporation (INS) for partial 

summary judgment on grounds of federal field preemption (Count I) 

(Motion) , as follows: 

NMED's STATEMENT OF INTEREST 

NMED is interested in the federal field preemption question 

before the Court because the City of Santa Fe's (City) ordinance 

creates untenable dual regulation of radionuclide discharges to 

public sewers (publicly owned treatment works, POTW) in the City.  

Contrary to the City's claim that there is a regulatory vacuum 

(Defendant The City of Santa Fe's Response in Opposition to 

Plaintiff Interstate Nuclear Services Corporation's Motion for 

Partial Summary Judgment on Count I, p. 8), the City's ordinance 

creates confusion among regulated entities and impedes NMED's 

mandated responsibility for state-wide regulation of radioactive 

materials to ensure an environment that in the greatest possible 

measure will confer optimum health, safety, comfort and economic 

and social well being. NMSA 1978, § 74-1-2 (1998) ; see N.M.



Const., art. XX, § 21.  

NMED would license INS to discharge licensed material into the 

City's sanitary sewer if each of the following requirements were 

met: 

[tjhe material is readily soluble, or is readily dispersible biological 

material, in water; and 

2. [t]he quantity of licensed ... radioactive material that the licensee ...  

releases into the sewer in 1 month divided by the average monthly volume 

of water released into the sewer by the licensee . .. does not exceed the 

concentration listed in Table III of Appendix B 120 NMAC 3.1.361]1; and 

3. [ilf more than one radionuclide is released, the following conditions must 

also be satisfied: 

a. [t]he licensee ... shall determine the fraction of the limit in 

Table III of Appendix B represented by the discharges into sanitary 

sewerage by dividing the actual monthly average concentration of 

each radionuclide released by the licensee ... into the sewer by the 

concentration of that radionuclide listed in Table III of Appendix 

B; and 

b. ItIhe sum of the fractions for each radionuclide reqaired by § 435 

A 3 (a) (next preceding subsection] does not exceed unity; and 

4. (tlhe total quantity of licensed ... radioactive material that the licensee 

... releases into the sanitary sewerage in a year does not exceed 5 Ci (185 

Gbq) of hydrogen-3, 1 Ci (37 Gbq) of carbon-14, and 1 Ci (37 Gbq) of all 

other radioactive materials combined.  

20 NMAC 3.1.435(A). 20 NMAC 3.1.461 (Appendix B, Table III) sets 

out maximum dischargeable monthly concentrations for every 

radionuclide that may be disposed of into a public sewer. These 

are the same concentrations allowed under 10 CFR Part 2 App. B, 

Table III of the NRC regulations.  

In contrast, the City's ordinance drastically reduces the 

EIB's allowable concentrations. The ordinance first divides NMED's 

allowed discharges to the City's sewer by a factor of 4 in 

requiring maximum weekly concentrations, not monthly. Second, the 

ordinance allows only 1/50th of the NMED allowed concentration. As 

set forth in NMED's letter to the City Manager on the proposal 

before it was adopted by the City Council, the City has reported 

2



drinking water supply from one of its production wells with natural 

radiation at levels higher than could be discharged to the POTW 

under Ordinance 1997-3 (Rev.Ord.Supp.3/
9 7 ) § 22-9.2(D) (13) . NMED's 

letter dated February 12, 1997 is attached to INS' complaint as 

Exhibit A, see ¶ 2, p. 1.  

THE REGULATORY SCHEME 

NMED is the executive branch agency of New Mexico state 

government solely responsible for enforcing rules promulgated by 

the New Mexico Environmental Improvement Board (EIB) concerning the 

health and environmental aspects of radioactive materials. NMSA 

1978, §§ 9-7A-4 (1994) and 74-I-7(A) (5) (1993).  

Through the Governor of New Mexico, the EIB and NMED entered 

into an agreement with the United States Atomic Energy Commission 

(AEC), now the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), effective May 

1, 1974, for the state's takeover of the regulatory function for 

radioactive materials. 42 U.S.C. § 2021; NMSA 1978, § 74-3-15 

(1993) .1 A copy of New Mexico's agreement is attached as Exhibit 

B to INS' Memorandum in Support of the Motion.  

The EIB is the state's radiation consultant and is statutorily 

required to promulgate rules for licensure and registration of the 

possession, use, storage, disposal, manufacture, process, repair or 

alteration of radioactive material in New Mexico. NMSA 1978, §§ 

74-1-8(A) (5), 74-3-9 (1998), and 74-3-5 and 8 (1993) . The EIB's 

1 Federal supervision of New Mexico's state-agreement performance 

transferred to the NRC by the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, P.L. 93-438, 42 

U.S.C. §§ 5801 et seq., see 42 U.S.C. § 5841(f). NRC reviews NMED's performance 

periodically to ensure consistency and compatibility with NRC radioactive material 

regulatory requirements.  

3



radiation protection rules are compiled as 20 NMAC 3.1.  

Thus, NMED is the only agency under New Mexico law authorized 

to implement the EIB's radioactive materials regulations, as 

prescribed by NRC; and the EIB and NMED neither have, nor have 

authority to, subdelegate this duty to the City.  

INS' RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS LICENSE 

INS had a specific license from the AEC for its laundry in 

Santa Fe since 1957. After 1974, when the federal licensure 

function transferred to NMED, INS has had a specific radioactive 

materials license from NMED under 20 NMAC 3.1.303(B). 2  A copy of 

INS' current, interim license from NMED dated March 25, 1998 is 

attached to INS' Memorandum in Support of the Motion for Partial 

Summary Judgment on Count I as Exhibit A. The license contemplates 

reduced activities based on INS' request for temporary use 

submitted in its letter to NMED dated February 12, 1998.' A copy 

of the letter is attached to the City's Memorandum in support of 

Motion to Dismiss Counts IV, X, XI, and Portions of Count IX, of 

the Complaint, Pursuant to Rule 12(b)(1) as Exhibit C. The third 

paragraph of the letter says that no water will be used in 

radiologically controlled areas and no use of the City's sanitary 

sewer will be made. INS asked NMED to issue a temporary renewal 

for the limited purpose of storing collected laundry for shipment 

2 NMED's predecessor, the Health and Environment Department, issued INS' 

first license from the state according to the executive branch organization at the 

time. NMED continues the state's licensure and enforcement under a later 

reorganization in 1991. NMSA 1978, §§ 9-7-4 and 9-7A-4 (1993).  

3 In numbered 1 1 on p. 12 of the City's Response, the City tries to make 

the point that INS' current license from NMED allows only laundry storage.  
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to another INS facility in California, where it is decontaminated 

by washing and drying as was previously done in Santa Fe. The 

clean laundry is then returned to Santa Fe where it is stored for 

delivery to INS' customers in this region. The interim license 

issued March 25, 1998.  

The interim license is a consequence of the City's order that 

INS stop discharging its wash water into the City's sewer. The 

City served its order while the public hearing on INS' license 

renewal application before the NMED Secretary was still under way.  

At the close of the public hearing, the NMED Secretary approved the 

license renewal, subject to conditions, including installation of 

new wastewater filtration equipment, designed to improve removal of 

radioactive material from the wastewater. Because the City would 

not lift its cease and desist order, INS has waited to install the 

new wastewater filtration equipment and resume operations under the 

NMED approved renewal. This impasse persists today.  

The interim license is a temporary accommodation under the 

NMED Secretary's decision on INS' license renewal application, 

which allows laundry washing after the new wastewater filtration 

equipment is installed, tested and approved by NMED. NMED will 

revise INS' license to allow for laundry washing, and wastewater 

discharges to the City's sewer under 20 NMAC 3.1.435, as soon as 

INS notifies NMED that it has the City's leave and is ready for 

testing and approval of the new equipment.  

Point 1. THE RADIOACTIVE DISCHARGE LIMITS IN THE CITY's ORDINANCE 

UNQUESTIONABLY REGULATE HEALTH AND SAFETY.  

In Point V of the City's response in opposition to the Motion 
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the City says, "A determination of preemption would allow INS to 

continue to discharge radioactive wastes' to the City's POTW 

virtually without regulatory controls to prevent contamination of 

the POTW." City's Response in Opposition to Plaintiff Interstate 

Nuclear Services Corporation's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 

on Count I, p. 23. The statement belies the City's Argument IV 

beginning on p. 22 of its response that the ordinance does not 

"second guess the NRC's or NMED's determination of the 'safe' 

levels of radiation exposure .... *" Ibid., p. 23. The only reason 

radionuclide contamination at the City's POTW would cause a problem 

is that city workers would be exposed to health risks. Therefore, 

contamination at the POTW is a problem only because of health and 

safety effects. See also " [w]hat the Ordinance does is limit the 

concentrations of radioactive waste that the City will accept to 

its POTW." (Emphasis added.) Id.  

Equally so, the affidavit from the City's Public Utilities 

Director attached in support of the City's response (Utilities 

Director Affidavit), is incorrect that "i... discharges to [the] ...  

POTW are not regulated by the State." Utilities Director 

Affidavit, 1 7. Discharges by INS to the City's POTW are indeed 

regulated under 20 NMAC 3.1.435(A), set out supra on p. 2.  

More to the point might be a statement that NMED does not 

license the City's POTW under the state radioactive materials 

rules. Therein, apparently, is the source of the City's argument.  

The Utilities Director Affidavit says that in other localities, the 

discharge concentration criteria enforced by the NRC and the
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agreement states have not prevented reconcentration of 

radionuclides in POTW sludge in some cases. Utilities Director 

Affidavit, ¶¶ 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 and 22. Based on these 

examples, the affidavit decries that "no one can effectively 

predict how radioactive materials reconcentrate in the sludge 

during treatment" and that "it is currently impossible to determine 

what level of radioactive discharge will be 'safe' for the POTW 

itself." Utilities Director Affidavit, 1 24. The truth is that 

maximum levels of radionuclide contamination already are set out in 

the rules as prescribed by NRC and adopted by the EIB.  

Point 2. THE CITY KNOWS ITS POTW, ITS TREATED EFFLUENT AND ITS 

RESIDUAL SLUDGE ARE NOT CONTAMINATED.  

NMED has worked closely with the City and other municipal, 

state and federal agencies to study the actual radionuclide content 

of water courses and facilities impacted by discharges of 

radioactive material in New Mexico. In 1991, NMED surveyed the 

City's POTW sludge deposition field and determined that except for 

an elevated cobalt-60 reading, which was well within allowable 

limits for public exposure, none of the radiation present in the 

sludge exceeded background levels found throughout Santa Fe County.  

Again in 1996, when INS had been lawfully discharging wastewater in 

Santa Fe for 37 years, NMED conducted radiological surveys at the 

City's POTW and sludge field. NMED also sampled soil from the 

Santa Fe Country Club golf course, from the Santa Fe Downs infield 

and from the Santa Fe Polo Grounds, where Santa Fe POTW treated 

effluent had been used as irrigation for years. The 1996 survey 

and sample results showed no values in excess of background. All 
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findings were well below the levels set in the radioactive 

materials rules for the protection of public health and safety.  

NMED routinely shares these data with the City's Utilities 

Division.  

The City's argument that the great unknown has forced it to 

enact the radical effluent discharge limitations in § 22-9.2(D) (13) 

of the Ordinance to be sure the POTW would not become contaminated, 

is insupportable and should be disregarded. The same is true for 

the City's treated effluent and for the POTW's sludge.  

CONCLUSION 

The Court should grant INS' federal field preempticn summary 

judgment motion.  

Respectfully submitted, 

NEW MEXICO ENVIRONMENT DEPARTMENT 
OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL 

By: S GEOFýF SLGN 

Special Assistant Attorney General 
Assistant General Counsel 
Post Office Box 26110 
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87502 

(505) 827-2983 

Attorney for Amicus Curiae NMED
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UJNITED 3TATIS 

/'NUCLEAR RECGULATOAy CCmmISSION 7o ;*t~tc 
- WASUI9OCTOI. C.C. W9".00" 

NOV 

*Hugh B. Xc~addtn, Zsq. FAMMMaE TRAXSWT7L h[S O 
Laramie City Atorney .  
Corthell and icing ff- Ag 
221 Southn Second Street.-/C 

P. 0. Box 1147 DN~ 
Laazie., cO~inq 62070 $* 

DOar Mr. McFadden'. 

In your letter to the )MC of S*tm4 9, 1993 you reqasted an 
expres~ior. "of vlevu on the following qu-e'stion: O*a a =nlc~pality 

-- lawfully .r*Vlate or prohibit the disc-harge of radioactive 
Materials irntolttc Wastewater treat,,ent syste=, wi.th or wi.thout an 
;nd~st-lal pretreatmen~t progra= zandated by EPA?" We u.nd.:stand 
the contex*. of Your question to be a city plan to beqirn rroduoc'ng 

sld.in 196 and the related facts that t~a~aie has a hospital 
w,-th a ruclear medicine detartment ard that the University of 
Wyvc=L-i dces sone research. with radicisoteopes.  

by' necessity c= response has to be q.erral&, linilted to tle 
prin-ciples of law that govern this agency and its relations~hips 
with states and muricipalities. The pri~ary 1*SaL principle is 
that the AtOMIC !nie-tqy Act of 1954, as amend-ed, occupies t.he f eld 
wi.th zaspect to iss-ues of radiation protection in the use c: 
s curce, bypr,:d-act, and special 1.uclear material., as these terz=s are 
defined in Vhe Act. ,.however, the basis for the state or lc.  
4govornnental acticr is something other than the protection c! 
work~ers and pizblic from~ the health and safety hazards of regulated 
rat"eria's,-th-e acticn is not preempted. See, e.g. Pacifly Cg.s *:ýd 

Z~e~r: o.V.State iigrZ: Pesoue.:esCo.ns*:-vaeior azrd D~v91eo,2nT~ 
Cc-:7is~ion, 4521 U. S. 190 (1983). As a consequence of the Atomic 
Energy Act occupying the field dual Federal-State re ilat!;ýn ef the 
radiation haravds associated with use of these materials is nct 
a.11owed. See 10 C.F.R. 4i.4 and 10 C.F.R. Part Z50.  

However the extenslon oI these general redtral preemption 
principies to actions of state or Local govtrrnm.nt entities in 
t.;eir ,proprietary, capacity (s'ay as ov-ners of POTWs) raises 
additional issues which have not been resol.ved definitely. ý.Mor* 
.=portant here, however,' is that if the ci.ty of Larazie were- Ito 

-4"- ave sound reasons, other than radiation protection, to require 
pretreatment of wastes from the hospital or university to elimi.nate 
or reduce radioactivi1ty, such pretreatment would not fall afoul. of 
the Atomic Enezgy Act. ' Thus, Nt4C regulatiome that allow users of 
regulated materials to discharqe to sanitary severs do not com;pel.  
a waste water treatment ope5 ator to accept those radioactive 
raterials.ý,-We rote, however, that the materials raulated by this 
agency are exempted from regulation under th-e Federal Water
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S " .-:- pollution Control Act and the RelsOrce Conservation and .•ocovery 

Act. rThus pretreatment to *lilzjnate or reduce the reVletd 
isotopes would not be requlre4 by t-ese enviror.entAl statutes.  

In 7ar1uary of 194 new rules take effect in 10 C.F.R. Part 20 that 
will limit the discharge to sanitary sever ySteas to only those 
licensed materials which are soluble in water or Vhich are readily 
-d~isprsibl* bic*ogical material (such as may, be tound Lin a 
university research laboratory), see 10 C.T.I. 20.2003. Finally, 
there is no limit on radicactivity that may be discharq*d to a 
sanitary sewer in excTeta frc patients wudergoing medical 
diagnosis or therapy. You may vwsh to consult with the radiation 
safety of ice2s of the hospital and university to gain an 
understanding of the technical characteristics of the Isotopes used 
in these institutiens and their fate in waste wate teatzent.  

T he ::roblom of cartain :adioactivo mterials ending up Ln t!he 
sludges froc wmst. iater treatment, or in ash from th.e incineration 
of sludges, is well known to the staff of t.e NRC.* A generic study 
is underway to understand V.ý dimensions of the issue and whether 
it poses a particular health and safety matte: that needs to be 
dealt with by more specific regulation. The Atomic Xnergy Act 
enco-.urageS the useful and beneficial uses of radioisotopes in 
medicire and research, at the sate ti=. the F2C is hi-hly co~nizant 
of the health risks to third parties that may r-esult foo 'Orh 
uses. We believe that our regulation is approriat'*e1y balanced 
betwee- the need to prctec. the public fro= the undue hazards-of 
the regulatetd mat.-ils and also to a•lIC- the'-r beneficial use in 
a controlled manner.  

I hope that this response will be helpful to you. If you have any 
further q*zestions you may call eithe. me at &rea ccde 301-504-1740, 
cr Rctert L. Penner at area code 301-5C4-1443.  

Martin G. Malsch 
Deputy Ceneral Ccunsel for 

Licensing a-.d Rer'.la.tioa
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEW MEXICO 

INTERSTATE NUCLEAR 

SERVICES CORPORATION, 

Plaintiff, 

v. No. CIV 98-1224 BB/LFG 

CITY OF SANTA FE, 

Defendant.  

MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER 

THIS MATTER comes before the Court on the motion of Plaintiff, 

Interstate Nuclear Services Corporation ("INS"), forsummaryjudgment. Having 

considered the several briefs of the parties and ,a7Vd and entertained oral 

argument on two occasions, the Court is of the opinion the motion is well taken 

and it will be Granted.  

1. Background Facts 

INS operates a Santa Fe laundry which cleans garments from workers 

exposed to various sources of radiation at the Los Alamos National Laboratory.  

This operation was licensed by the United States Atomic Energy Commission in



1957. Since 1974, when the federal government delegated oversight authority to 

the State of New Mexico, INS has operated under a radioactive materials license 

from the New Mexico Environment Department ("NMED") and its predecessor 

agencies. SSW20 NMAC 3.1.30B(B).  

In May 1996, the City of Santa Fe ("City") issued an "Administrative 

Compliance Order" ordering INS to cease and desist discharging water into City 

sewers. Based on the cease and desist order, INS was unable to provide its local 

laundry service to the Los Alamos National Laboratory and was required to ship 

that laundry to California. INS sued to overturn the City order in state district 

court. IntefstateNudear Sav. v. Cltyd Santa Fe, SF 96-1546(C). The parties 

settled that suit when INS agreed to build a new treatment facility which would 

satisfy the conditions imposed by the NMED. Additionally, INS agreed to pay 

the City $50,000.00 to monitor its compliance.  

Also during 1996, the NMED initiated hearings on the renewal of the INS 

radioactive materials license. The City sought to intervene in these proceedings 

but was denied permission by the NMED. Following the appropriate public 

hearing, the Secretary of the NMED approved the INS license renewal, subject to 

conditions, including the installation of new wastewater filtration equipment
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which was designed to improve removal of radioactive material from the 

wastewater to meet state and federal standards. These conditions were 

incorporated into the license granted to INS in March 1998.  

In spite of the NMED license, the City refused to lift its cease and desist 

order, relying upon its newly adopted Ordinance 1997-3 ("the Ordinance"). The 

Ordinance repealed the City's prior sewer provisions and, unlike the prior 

ordinance, imposed specific provisions regulating radiological materials ofthe type 

handled at the INS facility.  

Prior to the adoption of the City Ordinance, the NMED had promulgated 

regulations on discharging wastewater containing radionuclides. These NMED 

regulations set out specific maximum dischargeable monthly concentrations for 

every radionudide to be disposed into a public sewer. 20 N MAC 3.1.435(A); 20 

NMAC 3.1.461. The state regulations are directly patterned on the guidelines 

promulgated by the U nited States Nuclear Regulatory Commission ("U SN RC").  

10 C.F.R. Part 2, App. B. The City Ordinance uses the same units to measure 

radiological material as the NMED and the USNRC, but reduces the permissible 

level of radionudide discharge by 98%.
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The City Council debate over the Ordinance was lengthy, but can be 

summarized by reference to the recorded statements of several councilors.' Prior 

to the initiation of the debate, Councilor Montano cautioned, "I think it's going 

to be very important, as we. make our comments, to understand that there is a 

possible threat of litigation out there. So I would think that it's important to 

watch what you say." Santa Fe City Council Notes 2-12-97 at 26. Nonetheless, 

several councilors raised serious questions about their authority to adopt the 

Ordinance and its effect. In this context there was substantial dialogue about the 

authority of the City W92-14the state and federal governments. For example, in 

response to a question from a City councilor as to whether the Ordinance would 

be enforceable, the assistant city attorney attending at the meeting opined: 

In terms of jurisdiction, it's my understanding, and my 

legal research has indicated to me, that we do have 

jurisdiction, we do have from the Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission, who has usurped authority under federal 

law for most regulations of radionuclides in the United 

States especially when it deals with health and safety.  

1 The City argues legislative history is not a proper basis for statutory 

interpretation. This opinion does not rely on any or all of the Council debate to reach the 

holding herein, but notes the principle advanced by the City derives from the fact that there 

is no record of debate in the New Mexico legislature and not from anything inherently 

unreliable about such a legislative record. SeeRegents f the Univ. qeNew Mexicov. NewMicico 

Federation qfTeadcfes, 962 P.2d 1236, 1246 (N.M. 1998) (noting absence in New Mexico of 

state-sponsored system of recording legislative history, with resul that courts in this state 

engage in statutory construction rather than resorting to legislative history).  
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However, where there is an economic interest of a 

municipality or a local entity, that municipality or local 
entity is allowed to protect its economic interest.  

Itbdat 90.  

Later in the discussion, Councilor Moore stated it was his opinion 

that "it is not the proper role of the federal government to set a maximum on how 

high a standard of health, safety or economic justifications that local government 

can set." After his analysis of the scientific basis for the City standards, he 

concluded: 

So anyway, what I'm trying to say is, these 

standards are stricter than the federal and state 

standards. Yes, indeed. Then, again, the federal and 

state government is unduly influenced by the nuclear 
industry. I think that is a well-known and well

documented fact. If we adopt standards that are stricter, 

and if we are one of the first several cities to do that in 

the U nited States, then that will be just one more of the 
ways in which we are The City Different and we are 

doing something unique that we can be proud of. I also 

think it makes sense [applause] - I also think it makes 

sense for us to worry about the marketability of our 

effluent ....  

fbrddat 100.  

The "problem" of the specific effect of the Ordinance on INS was also 

specifically discussed. Councilor Manning said:
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Oh, what this does, this section here, I think, by 

excepting certain facilities, is that it does make it seem as 

though we are targeting one certain business. And we 

know we're talking about INS. And with that regard, I 

would like to, at the proper time, perhaps make an 

amendment ....  

Ibidat 91.  

In debating the proposed amendment, the following exchange took place: 

COUNCILOR MANNING: This is an existing 

business right now. They're in operation right now.  

COUNCILOR SANCHEZ: No.  

COUNCILOR MOORE: No they're not.  

COUNCILOR MANNING: I mean, well, we 

shut it down, but if they want to come into compliance 
we need to give them some time.  

COUNCILOR MONTANO: Well, you know 

COUNCILOR BUSHEE: -There are no limits 

in the ordinance. 

COUNCILOR MONTANO: - No, we're not, 

you know, this really isn't targeted towards one 

particular industry.  

COUNCILOR MANNING: Well, it appears that 
way. I mean, to me it does.  

COUNCILOR MONTANO: Well, even if it is, 

they have two other locations. How are they going to be
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put out or business? They send the laundry to two other 

locations. So that is not a 

IbiCfat 94-5.  

HI. The Issue 

Does the City have the governmental authority to adopt a radionuclide 

water disposal standard fifty times more stringent than the standard adopted by 

the state and federal governments? 

III. Dis&cussion

A. Regulatory History 

In 1974, New Mexico accepted partial responsibility for the regulatory 

function of nuclear materials. The Governor of New Mexico entered into an 

agreement with the United States Atomic Energy Commission ("AEC"), now the 

USNRC. 42 U.S.C. § 2021; NMSA 1978, § 74-3-15 (1993). The State then 

established the New Mexico Environmental Improvement Board ("EIB") which 

is an independent board whose members are appointed by the Governor with the 

advice and consent of the New Mexico Senate. NMSA 1978, § 74-1-4 (1993).  

The EIB is the state's radiation consultant and is statutorily required to 

"promulgate all regulations applying to persons and entities outside of the agency" 

for "liquid waste," "water supply," "hazardous wastes and underground storage
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tanks." NMSA 1978 §§ 74-1-5, 7 4.1-8(A)(2) and (3) and (13) (1998); soaIMa 

NMSA 1978 §§ 74.3-9 (1998) and 74-3-5 (1993). The NMED is the state 

m~dft~1l ad efore" ID eguatins n r NISA

agency ttiai 5, .......  

1978 § 74-1-7 (1998). The NMED has indicated it will license INS to discharge 

its radioactive waste into the City's sanitary sewer if each of the following 

e ..... ^ w o'o
re qu ir e rnents ecre - dly d sp rib e bi l gi a 

1. The material is readily soluble, or is readily dispersible biological 

material, in water; and 

2. The quantity of licensed ... radioactive material that the licensee 

releass into the sewer in 1 month divided by the average monthly 

volume of water released into the sewcr by the licensee .- does not 

exceed the conceltration listed in Table III of Appendix B [20 

NMAC 3.1.3611; and 

3. if more than one radlonucide is released, the following conditions 

must also be satisfied: 

a. The licensee ... shall determine the fraction of the limit in Table 

Ill of Appendix B represented by the discharges into sanitary 

sew erage by dividing the actual monthly average co acentratio n 

of each radiOvuclide released by the licensee ... into the sewer 

by the concentration of that radionuclide listed in Table III of 

Appendix B; and 

b. The suf of the fractions for each radionudide required by 

§ 435TA3(a) s nexf preceding subsectionj does not exceed unity; 

and

8
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4. The total quantity of licensed ... radioactive material that the licensee 
... releases into the sanitary sewerage in a year does not exceed 5 Ci 

(185 Gbq) of hydrogen-3, 1 Ci (37 Gbq) orcarbon-14, and I Ci (37 

Gbq) of all other radioactive materials combined.  

,,920 NMAC 3.1.435(A); 20 NMAC 3.1.461.  

The USNRC reviews the N MED's performance to ensure consistency and 

compatibility with the USNRC's radioactive materials requirements. If the state 

program is incompatible with federal standards or the state is found incapable of 

discharging its duty to provide regulatory oversight, the U SN RC can terminate 

or suspend all or part of its delegation to the state. 42 U.S.C. § 2021(j).  

In a June 1995 policy statement, the USNRC recognized a publicly owned 

treatment works ("POTW") may implement or establish a pre-treatment program 

"if its pollutants (such as radioactive materials) cause interference with their 

processing technology." Whether the City has established that the IN S discharge 

meets this standard is contested. It is clear, however, that the USNRC together 

with the United States Environmental Protection Agency has initiated a survey of 

radio nuclide levels in sewage sludge processed by various POTW's. The City was 

solicited to participate in this survey, but it declined.
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B. Governmental Authorita 

The City's initial, and not insubstantial, hurdle is to show that as a creation 

of the state, it has the authority to override the liquid waste standards adopted by 

the N MED. Municipalities are creatures of the state and their powers are derived 

from the state. PurcdlI v. Cityd Carlsbag 126 F.2d 748 (10th Cir. 1942); 

M crningar Wate UssA7. v. Farmringtn Mun. Sl Dist., 901 P.2d 725 (N.M.  

1995). "Municipalities have only. those powers expressly delegated by state 

statute." CitycdSanta Fev. ArrnJq 634 P.2d 685, 686 (N.M. 1981). Seea/s 

Snd v. City d Santa Fq 481 P.2d 401 (N.M. 1971). New Mexico 

municipalities thus have no inherent right to exercise police power but rather all 

such rights must derive from authority specifically granted by the state. Terqle 

Baptist Churdcv. City(Albuque'que, J 6 4 6 P.2d 565 (N.M. 1982); CityofSintaFe 

v. Garvbfe- t Ina, 389 P.2d 13 (N.M. 1964). In its anicuSbrief, the N MED 

asserts: 

NMED is the only agency under New Mexico law 

authorized to implement the EIB's radioactive materials 

regulations, as prescribed by NRC; and the EIB and 

N MED neither have, nor have authority to, subdelegate 

this duty to the City.  

Br. Anflosof the NMED at 4.
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The City argues, "the State has delegated to the City the legal authority 

necessary to establish, maintain, operate and regulate sewage treatment facilities 

and to protect those facilities from damage and economic loss. mNMSA 1978 

§ 3.26-1 et gq" (City's Resp. at 3.) The statute relied on by the City authorizes 

a municipality to "acquire and maintain facilities for the collection, treatment and 

disposal of sewage." § 3.26-1A(1). That act goes on grant authority to allow 

eminent domain and authorize the general governmental power necessary for a 

city to acquire and operate a sewer system. However, a statute making a grant of 

power to a municipality must be strictly construed and the city must keep closely 

within its limits. CItydCIodsv. Crat, 357 P.2d 667 (N.M. 1960). There is 

nothing in the Sewage Facilities Act giving the City power to establish 

radionuclide standards or even regulate water discharge quality.  

In contrast to the general authority granted local governments in the 

Sewage Facilities Act, the Environmental Improvement Act, N MSA 1978 j 74-1

1 a &q, specifically grants the NMED authority over both nuclear safety and 

water quality. Section 74.1-7A directs the NNMED to "maintain, develop and 

enforce regulations and standards in the following areas: ... (2) water supply, (3) 

liquid waste ... , (5) radiation control ... , (13) hazardous wastes and underground
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storage tanks." As a matter of statutory interpretation, then, the specific grant to 

the N MED in the Environmental Improvement Act must trump the City's claim 

to general authority under the Sewage Facilities Act. Stinbrlnkv. Farer-slns Ca, 

803 P.2d 664 (N .M. 1990) (aspecific statute on a subject controls over the more 

general).  

The New Mexico Court of Appeals rejected a very similar contention in New 

MwicoMun. Lceg.u Ina v. NewMericoEnvtl. Im oiym t Bd., 539 P.2d 221 

(N.M. App.), c't. d&isg 540 P.2d 248 (1975). In that case the Municipal League 

argued that New Mexico municipalities had general statutory authority to 

maintain and operate solid refuse disposal areas and therefore the EIB regulations 

governing how refuse was to be picked up and transported were invalid. In 

rejecting municipal reliance on the general statutory authority to "acquire and 

maintain refuse and disposal areas or plants," the Court of Appeals used language 

apropos to the present dispute: 

This section merely gives municipalities the option or 

discretion to enact ordinances governing the collection 

and disposal of refuse. The Environmental 

Improvement Act, Sections 12-12-1 through 12-12-14, 

N.M.S.A. 1953 (Repi. Vol. 3, Supp. 1973) is a 

comprehensive act which applies not only to liquid waste 

and solid waste sanitation and refuse disposal, but also 

to such additional and diverse fields as "food
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protection", "water supply and water pollution", "air 

quality management", "radiation control", "noise 

control", "nuisance abatement", "vector control", 

",occupational health and safety", "sanitation of public 

swimming pools and public baths", and the general 

sanitation of public buildings. Section (sic) 14-49-1 

through 14-49-7, of the Municipal Code, supra, cover 

only "refuse" (as defined in § 14-49-1) collection and 

disposal. It is manifest that it was the intention of the 

lesature to ronmental Im vement 

Board statent authoritv to "enforce 

rilations and standards" in the various areas listed and 

entities of overnment and oiticA 

subdivisions thereof must cnnforn.  

539 P.2d at 226-27 (emphasis added). SWISoN.M.A.G. Op. No. 87-48 (1987) 

(legislature intended to give N MED "exclusive state-wide authority to promulgate 

and enforce regulations in those areas).  

The City's lack of specific authorization to regulate nuclear discharge or 

even water pollution makes it clear the Ordinance at issue is invalid as beyond the 

City's delegated authority. Moreover, the subject of radionudide discharge is 

specifically committed to the N MED. The Ordinance is an attempt by the City 

to usurp the authority to regulate "liquid wastes," "radiation control," and 

"hazardous wastes" that was specifically granted to the NMED by the New 

Mexico legislature and it is therefore invalid.
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Both parties and the amid have devoted substantial argument to the 

question of whether the Ordinance is preempted by the Atomic Energy Act, 42 

U.S.C. § 2011 ft-l% and regulations of the USNRC. • eg., 10 C.F.R. pt. 20, 

App. B. The City concedes the field of nuclear safety is wholly occupied by federal 

law but argues that the City is free to protect its economic interests. SmPadfic 

Gas& Elm Ca v. RateEneg1yRewrcescnsvatIli & DeO. Can'n, 461 U.S.  

190, 205 (1983). There is no question, however, that the effect of the Ordinance 

is to limit the percentage of radionuclide discharge to 2% of that permitted by 

state and federal standards. There can also be Little serious debate that the City 

standard, setting the hurdle 50 times higher than state or federal standards, would 

make it close to impossible for INS to operate a Santa Fe laundry in Santa Fe to 

service the Los Alamos National Laboratory. Substantial legal precedent 2 might 

therefore support federal preemption. Based on this Court's finding that the City 

lacks the authority under New Mexico law to regulate radioactive waste discharge, 

however, it is unnecessary to decide federal preemption.  

2 See, e.g., State cfNevada v. Watkins, 914 F.2d 1545 (9th Cir. 1990).cert. denied, 

499 U.S. 906 (1991); JerszyCent. Powver& Light Ca v. Townsipqf Lacey, 772 F.2d 1103 (3d 

Cir. 1985), cert. denied, 475 U.S. 1013 (1986); City cf New York v. United StatesDelft 4' 

Tranmp., 715 F.2d 732 (2d Cir. 1983); Washington State Bldg. & Cansr. Trades Council v.  

Spellman. 684 F.2d 627 (9th Cir. 1982). cert. denied, 461 U.S. 913 (1983); UnitedNuclear 

Ca-p. v. Cannna, 553 F. Supp. 1220 (D.R.I. 1982).  
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ORDER 

For the above stated reasons, Interstate Nuclear Services' motion for 

summary judgment is GRANTED. A Judgment consistent with this opinion shall 

be drawn up by counsel for Plaintiff and presented to the Court within twenty 

(20) days.  

Dated at Albuquerque this 27"b day of January, 2000.  

BRUCE D. BLACK 
United States District Judge 

Counsel for Plaintiff: 
Charles A. Pharris, Gary J. Van Luchene, Keleher & McLeod, 
Albuquerque, NM 
Gregory A. Bibler, James C. Rehnquist, Andrew E. Lelling, Boston, MA 

Counsel for Defendant: 
Ellen S. Casey, Gary W. Larson, Hinkle Cox Eaton Coffield & Hensley, 
Santa Fe, NM 

Counsel for AmiaisCurlaeNMED: 
Geoffrey Sloan, Special Assistant Attorney General, Santa Fe, NM
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF NEW MEXICO 

INTERSTATE NUCLEAR SERVICES 
CORP., 

Plaintiff, Civil Action No. 98-1224 BB/KBM 

V.  

THE CITY OF SA-NTA FE, 

Defendant.  

SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF INTERSTATE NUCLEAR 

SERVICES CORP.'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL SULM.ALRY JUDGMENT ON 

GROULNDS OF FEDERAL FIELD PREEMPTION (COUNT W 

Plaintiff Interstate Nuclear Services Corp. ("INS") hereby submits its supplemental 

memorandum in support of its motion for summary judgment on Count I of the Complaint.  

INTRODUCTI 

On May 28, 1999 the Court heard argument on INS's motion for summary judgment, filed 

on February 9, in which INS argues that the radionuclide discharge provisions in Santa Fe City 

Ordinance 1997-3 (the "Ordinance") are preempted under the Atomic Energy Act because they 

invade a federally preempted field. As INS argued in its initial brief and at the hearing, both the 

language and legislative history of the Ordinance explicitly demonstrate its impermissible health and 

safety purposes. These undisputable facts, INS argued, as well as, the Ordinance's effects in the 

preempted field, are enough to preempt the Ordinance, especially in light of Gade v. Nat 'l Solid 

Wastes Mgt. Ass 'n, 505 U.S. 88 (1992), and Perez v. Campbell, 402 U.S. 637 (1971), which hold 

that a law passed for an impermissible (that is, preempted) purpose stands preempted despite the 

existence of other, permissible purposes. The Court concluded at the end of the May 28 hearing that 
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the Ordinance was "highly suspect," Hearing Trans. at 71 (portions at Ex. B), but directed the 

parties to develop a factual record on the purposes and effects of the Ordinance.  

Four months of discovery, including depositions of the City's designated representatives 

under Rule 30(b)(6), confirms not only that the Ordinance was driven by health and safety concerns, 

but that the City's alleged "economic" purposes were disingenuous: its purported interests in 

"'protecting" the publicly owned treatment works ("POTV") and in preser'ing its ability to market 

POTW byproducts were slipped into the Ordinance to circumvent the preemption doctrine, while 

the City's supposed interest in avoiding remediation costs is a purely post hoc construction with no 

basis in the Ordinance's text or legislative history. It is not INS's burden to prove these economic 

purposes were pretextual. But the City's deliberate manipulation of the legislative process is a 

textbook example of why Gade and Perez must be the law; a locality cannot be allowed to block the 

Supremacy Clause by reciting innocuous purposes to insulate its actual purposes from scrutiny.  

Discovery has also confirmed the City's arrogant disregard of federal authority. The City 

chose to supply its own solution to the POTW contamination issue even though the Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission ("NRC") had just passed regulations on the same subject. When it passed 

the Ordinance the City a) knew that the NRC had already imposed new regulations in 1994 to 

address radionuclide contamination in POTWs, Rule 30(b)(6) Deposition of the City ("City Dep.") 

(witness P. Guerrerortiz) at 198:17-24 (portions at Ex. C); b) knew of no instance in which those 

NRC regulations had not been successful, id. at 205:7-11; c) didn't even ask the NRC or the New 

Mexico Environment Department ("NMED") whether the new regulations had been effective, id.  

at 205:12-25; and d) had never found evidence of contamination in its own POTW. Id. at 159-60.  

The NRC, moreover, announced in March 1999 that its regulatory revisions have worked - no 
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reconcentration problems have arisen since 1994. See part V.B, infra.  

SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT OF FACTS' 

A. The Text ofthe Ordinance 

I. On February 12, 1997, the City Council of Santa Fe enacted Bill 1997-1, which 

became the Ordinance. (Portions at Ex. A; certified copy at Ex. C to INS Summ. Judg. Brief).  

2. The regulations challenged here, § 22-9.2(D)(l3)(a)(i)-(iv), are set forth in the 

"*'General Sewer Use Requirements" section of the Ordinance. They include, inter alia, § 22

9.2(D)13)(a)(), which prohibits "[a]ny discharge from an industrial user who is handling 

radioactive materials under license from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission or the state" unless 

"•any radioactive material [discharged] and any product in its decay chain present in the discharge 

has a half-life no greater than one hundred (100) days," and §22-9.2(D)(13)(a)(iii), which prohibits 

discharges from any entity handling "radioactive materials" unless "[t]he concentration in a weekly 

representative sample" is 50 times lower than those concentrations allowed by the NRC in 10 C.F.R.  

part 20, Appendix B Table II.  

3. The "General Sewer Use Requirements" section of the Ordinance identifies four 

purposes for the restrictions it imposes, two of which explicitly relate to health and safety. See § 22

9.2(A) ("Itlhe specific limitations set forth herein are necessary.. . to protect the public health and 

the environment, . . . and protect the health and safety of wastewatcr personnel.").  

i INS does not contend that all facts presented in this section are material within the meaning of Rule 56. As 

INS argued n its initial brief and at the May 28 hearing, INS believes it is entitled to summary judgment even though 

some of the nonmaterial facts set forth herein may raise triable issues. (For ease of reference this section also contains 

elements of INS's previous Statement of Undisputed Facts, but does not supersede it.) 
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B. The Official Legislatie Record of the Ordinance 

4. At the February 12, 1997 City Council meeting at which the Ordinance was 

considered and passed, six of eight city councilors said the radionuclide regulations in the Ordinance 

were needed to protect the public health. For example: 

(a) Councilor Chavez asserted that the radionuclide restrictions must be 

reasonable and ensure "that the public health. safety and welfare is not jeopardized." City,.  

Council Minutes, Feb. 12, 1997 ("2/12/97 Minutes") at 46 (at Ex. A to INS Reply in Support 

of Summary Judgment ("INS Reply")).  

(b) Councilor Manning, wondering why hospitals are exempted, conceded that 

"I realize, you know, that we have to protect, you know, we need to have an ordinance with 

some teeth to protect the health and safety in our, here, of, in Santa Fe, but I'm bothered by 

the fact that we're accepting, well, like the hospitals, the medical professions." Id. at 91.  

(c) Councilor Moore, justifying banning discharge of radionuclides with half

lives greater than 100 days, said "[such radionuclides] last much longer and are also, 

incidentally, heavy metals which have greater toxic effects and a greater propensity to stick 

in a biochemical system and hang around and do things like cause cancer." Id. at 99.  

(d) Councilor Whitted, expressing her support for the Ordinance, vowed that "we 

are going to protect the health and safety of our citizens." Id. at 102.  

(e) Councilor Delgado, summing up the proceedings, observed, "I think its been 

recognized that there is a possible safety hazard at this time, and I think we're moving in a 

direction to regulate .... We found that there was a situation which we felt is putting our 

citizens in an unsafe position, and we feel this is why we're doing this." Id. at 105.  

(f) Councilor Sanchez, referring to the radionuclide provisions and the Ordinance 

as a whole, says that "[i]t's in our interest, not only for the health, safety and welfare of our 

citizens, but to [sic] economic interests that we have in that water and sludge." Id. at 107.  

5. Ten local citizens spoke in favor of the Ordinance at the February 12 City Council 

meeting. Nine of the ten explicitly appealed to the councilors to protect health and safety: 

(a) a representative from Concerned Citizens for Nuclear Safety ("CCNS") 

the "lead speaker" - told the Council it needs radioactive discharge 

provisions because the NRC cannot guarantee "that there is no health risk" 

from reconcentration of radioactive elements, id. at 62;
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(b) a former city councilor said the provisions show "a real concern" for -'the 

health, safety, and welfare of residents and guests," id. at 65; 

(c) a "soccer mom" pleaded with the Council to protect "thousands of children" 

from radioactive sludge in soccer fields because "there is no safe level of 

radiation," id. at 66-67; 

,d a representative from a downstrearr, community was concerned about 
"radioactive sources" threatening young pregnant women with "baby blue 

syndrome and miscarriages," id at 69: 

e a resident urged protection for Santa Fe citizens because "[wle're the ones 

who live here. We're the ones who drnnk the water. We're the ones who 

breathe the air," id. at 70; 

f a local doctor, "dismayed" that anyone can "dump[] radioactive waste into 

our sewer system," told the Council to protect the children from "low-dose 

radiation exposure," id. at 72; 

.g a St. John's College faculty -nembe-. a self-proclaimed "soccer dad," 

wondered how many children's deaths were an acceptable cost of getting the 

benefits of the "nuclear industry's" presence in Santa Fe, id. at 73; 

h) the co-chair of the Green Party attacked the 'nuclear industry" and said the 

discharge provisions "protect the healthi of the city," id. at 74; and 

i) an ex-geography professor warned of radioactive vegetables and invoked 

Chernobyl, id. at 75.2 

There was no discussion or comment at the Cit" Council meeting regarding the 

allezec 's: "-.at a "reconcentration" or other accumulation of radionuclides in the POTW could 

resui- :-. y- being required to undertake costly remediation efforts.  

The City Clerk maintains on file "packets- of documents related to agenda items 

coasice:'•a" each City Council meeting, including a packet of materials relating to the February 12, 

.e.-r. speaker, a representative from St. Vincent Hospital. said only that the radioisotopes used by the 

hcsi:a . no". v iolate the Ordinance. Id. at 7.
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1997 meeting. City Dep. (Y. Vigil) at 5-6;11-13 (testimony of City Clerk; portions at Ex. D).3 

8. No document considered by the City Council on February 12 in connection with 

enacting the Ordinance mentions the alleged concern that radionuclide reconcentration in the POTW 

could result in the City being required to undertake costly remediation efforts.  

C. Effect of the Ordinance on INS's Operations 

9. INS cannot meet the requirements of § 22-9.2(D)(13)(a)(i) of the Ordinance, which 

prohibits the discharge of radionuclides wkith half-lives greater than 100 days. For example, water 

itself contains tritium. a radionuclide with a half-life of 12 years. Affidavit of Michael R. Fuller 

("Fuller Affid.") ¶ 8 (Ex. E). Additionally, when it was in operation, INS's Santa Fe facility cleaned 

garments contaminated Aith radionuclides with half-lives greater than 100 days. including H-13, C

14. and K-40. Id. ¶¶ 4-6.  

D. The Impetus for the Ordinance 

10. The radionuclide discharge provisions in the bill that became the Ordinance were the 

direct outgrowth of Resolution 1996-35, passed by the City Council on June 12, 1996 and which 

directed City staff to draft radionuclide discharge regulations to include in the sewer code. See City 

Council Resolution 1996-35, June 12, 1996 ("Resolution 1996-35") (Ex. F).  

I 1. The City staff had wanted to regulate radionuclides for health and safety reasons 

before June 12, 1996, but understood that the City lacked authority to do so because of federal 

preemption in that area. City Council Minutes, June 12, 1996 ("6/12/96 Minutes") at 19-20 (Ex. G); 

The packet includes an informational packet compiled for the city councilors before the meeting plus any other 

items distributed at the meeting and given to the City Clerk or the stenographer. Id. at 17:13-20. (Materials distributed 

at the meeting are also in the City's Minute Book as exhibits. Id. at 9-10.) Items distributed at the meeting are available 

to the City Council, but there is no guarantee that every councilor sees every item. Id. at 14:11-14, 19:20-25, 20:10-13.  
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City Dep. (Guerrerortiz) at 248:1-9, 235:20-237:6 (Ex. C).  

12. The City had been intensely focusing on INS in the weeks preceding June 12, 1996.  

On May 14, 1996, alleging that INS had violated its discharge permit, the City issued an 

administrative order barring INS from discharging wastewater. See Admin. Compliance Order, May 

14, 1996 (Ex. H). On May 29, 1996 the City Council authorized the City Attorney to intervene in 

ongoing NMED proceedings on whether INS's state-issued radioactive material license should be 

renewed. The Council declared that the hearing was "intricately connected" to the City's 

administrative action against INS and that "the health and safety of the citizens of Santa Fe may be 

affected should the Environment Department renew INS's license." City Council Resolution 1996

31. May 29, 1996 ("Resolution 1996-3 1") (Ex. I).  

13. On approximately June 6, 1996, six days before Resolution 1996-35 was adopted, 

City officials received information from CCNS that led the City to believe it could regulate 

radioactive materials without being preempted - as long as it purported to regulate for economic 

reasons. See Letter from C. Balkany to P. Guerrerortiz, May 31, 1996 (Ex. J); Letter from M.  

Malsch to H. McFadden, Nov. 9, 1993 (faxed to City June 6, 1996) (Ex. K); City Dep. (Guerrerortiz) 

at 242-43.  

14. Accordingly, when the City adopted Resolution 1996-35 it deliberately couched its 

regulatory goals in economic terms, to take advantage of its "recently discovered" exception to 

federal preemption of radionuclide regulation. See 6/12/96 Minutes at 20; City Dep. (Guerrerortiz) 

at 248-51i see also Letter from P. Guerrerortiz to L. Lysne (CCNS), June 18, 1996 (Ex. L).  

E. The Absence of Contamination in the POTW or its Byproducts 

15. When the Ordinance was passed, the City had no evidence that its POTW was 
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contaminated with radiation, City Dep. (Guerrerortiz) at 156-57, 159:4-10, and in fact had not even 

tested its POTW to find out. id. at 159-60.  

16. When the Ordinance was passed, the City had not tested the sludge from its POTW 

to determine if it was contaminated. Id. at 160:15-23; see also Hearing Trans. at 57 (Ex. B).  

17. The City has never found any radioactive contamination in its effluent, City Dep 

(Guerrerorti:) at 175:2-5, and itself believes that the effluent is safe. Id. at 154:11-15. At the time 

the Ordinance was passed the City was using its effluent to irrigate soccer fields, golf courses and 

polo grounds. and to provide water to towns downstream from Santa Fe. Id. at 153-54.  

18. The City still has no evidence for believing that its POTW, sludge or effluent is 

contaminated. Id.: City 's Resp. to INS's First Set of Document Requests at 8 (Request No. 34).' 

ARGULME-NT 

I. SUMMARY OF FEDERAL PREEMPTION PRINCIPLES 

A. Purposes and Effects 

Under the Atomic Energy Act, state and local governments may only regulate radiation

related activities "for purposes other than protection against radiation hazards." 42 U.S.C. § 2021(k) 

(emphasis added). The Supreme Court has interpreted the Act as reserving to the federal government 

absolute control of the field of nuclear health and safety. E.g., Pacific Gas & Electr. Co. v. State 

Energy Res. Conserv. & Dev. Comm 'n, 461 U.S. 190, 212 (1983).' "A local government may not 

• ".Subject to and without waiving its objections, the City states that it has no documents concerning tests or 

analyses conducted by, commissioned by or done on behalf of the City regarding levels of radioactivity in the City's 

POTW byproducts or any interference with the City's POTW caused by radiation." 

5 As INS noted in its initial brief, under a narrow exception to the "federal monopoly" on nuclear power, the 

Atomic Energy Act allows the NRC to delegate certain powers to states by formal agreement. 42 U.S.C. § 2021. In 
(continued...)
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establish itself as a second nuclear regulatory authority with safety requirements over and above 

those of the NRC." Citizens for an Orderly Energy Policy, Inc. v. County of Suffolk, 604 F. Supp.  

1084, 1094 (E.D.N.Y. 1985); see also INS Summ. Judg. Brief at 8-12 (discussion).  

A local law is also preempted, regardless of purpose, if it "infringes upon" the NRC's 

regulatory authority. As the Supreme Court explained in English v. General Electric Co., 496 U.S.  

72 (1990). Pacific Gas "did not suggest that a finding of safety motivation was necessar to place 

a state law within the preempted field." Id. at 84 (emphasis in original). Accordingly, a local law 

is preempted if it has a "direct and substantial effect" in the preempted field, even if it was not 

passed for health and safety purposes. Id. at 85; see also Gade v. Nat 'lSolid Wastes Mgt. Ass 'n, 505 

U.S. 88, 105 (1992) ("[W]e have refused to rely solely on the legislature's professed purposes and 

have looked as well to the effects of the law."). As one circuit court has noted, the "effects" aspect 

of field preemption analysis, explained by the Supreme Court in English, is similar to conflict 

preemption, in which the question is whether the local law frustrates federal purposes. State of 

Nevada v. Watkins, 914 F.2d 1545, 1561 (9th Cir. 1990) ( "[F]ield pre-emption maybe understood 

as a species of conflict pre-emption"; preempting state legislative veto of waste site on that basis).  

In sum, the radionuclide restrictions in the Ordinance are preempted if either of two things 

are true: a) they were passed for health and safety purposes, or b) they have a direct and substantial 

effect on the field of nuclear safety. As explained below, in this case both are true.  

5 (...continued) 

1974 New Mexico entered such an agreement and now may regulate radioactive materials so long as its regulations are 

compatible with federal counterparts. See 39 Fed. Reg. 14743 (April 26, 1974) (agreement).  
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B. An Additional Permissible Purpose Will Not Save Legislation With an 
Impermissible Purpose 

If one purpose of the Ordinance was protecting health and safety, it is irreievant whether the 

City may have had other concerns. This is clear from the Atomic Energy Act itself: § 2021(k), titled 

"'State Regulation of Activities for Certain Purposes," says that states and local agencies may only 

"'regulate activities for purposes other than protection against radiation hazards". the Act does not 

say "i"n addition to protection against those hazards. To be truly preemptive a federal law could be 

interpreted in no other way. If local legislatures could dodge preemption by szaung purposes beyond 

preempted ones. they would dodge it at will by just mouthing the right words.  

We can no longer adhere to the aberrational doctrine ... that state law may frustrate 

the operation of federal law as long as the state legislature in passing its law had 

some purpose in mind other than one of frustration .... [S]uch a doctrine would 

enable state legislatures to nullify nearly all unwanted federal legislation by simply 

... articulating some state interest or policy - other than frustration of the federal 

objective - that would be tangentially furthered by the proposed state law.  

Pere: v. Campbell, 402 U.S. 637, 651-52 (1971).  

The lesson of Perez was applied by the Supreme Court in Gade, in which the Supreme Court 

held that an Illinois law was preempted by the Occupational Safety and Health. Act ("OSH Act") 

because, while it had a "public safety" as well as "occupational safety" purpose. the OSH Act did 

not "lose its preemptive force" just because "the state legislature articulatefd: a purpose other than 

(or in addition to) workplace health and safety," which was the preempted field. Gade, 505 U.S. at 

105. That is, the law did not avoid preemption simply because it had purposes besides the one 

reserved by the federal government.  

Gade is hardly a derelict in the law. Several district courts have relied, on the principle set 

forth in Gade and Perez in finding local smoking ordinances preempted by the Federal Cigarette
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Labeling and Advertising Act ("FCLAA"), which prohibits local regulation "based on smoking and 

health." See, e.g., Rockwood v. City of Burlington, 21 F. Supp.2d 411, 418 (D. Vt. 1998) ("[A] state 

law with more than one purpose would be preempted if one of the purposes interfered with the 

federal regulator, scheme."), Chiglo v City of Preston, 909 F. Supp. 675, 677-78 (D. Minn. 1995) 

("merely having one permissible goal cannot remedy a statute that has at its basis" a goal that is 

preempted).6 

Gade has also been recognized as authoritatively by the Tenth Circuit and other circuit and 

district courts. In a RCRIA preemption case. Blue Circle Cement, Inc. v. Board of County Comm "rs, 

27 F.3d 1499 (10th Cir. 1994), the Tenth Circuit quoted Gade for general preemption principles and 

then discussed its holding that the mere presence of a permissible legislative purpose is not enough 

to save a law from preemption. Id. at 1504-05, 1509 (citing Perez v. Campbell, 402 U.S. at 651-52).  

The court construed Gade as ultimately requiring an objective review of a law's effect in the 

preempted field, rather than deference to a legislature's articulated purposes. Id. at 1508-09;' see 

In its first brief (at 19) INS also discussed in this regard Fed'n of Advertising Indusir. Reps., Inc. v. City of 

Chicago, 12 F. Supp.2d 844 (N.D. Ill. 1998). That decision has been reversed, see 1999 WL 682015 (7th Cir. Sept. 1, 

1999), although the Seventh Circuit's reasoning is inapplicable here. The Court found dispositive legislative history to 

the FCLAA indicating Congress's intent to preserve for states and localities the right to regulate in "traditional areas of 

local concern." 1999 WL at *4-5. Unlike the FCLAA, the Atomic Energy Act has no such legislative history and 

explicitly reserves health and safety regulation to the NRC. 42 U.S.C. § 2021. Nuclear power is not "a traditional area 

of local concern." It began as a federal monopoly, later adjusted to give states some regulatory control. Because of the 

highly technical aspects of radioactive materials, however, the NRC retains health and safety authority as a means of 

promoting uniformity and accuracy in regulations based on those objectives. See, e.g., County of Suffolk v. Long Island 

Lighting Co., 728 F.2d 52, 60 (2d Cir. 1984).  

7 Other courts in the Tenth Circuit have cited Gade for a variety of preemption-related propositions. See, e.g., 

United States v. Vasquez-Alvarez. 1999 WL 292293, *3 (10th Cir. May 11, 1999) (on construing statutes as expressly 

preemptive): Rosene & Assoc., Inc. v. Kansas Munic. Gas Agency, 1999 WL 212078, *8 (10th Cir. April 13, 1999) (on 

conflict preemption); Meyers v. Board of Educ., 905 F. Supp. 1544, 1563 (D. Utah 1995) (quoting Gade on analyses 

for federal preemption). The New Mexico Court of Appeals has also cited Gade for the same proposition INS invokes 

here. See Kennedy v Dexter Consol. Schis., 955 P.2d 693, 715 (N.M. Ct. App. 1998) (observing that the "state cannot 

avoid federal preemption by the way in which it articulates the purposes of state law").
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also Vango Media, Inc. v. City of New York, 34 F.3d 68, 73 (2d Cir. 1994) (city's economic concern 

could not save from preemption ordinance concerned with smoking and health); Phillips v. Gen.  

Electr. Co., 881 F..Supp. 1553, 1557 (M.D. Ala. 1995) (legislature could not avoid preemption by 

showing a proper purpose; law at issue preserved because within OSHA safe harbor).  

IT. THE ORDINANCE IS PREEMPTED BECAUSE ITS LANGUAGE AND 

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY OVERWHELMINGLY DEMONSTRATE A HEALTH 

AND SAFETY PURPOSE 

First and foremost, the Ordinance itself professes the City's health and safety objective in 

the "General Sewer Use Requirements" section that contains the radionuclide discharge provisions.  

That section states four purposes, two of which invoke health and safety: its provisions are needed 

"'to protect the public health and environment" and "to protect the health and safety of wastewater 

personnel." Ordinance § 22-9.2(A).' The words used by the legislature are the best evidence of its 

intent. Perry v. Commerce Loan Co., 383 U.S. 392, 400 (1966) ("There is, of course, no more 

persuasive evidence of the purpose of a statute than the words by which the legislature undertook 

to give expression to its wishes."); In re Rodman, 792 F.2d 125, 128 (10th Cir. 1986) (citing Perry).  

The Ordinance's legislative history confirms that it was driven by concerns over health and 

safety. See United States v. Wicklund, 114 F.3d 151, 154 (10th Cir. 1997) (court may review 

legislative history to confirm statutory meaning even where not ambiguous). That legislative history 

consists of the relevant portion of the minutes of the February 12, 1997 City Council meeting at 

The next larger subsection, moreover, purports to "protect city personnel ... as well as to protect the general 

public." Id. § 22-9. 1(AX4). The City claims that certain of these objectives were in the Ordinance before it was revised 

to include radionuclide regulations, but the point is irrelevant; all it shows is that the City previously regulated 

wastewater for health and safety purposes, and now has added radionuclides to the list of elements regulated for those 

purposes. There is no justification for not taking the Ordinance as it was approved, in final form, by the City Council.  
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which the Ordinance was passed.' Although the Ordinance replaced the entire pre-existing sewer 

code, the radionuclide discharge provisions dominated the discussion: over 60 of the 83 pages of 

minutes focus on them. And as INS explained above, this discussion was nearly entirely about 

health and safety fears. Six of the eight councilors and nine of the ten citizen proponents of the 

restrictions explicitly articulated health and safety reasons for the Ordinance's radionuclide 

provisions. In contrast, only one city councilor voiced economic concerns but never mentioned 

health and safety - Patti Bushee, who sponsored the resolution allowing Mr. Guerrerortiz to draft 

radionuclide regulations in the first place. 2/12/97 Minutes at 102 (Ex. A to INS Reply); Resolution 

1996-35(Ex. F).'0 This evidence resoundingly confirms the plain meaning of the Ordinance's terms.  

See Brock v. Pierce County, 476 U.S. 253, 263 (1986) (statements of legislators not controlling, but 

..provide evidence of... intent" if contemporaneous and consistent with statutory language)."1 

III. THE ORDINANCE DIRECTLY AND SUBSTANTIALLY AFFECTS THE FIELD OF 

NUCLEAR SAFETY, AND SO IS PREEMPTED ON THAT BASIS AS WELL 

Given their direct effect on the field of nuclear safety, the discharge provisions in the 

Ordinance would be preempted even if they had n=l been passed for health and safety purposes.  

English, 496 U.S. at 84-85; see also Gade, 505 U.S. at 105. The Ordinance goes so far as to 

9 The minutes are the only legislative record because they are the only record of legislative deliberations the City 

is required - by law - to maintain: New Mexico law requires the City Council to keep minutes of its meetings and 

to formally approve them. N.M. STAT. ANN. § 10-15-1(G) (open meeting law requirements); City Dep. (Vigil) at 24.  

The minutes are then preserved in the City's files.  

The only remaining city councilor, Councilor Montano, expressed neither economic or health and safety 

concerns, instead choosing to defer to Mr. Gurerortiz's judgment as to whether the radionuclide provisions were 

needed. Id. at 104.  

1 1 In light of the city council minutes the Ordinance could be preempted even if it said absolutely nothing about 

health and safety. See, e.g., Rockwoo4 21 F. Supp.2d at 417-18 (ordinance preempted because of focus on health issues 

at city council meeting, despite absence of similar language in either city resolution or law itself); Greater N. . Metro.  

Food Council v. Guiliani, 1998 WL 879721, '4-6 (S.D.N.Y. Dec. 16, 1998) (ordinance, which did not discuss health 

concerns, preempted because legislative history showed that city council was "primarily concerned with health risks").  
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expressly target entities operating under licenses awarded by the NRC (or the state under agreement 

with the NRC). See § 22-9.2(D)(13) (prohibiting discharges from industrial users handling 

radioactive materials "under license from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission or the state" unless 

the discharges meet enumerated criteria) (Ex. A). In other words, the Ordinance Q targets entities 

that have already been permitted to discharge by the federal and state authorities in charge of 

radiological health and safety. The effect of the radionuclide provisions, in short, are felt only in the 

preempted field.  

The Ordinance, moreover, cross-references the NRC's regulations for radiation protection.  

See § 22-9.2(D)(13)(a)(iii)) (basing limits on 10 C.F.R. pt. 20). The Ordinance then imposes 

discharge limits 50 times as stringent as the federal limits it identifies, id., and thereby bars 

radioactive discharges specifically approved by the federal government. The City could hardly have 

drafted an Ordinance that focuses more "directly, substantially, and specifically" on nuclear health 

and safety. See Gade, 505 U.S. at 107 (law preempted where it "directly, substantially, and 

specifically" regulated within forbidden field). This laser-like focus on the forbidden field illustrates 

the difference between this case and cases such as English, where the Court found that a "generally 

applicable" state tort cause of action was not preempted. English, 496 U.S. at 84.  

The City imposed these incompatible discharge limits even though the NRC requires even 

duly authorized Agreement States to adopt only discharge limits that are "essentially identical" to 

the NRC's. NRC Statement of Principles & Policy for Agreement State Program, 62 Fed. Reg.  

46517, 46524 (Sept. 3, 1997). Anything else is not "compatible" with the NRC's radiological 

program and defeats the goal of an "orderly pattern in the regulation of [radioactive] material on a 

nationwide basis." 62 Fed. Reg. at 46523-24 (compatibility "fundamental" to program); see 42 
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U.S.C. § 2021(d)(2).  

The City misconceives the "effect" aspect of the preemption inquiry. It ignores the 

Ordinance's undeniable impact on the field and focuses instead on whether INS is still able to 

discharge under the Ordinance's restriction. Hearing Trars. a: 5 1-52. As a matter of fact, INS 

cannot discharge under them. Fuller Affid. ¶ 9. But it is the effect on the field, not on INS, that 

causes the Ordinance to be preempted. See English, 496 U.S. a: 84-85.  

IV. THE FACTS UNCOVERED IN DISCOVERY BELIE THE CITY'S PROFESSED 

"ECONOMIC" RATIONALES FOR THE ORDINANCE 

A. The City's Economic justification for the Ordinance 

The City' "economic purpose" argument is somewhat fluid. In its initial opposition the City 

argued that the Ordinance was "concerned %ith interference to tie POTW," City Opp. at I I; meant 

to protect the City's economic interest in its sludge byproducts. i. at 12; and meant "to address the 

City's concern for the viability of its POTW and the potential for costly remediation." Id. at 20. The 

City's opposition was supported by an affidavit from Mr. Guerrerortiz, see Affidavit of Patricio 

Guerrerortiz ("Guerrerortiz Affid.") (Ex. C to that brief), which identified similar "concerns": 

avoiding remediation costs, id. ¶¶ 16-22; preventing "interference- with the POTW, id. ¶ 25; and the 

potential impact of radioactive contamination on "the beneficial reuse of its sludge and treated 

effluent." Id. ¶ 27. Mr. 3uerrerortiz has also testified that most of the research he did in drafting 

the Ordinance concerned the beneficial reuse of POTW produczs. Cirv Dep. (Guerrerortiz) at 46-47.  

At the May 28 hearing, however, the City focused only on the "remediation" concern, arguing that 

the Ordinance was primarily motivated by the fear that, if the P07-"W became contaminated, the NRC 

might force the City - like it allegedly forced the Northeast Ohic Regional Sewer District - to
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incur substantial costs remediating the site.12 

As INS has explained, given the undisputable evidence of a health and safety purpose, the 

Ordinance is preempted regardless of whether any of these economic purposes were genuine. That 

is. the sincerity of the City's economic concerns is not material. But it is telling that each of them 

collapses under the scrutiny discovery has allowed. With respect to "remediation costs," there is no 

indication that the Ciry Council was even aware of this concern when the Ordinance was passed 

With respect to the City's economic interest in its byproducts, it is actually a health and safety 

rationale. There is also evidence it was devised to avoid preemption by manipulating the legislative 

record, and in any event it was disingenuous because there is no evidence of contamination and the 

City did not bother to get professional input on the issue when it drafted the regulations.  

B. Neither the Language nor the Legislative History of the Ordinance Indicate 

Concern About Remediation Costs 

None of the four purposes stated in the section containing the radionuclide provisions 

("General Sewer Use Requirements"), § 22-9.2(A), even remotely reflects a concern with avoiding 

remediation costs. The only purpose articulated in the next larger section, "Industrial Pretreatment 

Regulations and Procedures," that could possibly espouse this concern speaks to "protect[ing] the 

city's economic interests in its wastewater treatment system." But this provision more likely refers 

not to remediation costs, but to the City's alleged purpose of preventing "interference" with the 

functioning of its POTW, as reflected in Mr. Guerrerortiz's theory that radionuclides can harm "the 

2 See. e.g., Hearing Trans. at 35 ("COURT: What are you worrying about? Why are you putting it on the soccer 

fields and the golf courses then? MS. CASEY: Actually, our worry is not so much about that. Our worry is about what 

happens in our treatment plant and in our sludge."); see also id. at 29 ("We must reasonably regulate these materials 

to protect the viability of our POTW from contamination."), 32 ("Our concern is contamination. Our concern is having 

the plant shut down."), 34 ("[Tihe NRC could come along, just like they did in Ohio, and determine that we are 

contaminated, and we are a nuclear waste site and we have to remediate.").  
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cellular structure of the desirable microorganisms which the POTW uses to remove organic matter 

from the sewage," and cause "bypass or interference - disruptions which are prohibited by EPA's 

pre-treatment regulations." Guerrerortiz Affid. ¶ 25.11 In any event, this language says nothing 

about protecting the public fisc from the costs of a federally-ordered clean up, the City's post hoc 

justification.  

Even if the Ordinance language was ambiguous, there is not the slightest indication in the 

legislative history that the City Council was concerned with potential remediation costs. There is 

no mention of remediation costs by any city councilor at the June 12, 1996 or February 12, 1997 

meetings. See 6/12/96 Minutes (Ex. G); 2/12/97 Minutes (Ex. A to INS Reply). Nor was this 

concerned mentioned in Resolution 1996-35, the resolution authorizing City staff to draft the 

radionuclide restrictions. See Ex. F. Nor does anything in the packet of materials for the February 

12 meeting mention the issue. In short, to the people who voted on the Ordinance - and whose 

understanding matters - remediation costs was not a concern.  

This evidentiary deficit did not stop the City, however, from submitting Mr. Guerrerortiz's 

affidavit to try and show that the Ordinance was driven by concern over "remediation costs." The 

affidavit relies almost completely on the GAO's 1994 report referring to the issue. See City Dep.  

(Guerrerortiz) at 166:1-5 (descriptions of events at other POTWs came from report), 168:15-24 

(paragraph copied nearly verbatim from report), 169-70 (affidavit has no information post-19 9 4 

because report issued in that year). While Mr. Guerrerortiz himself had the GAO report before the 

Ordinance was passed, id. at 47:15-18, the City Council did not. He admitted that even he himself 

13 At his deposition Guerrerortiz, who has no background in health physics, admitted that this notion was his own 

personal theory, unencumbered by science or learning. City Dep. (Guerrerortiz) at 188-89.  
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did not know some of the information in his affidavit until afe the Ordinance was passed. See id.  

at 170-71, 31-32 (discussing Kiski Valley POTW). In short, Mr. Guerrerortiz's affidavit is nothing 

but a post hoc fabrication, unsupported by what the Council was actually thinking when it enacted 

this law. See. eg, Mt Graham Red Squrl. v. Madigan, 954 F.2d 1441, 1456-57 (9th Cir. 1992) 

(evidence of legislative intent from after law was passed could not overcome conclusions from 

contemporaneous legislative history); Peckham v. Gem State Mutual of Omaha, 964 F.2d 1043.  

1049-50 (10th Cir. 1992) (giving no weight to congressional committee interpretation from after law 

was passed)."' 

C. The Re-Use Rationale Is At Bottom a Health and Safety Ratiopale 

As for byproduct "reuse" or "'marketing," this concern is at bottom a health and safety 

concern. Radionuclides affect "-reuse" because reusing highly radioactive effluent or sludge could 

endanger those in proximity to it, and it affects "marketability" because no one will buy these 

products if they are dangerously radioactive. The City admits this. To 'Mr. Guerrerortiz "the 

unknown potential for radioactive contamination" could create problems "from the point of view of 

public perception of the dangers of effluent reuse." Guerrerortiz Affid. ¶ 28; City Dep. (Guerrerortiz) 

at 172-73' ). Councilor Bushee, when asked what she knew about the effect of radionuclides on 

reuse, said that the fears of local soccer moms for the safety of children playing in the fields "would 

also be inhibiting us from selling and reusing our resources." City Dep. (Bushee) at 28:1-12, 19-20 

" The City's reliance on Mr. Guerrerortiz's affidavit resembles the position it took in moving to compel discovery 

regarding INS's other facilities, even where nothing indicated the City Council had access to such information when 

it passed the Ordinance. Both positions fundamentally misconceive the notion of legislative purpose.  

1ý -Q: They are afraid of contaminated water? A: Yes, they are afraid of contaminated water and they may be 

afraid of anything that may even sound radioactive." Id. at 173:4-7.  
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(portions at Ex. M). In turn, at the June 12, 1996 meeting where the City decided to regulate 

radionuclides, a councilor told of his constituents' fears that the City's wastewater wasn't "safe to 

use. 6. 1296 Minutes at 28 (Ex. G); see also City's Resp. to INS's First Set of Requests for 

Adm~ssiors at 3 (Request No. 9).t6 

-he City cannot conceal health and safety concerns by masking them in economic terms.  

".It is :--,ism that almost all matters touching on matters of public concern have an associated 

economic impact on society. But such economic concern does not displace a local government's 

prima,-, interest - whether it be public safety, the common good, or in this case public health." 

Vango .',fedia. Inc v. City of New York, 34 F.3d 68, 73 (2d Cir. 1994) (holding ordinance preempted 

because acaually based on smoking and health concerns)." 

D. The City's Purported Re-Use Rationale Reflects Conscious Manipulation of the 

Legislative Record in Order to Avoid Preemption 

The City asserted economic objectives for the Ordinance because it knew that otherwise its 

true purpose would render the Ordinance preempted. In March 1996 CCNS, warning that 

radionuciide discharges "are dangerous to the public health" and "pose an unacceptably high 

"•T]he City admits that a potential purchaser of POTW byproducts may perceive byproducts contaminated with 

radionuciides to be 'unhealthy or unsafe,' and that this perception would have an economic impact on the City's ability 

to dispose of. market or reuse its sludge byproducts." 

"- 'Tne City cannot even show a good faith effort to sell its POTW products. At the February 12, 1997 meeting 

Guerero::.- told the Council that the Ordinance "would protect our ability to sell our water." 2/12/97 Minutes at 41.  

Two years later the City is still "currently examining its ability to reclaim and market its sludge byproduct." 

Guerrerorri: Affid. ¶ 29. In May 1999, Guerrerortiz agreed that efforts to reuse or reclaim sludge "were still in the 

planning stages," City Dep. (Guerrerortiz) at 142-43, even though the City apparently had broached the issue with the 

Forest Sen'ice and the Santo Domingo Reservation in the early 1990s. Id. at 139-40. Nor has anyone ever told the City 

that the% would not purchase its POTW products because of radiation concerns. See City's Resp. to INS's First Set of 

Reques: _:b- Admissions at 5 (Request No. 18) ("ITlhe City admits that no person or entity has expressly indicated that 

they wouL.' decline to purchase POTW byproducts from the City solely based on a fear that the byproducts had been 

con•.aznated by radioactive materials.").  
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increase in risk of cancer mortality," urged the City Council to regulate them in the sewer code it 

was then revising. Letter from C. Balkany to Councilor C. Moore. March 23, 1996 (Ex. N). CCNS 

noted that it would be telling its "6000 person mailing list" of the radionuclide "problems" in the 

City's sewer system, and that CCNS members would be attending City Council meetings.  

But the City, while pursuing INS on other fronts. made no move to regulate radionuclides 

because it believed any effort to do so for health and safe-,., reasons would be preempted. See 

6/12/96 Minutes at 19; City Dep. (Guerrerortiz) at 235:20-:37:6. On May 14, 1996 the City shut 

down INS by administrative order, claiming that at some time in the past or future INS had or would 

discharge sludge to the sewer system. Ex. H (administrative order). Two weeks later the City tried 

to intervene in state proceedings on renewing INS's radioactive materials license. When it resolved 

to do so, the City declared that "[ft]he health and safety of the citizens of Santa Fe may be affected 

should the Environment Department renew INS's license." Resolution 1996-31 (Ex. 1).  

On May 31, 1996, however, CCNS suggested that the City might avoid preemption by 

regulating for economic - as opposed to health and safety - reasons. Letter from C. Balkany to 

P. Guerrerortiz, May 31, 1996 (Ex. J); 6/12/96 Minutes aw 19-20 (Ex. G). A week later CCNS 

forwarded to the City the now-infamous "Laramie letter." in which an NRC attorney informed the 

City Attorney of Laramie, Wyoming that the Atomic Energy Act only preempted local laws 

motivated by nuclear health and safety. See City Dep. (Gucrrerurtiz) at 242-43; Letter from M.  

Malsch to H. McFadden, Nov. 9, 1993 (Ex. K). His "recent discovery" in hand, Mr. Guerrerortiz 

went to the City Council and the effort proceeded. He was frank about his intent. He told the City 

Council that "'up until very recently we were not aware of this extension [sic] to the preemption by 

the federal government .... With this recent discover', if you want to call it, we are looking at a 
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possibility, and that's why the resolution was worded the way it is." 6/12/96 Minutes at 19-20; City 

Dep. (Guerrerortiz) at 247-51; see also Resolution 1996-35 (Ex. F). He later told CCNS: 

At this point, the list of local limits in our code does not include any radioactive 

materials. This is also the case for the... vast majority (if not all) of municipalities 

around the country. Presumably, this is the result of the federal government's 

preemption of local government involvement in the regulation of any radionuclides.  

In other words, most local government officials think that since the federal 

government has reserved for itself the duty of regulating radionuclides. local 

governments cannot do anything else to protect the health and safety of the public 

from the potential effects ofI t ype of compounds (sic;.  

However. we recently found out that there are some exceptions to this 

preemptive power of the federal government, and we are preparing to exercise our 

options under these exceptions. As you may know, the Council has instructed the 

city staff to propose revisions to the city code that will make it possible to regulate 

specific man-made radio isotopes.  

See Ex. L (Letter of June 18, 1996 to L. Lysne of CCNS; emphasis added).  

Thus Guerrerortiz (and other City officials) understood the need to emphasize the economic 

aspects of the Ordinance. Ultimately, however, he could not script the concerns the City's elected 

officials would express - and whose intentions are the only ones that are relevant. Accordingly, 

at the February 12, 1997 City Council meeting at which the Ordinance was passed, the majority of 

the City Councilors gave free voice to the worries Mr. Guerrerortiz and others had tried to obscure." 

I At the meeting Guerrerortiz also apparently misled the City Council. Although he and City Attorney Sherry 

Tippent repeatedly referred to the Laramie Letter as the source of the City's authority to regulate radionuclides, 2/12/97 

Minutes at 45-49, 89-90, they failed to inform the Council that, as reported in the GAO Report, Laramie itself didn't 

follow the NRC's advice because it was "too vague." See GAO Report, May 1994, at App. Ill (App. III is at Ex. B to 

INS Reply). In addition, when asked by the Council if other cities have regulated radionuclides, Mr. Guerrerortiz cited 

Albuquerque as having "a regulation more strict than ours," but didn't mention that that city does not enforce its 

ordinance. Id at 97. Nor did he mention that the Albuquerque City Attorney's Office, which feared litigation "costjing] 

hundreds of thousands of dollars" and "a potential appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court," was "firmly convinced" that 

"local government is prohibited from regulating radioactive discharges into the sewer system by the doctrine of federal 

preemption." See City of Albuquerque Legal Dept. Memorandum, May 12, 1993 (Ex. 0).  

The NRC has since warned the City that the "Laramie letter" "does not contain any explicit approval of particular 

actions by the City.... [It] simply provides an explanation of the legal principles of preemption in the context of the 

Atomic Energy Act (AEA) of 1954, as amended." Letter from P. Lohaus to P. Guerrerortiz, March 26, 1997 (Ex. P).  
(continued ... )
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E. The Sincerity of the City's Economic Purposes is Belied By the Fact that it 

Enacted the Ordinance Without (1) Any Basis for Believing its POTW was 

Contaminated or (2) the Benefit of Any Technical Expertise 

The sheer absence of any actual problems in the City's byproducts or sewage plant further 

confirms that the City latched onto "economic interests" in its POTW and "potential options for...  

reuse, marketing, reclamation or disposal" to avoid preemption. As of February 12, 1997 the City 

had no evidence its POTW was contaminated with radiation, City Dep. (Guerrerortiz) at 159:4-10, 

nor had it bothered to test its POTW for to find out. Id. at 159-60. The City also had not tested its 

sludge for contamination, id. at 160:15-23, and it was using its effluent to irrigate soccer fields, golf 

courses, the polo grounds, and to provide water to towns downstream from Santa Fe. Id. at 153-54.  

As of today,. the City has yet to find any contamination in its effluent, id at 175:2-5; believes its 

effluent is safe. id. at 154:11-15; and - still - uses the effluent to irrigate fields and provide water 

downstream. Id. at 153-54.  

Nor did the City care to secure reliable technical expertise for its efforts. A City engineer 

urged retaining technical experts as early as April 9, 1996, Memorandum from B. Landin to Mayor 

Jaramillo, April 9, 1996 (Ex. Q), but the City never did so. City Dep. (Guerrerortiz) at 92-93. The 

only technical advice sought by the City was from a person suggested - unsolicited - by CCNS, 

id. at 24:18-23, at a time when the City knew that CCNS strongly advocated restricting radionuclide 

discharges. Id. at 215:14-17 (discussing Bernd Franke). The City, however, "didn't do any in-depth 

investigation" of Mr. Franke's credentials, id. at 213:4-8, and could not recall learning anything 

about him beyond what he told Mr. Guerrerortiz on the telephone. Id. at 218:18-22; see also id. at 

"(...continued)
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214:8-11. Finally, the City did not get Mr. Franke's input until early February 1997 - after the 

radionuclide provisions had been drafted and first submitted to the City Council. Id. at 25-26.  

The City received no other formal advice on whether or how to regulate radionuclides 

because. despite forming a task force on the issue, it passed the Ordinance before the group could 

meet. See id. at 89:15-25 (task force to assist in drafting), 112 (task force did not meet before bill 

submitted). The task force, like INS, fell victim to the City's growing impatience with federal 

regulatory' efforts. Id. at 202:17-22 ("we cannot wait a hundred years before they complete every 

report and every- study"). 281-82 ("There was a point where something had to get started.... [Ihf 

we waited for the NRC to make a decision, today we would not have an ordinance."). The task force 

has never met. Id. at 119.  

V. THE CITY HAS NO INDEPENDENT AUTHORITY TO REGULATE 

RADIONUCLIDES, AND THERE IS NO REGULATORY VACUUM REQUIRING 

THAT IT DO SO 

A. The i has n egal uth ri llowing it to Regulate Radionuclide 

NMED is the state agency expressly authorized to regulate radioactive materials pursuant to 

New Mexico's status as an Agreement State, e.g., N.M. ANN. § 74-3-1 et seq. (Radiation Protection 

Act), and it has made clear that the City's own efforts in that area are not authorized by state law.  

See NMED's Brief Amicus Curiae, May 26, 1999 ("[T]he City's ordinance impedes NMED's 

mandated responsibility for state-wide regulation of radioactive materials[.]"). New Mexico law 

(e.g., the municipal code) bestows on the City no authority to regulate radiation. With regard to the 

City's "police powers," at the time it passed the Ordinance the City was not even a home-rule 

municipality, and any inherent authority it may have cannot trump express state regulation anymore 

than it can trump the NRC. Nuclear power is no a traditional bastion of local control; it is the 
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traditional province of the federal government. See Pacific Gas, 461 U.S. at 206-08 (describing 

initial "federal monopoly"); illinois v. Kerr-McGee Chem. Corp., 677 F.2d 571, 579 n.15 (7th Cir.  

1982) (in nuclear field, traditional federal/state relationship is reversed).  

On the federal level, the Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. § 1251 et seq. ("CWA") gives the City 

no independent power to regulate the discharge of materials governed by the Atomic Energy Act.  

This has been clear since Train v. Colorado Pubi. Int. Group, 426 U.S. 1 (1976), in which the Court 

ruled that the term "pollutant," as defined in the CWA, does not include radioactive materials 

regulated by the NRC.)9 Accordingly, EPA's authority under the CWA to regulate - on any basis 

-the effluent from individual sources of waste does not extend to NRC-regulated materials." See 

also Waste Action Project v. Dawn Mining Corp., 137 F.3d 1426, 1429 (9th Cir. 1998); INS Reply 

at 5. Waste Action Project involved the contamination of groundwater by an individual source of 

uranium mill tailings, a radioactive material regulated by the NRC. Following Train, the court ruled 

that these materials are not "pollutants" under the CWA and are thus beyond EPA's regulatory 

power. Id.  

19 The Train decision addressed the definition of "pollutant" in the CWA itself, and so applies to all references 

to the term in the statute and regulations promulgated under it. The EPA amended its regulations at 40 C.F.R. § 122.2 

(NPDES Program definitions) to reflect Train, but failed to amend the definition applicable to General Pretreatment 

Regulations (40 C.F.R. § 401.11 (f)). Despite this editorial inconsistency, the Train court's interpretation of the term 

in the statute must control, since all EPA regulations on the subject grow from the regulatory authority given by the 

CWA.  

: Under Congress' 1973 reorganization, EPA has the authority to establish genellatllbl radiation 

standards limiting the total amount of radiation in the gentral enyironment. However, the NRC retains responsibility 

for the implementation and enforcement of those standards through its licensing authority: 

EPA was to set generally applicable radiation standards, limiting the total amount of permissible radiation in 

the environment from major categories of sources, while the AEC [now NRC] was to prescribe the ljmitIiM 

applicable to discharges of licensed materials from tparicular sources which contribute to the total.  

Train, 426 U.S. at 24, n.20 (emphasis added). This is exactly what the Ordinance does - it limits discharges of NRC

licensed material from a particular source, and does that by identifying NRC's own regulations and altering them.  
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Thus the City's obligation under the CW,:A to prevent "interference" with the operation of 

its POTW cannot justify regulating radionuclide discharges. This accounts for why EPA does not 

include radionuclides in its own sludge regulations or authorize the City to so regulate in its NPDES 

permit. Sec \7 DES Permit No. NM0022292. Part, II (November 1988). It is also why EPA warned 

the City twc months after the Ordinance was passed that "[tihis is an area over which EPA has no 

authorit.v Sec Letter from L. Bohme to P. Gue-nerortiz, April 24, 1997 (Ex. B to INS's Complaint).  

The City aci:n\•v ledges that it sets pretreatment standards as required by EPA and subject to EPA 

approval. i.-;: authority to regulate discharges to the POTW is grounded in EPA authority, and EPA 

does not reu;;,ate discharge of NRC licensed materials. The City cannot now argue that its authority 

is broader :-,an that enjoyed by the EPA, i.c.. that it extends to the regulation of radionuclide 

discharges licensed under the Atomic Energy Act, because that outcome would turn the NPDES 

regulatory scheme on its head (and flatly ignore the holding in Train).  

B. There is no "Regulatory Vacuum": the NRC has Specifically Addressed and 

Resolved the Precise POTW Contamination Issue on which the City now Relies 

At the Nlay 28 hearing the City declared that "if the NRC comes along and says, POTWs.  

this is how much you can have in your sludge. this is how much you can have in your POTW, ...  

and this is go-ncg to take care of your contamination concerns, we are out of there." Hearing Trans.  

at 45 (Ex. B!. The NRC has done exactly this. in 1991 the NRC announced revised discharge 

regulations intended to prevent reconcentration of radionuclides in POTWs. See NRC Standards for 

Protection .,4gainst Radiation (Final Rulemakang.'. 56 Fed. Reg. 23360, 23381 (May 21, 1991) (Ex.  

R)- City DeT ,Guerrerortiz) at 198:21-24. This effort was the culmination often years of study and 

over 800 sets o" commentary from interested public and private entities. Id. at 23360-63 (describing



review of proposed revisions to 10 C.F.R. pt. 20). Explaining the new regulations (10 C.F.R.  

§ 20.2003 & App. B Table III), the NRC stated: 

[Insoluble radioactive] materials may accumulate in the sewer system, in the sewer 

treatment plants, and in the sewer sludge.... [This] is no longer permitted because 

of potential reconcentration of these materials in the sanitary sewer system. sewage 

treatment plants, and sewage sludge . , . In view of past contamination incidents 

involving cobalt-60 and americium- 2 4 1 and the reduction in the dose limit for 

members of the public, the Commission believes that continuation of the higher 

limits is no longer desirable.  

56 Fed. Reg. at 23381 (emphasis added). The revised regulations also took into account discharge 

of radionuclides by multiple users to a single POTW. Id.  

In 1994 these regulations took effect. See NRC Information Notice 94-07, Jan. 28, 1994 (new 

limits effective January 1, 1994, and intended "to help prevent further reconcentration incidents at 

public sewage treatment facilities"). Since then the NRC has found no noteworthy reconcentrations 

of radionuclides in any POTW, but it continues to study the issue. See Joint NRC/EPA Sewage 

Sludge Radiological Survey: Survey Design and Test Site Results, August 1999 (noting that "neither 

the NRC nor the Agreement States have seen further problems associated with POTW 

reconcentration of radioactive materials since NRC's regulations were revised in 1991[.]") (portions 

at Ex. S);21 see also City Dep. (Guerrerortiz) at 205-06 (City was unaware of any POTW 

contamination incidents since NRC regulations implemented in 1994).  

The risks inherent in radioactive discharges are the NRC's to deal with, and it has acted on 

that basis. There is no "regulatory vacuum"; the regulatory scheme just doesn't include the City.  

The proper, federal regulatory process has worked, if not with the speed and force deemed 

I. The survey will re'iew 300 POTWs to determine if, despite the 1994 revisions, the radionuclide 

reconcentration issue requires further regulation. If it does the federal government will act accordingly. Id. at 3.  
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appropriate by the radiological gurus at the City and CCNS. City Dep. (Guerrerortiz) at 202:12-22, 

281-82. The City's impatience and presumption, however, do not justify its own preemption of 

federal authority.  

CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons and those presented in INS's initial briefing, the Court should grant 

INS's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on Grounds of Federal Field Preemption (Count I).  

Respectfully submitted, 

INTERSTATE NTJCLEAR SERVICES CORP., 

by its attorneys, 

KELEHER & McLEOD, P.A. GOODWIN, PROCTER & HOAR LLP

By: 
Charles A. Pharris 
Gary J. Van Luchene 
201 Third Street, N.W.  
Albuquerque, NM 87103 
505-346-4646 

Dated: October 15, 1999 
DOCSA\661997.11

By: 
Gregory A. Bibler 
James C. Rehnquist 
Andrew E. Lelling 
Exchange Place 
Boston, MA 02109 
617-570-1000 
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CC/Ivs 
Concerned Citizens for Nuclear Safety 

Mlarch 23rd. 1996 

The Hon. Cristopher D. Moore 
City Council Member 
The City of Santa Fe 
P.O. Box 909 
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87504 

Dear Councilor Moore, 

Concerned Citizens for Nuclear Safety (CCNS) is very concerned 
that no City of Santa Fe ordinance currently contains any regulation or 

prohibition of the discharge of radionuclides into the City sewage system.  

CCNS research indicates that the levels of discharge which are possible in 

the absence of limitation by the City are dangerous to the public health, 

pose an unacceptably high increase in risk of cancer mortality, and are 

greatly in excess of the levels which the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency uses to justify preventative or protective action. The City's failure 
to regulate these discharges exposes City workers at the treatment plant to 
radioactivity contamination, and may result in legal liability by the City.  

I have studied in detail the report of the Radioactive Waste Discharge 
Policy Study Group, Radioactive Discharges to the City of Albuquerque 

Wastewater System. That study group, too, is concerned about the dangers 

posed by radionuclide discharges into its city owned treatment system.  

CCNS sees no need to continue permitting non-essential activities 
which create this permanent type of dangerous waste, posing severe 

economic ramifications for the City and for property owners. We see no 

value in exposing the City to liability for problems from our downstream 

neighbors. We endorse an ordinance which prohibits all radionuclide 
discharge other than patient excreta, with a time period for hospital and 
physician dischargers to voluntarily limit their discharges pending review of 
regulatory prohibition of their discharges as well.

(505) 986-1973
Santa Fe • New Mexico - B7501 ° USA-107 Cienesa



Since the City waste water treatment ordinance is currently 
undergoing a revision, this seems to the appropriate time to remedy this gap 
in City licensing. We urge you to consider this problem, and to direct the 
Public Utilities Director, Patricio Guerrerortiz, to include in the proposed 

revision a prohibition on radionuclide discharges to the Cit% sewage, other 
than from patient excreta.  

CCNS would like the opportunity to comment on the proposed 

ordinance when the opportunity arrives for public comment. We would 
appreciate being notified of that date, and sent a copy of the proposed 
ordinance when it is available for review.  

CCNS plans to hold several public meetings on this topic and to send 

out information to our 6,000 person mailing list on the problems resulting 
from radionuclide discharge into the City sewage system. Many of our 
supporters will want to be in attendance at any public meetings where this is 
discussed, as well as at City Council meetings when the ordinance is 
ultimately reviewed. Accordingly, as much prior notice as is possible would 
be appreciated for the convenience of our members.  

As you may know, CCNS has been actively discussing the problems 

posed by the radioactive discharges to the City sewer system from 
Interstates Nuclear Services, the 'nuclear laundry' on Slier Road. Many of 
our members are extremely upset about the reported . activities of this 
facility; the absence of City regulation has helped make the reported abuses 
possible.  

I have this date written to the Mayor and the other city council 
members advising them of our position and requests.  

Thank you in advance for your cooperation.  

Sincerely, 

CARON BALKANY, Esq.



Concerned Citizens for Nuclear Safe ty 

\lav 31 st. 1996 

Patricio Guerrerortiz 
Public Utilities Director 
P.O. Box 909 
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87504-0909 

Re: Interstate Nuclear Services 

Dear Patricio, 

I'm sorry our Thursday meeting was cancelled, but I'm glad to hear that the 
hospital stay was a short one. I believe you have a copy of the two sets of Comments 
which I had prepared for that meeting. I understand from Bill that he will be scheduling 
another meeting for us for sometime in the week of June 10th. I hope the Comments will 
help present our position.  

I also would like to bring some other information to your attention. In reviewing 
the new information submitted by INS, and looking at the proposed expansion areas, it 

appears as though the new construction would involve building over some highly 
contaminated areas such as the underground tank, the above-ground settling pit, the 
controlled area, and some underground sewer lines, all of which are contaminated to 

some degree or another. We believe the law and sound practice require that these areas be 
cleared of any contamination prior to construction which would later prohibit such clean 
up. It is also our understanding from soil sample experts that core samples need to be 
taken to determine the amount of contamination from the underground tank which may 
have seeped into the ground and may have to be cleaned up.  

We find no indication that INS is proposing such clean up. Perhaps they are, and 

have simply not detailed that in the application. We do not know whether the State will 
be requiring such de-contamination if they approve the expansion. However, I believe 
that the City should require such compliance by INS as well. Since the new filtration 
system would be placed there, and since this system requires your approval under the 
cease and desist order, I believe you have the legal authority to require that any such 
construction be lawful under state, federal, and local laws. In fact, I believe you are 

required to so insist, and I did not want you to be unaware of this contamination issue.  

I spent some time today speaking with a researcher from the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC). She is forwarding me a copy of NRC legal counsel's letter advising 
that municipalities have the legal authority to regulate discharges of radionuclides in
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fturtherace of the economic interests of the City, without running afoul of the NRC's 
pre-emption of regulation for safety purposes.. She also advises that the POTW in St.  

Louis has done precisely that with good effect.  

Thus, I believe there are no legal impediments to the City's imposition of 

discharge parameters lower than those set forth by the NRC, or any other requirements 
% hlch further the purposes of the POTW. including the safety of the POTW workers, the 

treatment plant itself, and the marketability of the sludge and reuse water. The City can 

impose requirements for use of a recyling water system. zero total suspended solids, hold 

up times prior to discharge. third party monitoring, bonds and indemnification 

requirements to protect the City from liability without running afoul of the NRC. I .%ilH 
forward a copy of that letter when received.  

She was also concerned that plutonium is not readily soluable, and suggested that 

you take a look at that because it might violate the NRC regulations for discharge.  

Sincerely, 

CARON BALKANY 

cc: Rovallyn Allen. Sherry Tippett. Esq.
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Debbie Jaramillo. Mayor 

David Coss. City Manager 

Councilors: Frank Montaho, Mayor Pro Tem. Dist. 3 Molly WVhitted. Dist. 2 

Larry A. Delgado. Dist. I Art Sanchez. Dist. 3 

Patti J. Bushee. Dist. I Amy Manning. Dist. 4 

June 18, 1996 Cristopher D. Moore. Dist.2 Peso Chavez. Dist. 4 

Mr. Lee Lysne, 
Executive Director, 
Concerned Citizens for Nuclear Safety 
107 Cienega 
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501 

RE: INS Industrial Pretreatment Permit 

Dear Mr. Lysne: 
Thank you for your letter dated June 6, 1996, regarding the 

case of the Interstate Nuclear Services (INS) industrial 
pretreatment discharge. As you point out, the city currently does 

have authority to regulate some of the constituents of the 
wastewater that can be discharged by an industrial customer into 
the public sanitary sewer system.  

At this point, the list of local limits in our code does not 
include any radioactive materials. This is also the case for the 
industrial pretreatment programs of the vast majority (if not all) 
of municipalities around the country. Presumably, this is the 
result of the federal government's preemption of local government 
involvement in the regulation of any radionuclides. In other 
words, most local government officials think that since the federal 
government has reserved for itself the duty of regulating 
radionuclides, local governments cannot do anything else to protect 
the health and safety of the public from the potential effects of 
this type of compounds.  

However, we recently found out that there are some exceptions 
to this preemptive power of the federal government, and we are 

preparing to exercise our options under these exceptions. As you 
may know, the Council has instructed city staff to propose 
revisions to the city code that will make it possible I--^
specific man-made radio isotopes. Once these revisions are 

completed by staff, a public hearing will be scheduled for all 

interested parties to provide their feedback and opinion.  
Please feel free to contact me if I can be of further 

assistance to you.  
Sincerply, ..  

Paripio Guerrerortiz,.E., 
Dire tor 
Public Utilities Department 

cc: David Coss, City Manager 
Qustandi Kassisieh, Wastewater Management Division 
PUD/File
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UNITED STATES 
o NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20.-MM 

March 26, 1997 

" " I RECEIVED 

I , ,.'Rl[997 
Mr. Patricio Guerrerortiz, P.E.  
Public Utilities )epartment Director c' ;-- 
City of Santa Fe, New Mexico - "" - • 

200Lincoln A enue 
P.O.:Box 909 
Santa Fe, NM 7504-0909 

Dear-Mr. Guerr rortiz: 

Thank you for lour letter of January 13, 1997 expressing concern on the filtration and 
wastewater pol cies of the Interstate Nuclear Services (INSI facility in Santa Fe, 
New Mexico. I your letter, you note the suggested criteria for solubility of radionuclides 
described in th4 INS proposal enclosed with William Floyd's November 12, 1996 letter to 
me to be "gros~ly inadequate from our municipal perspective.  

Pursuant to theiAtomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the Nuclear Regulatory 
SComnission (NAC) must assure that all Agreement State radiation control programs are 
adeq(ate to pro tect public health and safety and also are compatible with NRC's regulatory 
program, Howe,_ as an Agreement State, New Mexico exercises regulatory jurisdiction 
over the INS faTility and, therefore, the licensing decision for the facility rests with the 

N-ew Me rco has requested technical assistance from NRC in the review of the 
propi5sed syster'p. We have previously provided you, for your information, a copy of our 
response to tha request (February 5, 1997 letter from P. Lohaus to W. Floyd). The results 

of our review h ve been provided to the State for their use in reaching a licensing decision.  
The NRC itself as no authority to make a licensing decision. Given that the NRC does not 
have regulatory urisdiction, we are providingJNew -Me:x-ico with a copy of your letter, such 

that the State c in consider your concerns as a part of their process in reaching a licensing 
decision.  

In your letter, y( u make reference to a November 9, 1993 exchange of correspondence 
between the NRl and Hugh McFadden in Laramie, Wyoming. We wish to clarify that this 
letter .from Marti Malsch of NRC's Office of the General Counsel to Hugh McFadden does 

not contain any xplicit approval of particular actions by the City. Instead, the letter 
simply provides n explanation of the legal principles of preemption ir. the context of the 

Atom1c Energy Act (AEA) of 1954, as amended. With limited exceptions not relevant here, 

the preemption i sue addressed in tht,.eter does not apply in Agreement States, such as 
New Mexico, where Atomic Energy Act authority of the NRC has been discontinued. In 

those .cases. the division oLcesponsibility between the State governmant and a local 

government is determined by State law.  

00161
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Patrfcio Guerrer 

I ., 

"We t:rUst that tt 
at (361) 415-2:

cc: William Flo,

9'e,2.623 P.01

Ortiz -2- MR 2 6 n7

is responds to your request. If you have any questions, please contact me 
126.  

Paul H. Lohaus, Deputy Director 
Office of State Programs

001) .1U 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

DISTRICT OF NEW MEXICO 

INTERSTATE NUCLEAR SERVICES 

CORPORATION, 

Plaintiff, 

v. No. CIV 98-1224 BB/KBM 

CITY OF SANTA FE, 

Defendant.  

BRIEF OF 

THE NORTHEAST 0110 REGIONAL SEWER DISTRICT 

AS AMICUS CURIAE 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District ("District") has solicited and received 

copies of the pleadings in this matter. These pleadings have raised grave concerns at the 

District on behalf of itself and any other publicly-owned wastewater treatment works 

("POTWs") to which a licensee of the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

("NRC") or an Agreement State discharges wastewater containing radionuclides.  

The District discovered in 1991 that the lagoons and land areas in which it stored 

incinerated biosolids were contaminated with radioactive Cobalt-60. Years of discharges of 

Cobalt-60 discharges (much of which was likely legal under NRC regulations) had been 

removed by the District's routine wastewater treatment operations, accumulating in 

concentrations that exceeded the NRC's allowed soil contamination levels. While no threat



to human health or safety was posed by the contamination, it was nonetheless in excess of 

NRC criteria.  

As a result, the District incurred hundreds of thousands of dollars in expenses for 

characterizing and containing the contamination. The District had to engage a radiation 

consultant, fence off large portions ofits property, post radiation warning signage, and follow 

strict procedures when accessing or working in the problem areas. In addition, hundreds of 

hours were spent in responding to employee, media and public concerns.  

The District's investigation showed that the Cobalt-60 had been discharged to the 

District by an NRC licensee, Advanced Medical Systems, Inc. The NRC did not assist the 

District in seeking reimbursement of a penny of the costs the District incurred. Instead, the 

NRC made it clear to the District that it would hold the District, and not its licensee, 

responsible for appropriately dealing with the contamination, regardless of the costs to be 

incurred.  

The District was forced to seek reimbursement for its expenses through civil litigation 

against the NRC licensee. During discovery, it was determined that this NRC licensee had 

contaminated a section of the London Road Interceptor, part of the District's collection 

system. (This area remains contaminated to this day, even though it had eventually become 

an NRC license provision that the licensee clean it up.) Further, the District discovered that 

the NRC licensee continued to discharge radioactive Cobalt-60 to the public sewers, 

including NRC-prohibited insoluble Cobalt-60. When the NRC was notified by the District
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of the ongoing actions of its licensee, the NRC did not curtail the licensee's discharges to the 

public sewer.  

The District was thus placed by the NRC and its licensee in the position of being held 

potentially responsible for radioactive contamination on its premises, but with no help 

whatsoever in stopping the conduct causing such contamination. Rather than continue to 

accept radioactive materials into its system, the District plugged the NRC licensee's 

connection to the public sewer. At a temporary restraining order ("TRO") hearing in state 

court, the District litigated its right to prohibit radioactive discharges from the NRC 

licensee's connection to the public sewer. (A copy of the Cuyahoga County Common Pleas 

Court TRO is attached hereto as Exhibit "A".) The District also litigated in federal court its 

right to prohibit radioactive discharges from storage tanks at the licensee's facility. (A copy 

of the Federal District Court for the Northern District of Ohio, Eastern Division, TRO is 

attached hereto as Exhibit "B".) 

In each case, the NRC licensee argued that its discharges were allowed by NRC 

regulations, and that the federal regulations preempt the District's Code of Regulations. In 

other words, the NRC licensee insisted that it could discharge Cobalt-60 to the public sewer, 

even if those discharges interfered with the operations of the District, so long as the 

radionuclide concentration limitations in the NRC regulations (10 C.F.R. § 20.2003) were 

not exceeded.  

Neither logic nor the law supports such a position. It will be demonstrated below that 
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the NRC regulations, which are designed solely to protect the public from excessive doses 

of radiation, do not preempt enforcement of a POTW's own regulations enforced against an 

NRC or Agreement State licensee to protect the integrity of wastewater treatment facilities 

and treatment by-products. Because it is not attempting to regulate in the area of radiological 

health and safety, the POTW is empowered to refuse to accept radioactive discharges in any 

amount. Contrary to the NRC licensee's argument that NRC regulations permitted it to 

continue discharging Cobalt-60 to the District's sewers, the federal court found that these 

regulations did not present any legal impediment to the issuance of injunctive relief on behalf 

of the District. Accordingly, both the state and federal courts issued TROs in favor of the 

District.  

Based on this experience, however, the District became vividly aware of the 

remarkable lack of knowledge on the part of the NRC as to how POTWs operate, of the 

absence of any NRC criteria for radionuclide discharges to sanitary sewage systems based 

on the effect such discharges may have on those systems, of the absence of effective 

enforcement of what regulations the NRC does have, and the NRC's unwillingness to assist 

a POTW in protecting itself.  

I. SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

It is well settled that total preemption of state and local authority by federal law can 

result only through an express statement of Congress or a scheme of federal regulation so all

encompassing as to make reasonable an inference that Congress intended to supplant state
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and local authority. See Pacific Gas & Electric Co. v. Energy Resources Comm., 461 U.S.  

190, 203-204 (1983) and cases cited therein. In addition, where Congress does not occupy 

a given field, state or local law will be preempted to the extent that it conflicts with federal 

law. Id. Thus, in order for plaintiff Interstate Nuclear Services Corporation ("INS") to 

prevail, it must show that Congress has vested in the NRC complete authority over the 

disposal of radioactive material in sanitary sewer systems, or that defendant City of Santa 

Fe's ("the City's") Ordinance 1997-3 ("the Ordinance") conflicts with NRC regulations. INS 

cannot demonstrate either point.  

Courts have consistently held that preemption applies only to areas that Congress and 

the regulator have specifically and explicitly identified as preempted. As it relates to the 

instant dispute, both Congress and the NRC have pronounced that the authority to regulate 

radioactive material for purposes other than health and safety is not preempted by federal 

regulations.  

The injuries suffered by a POTW due to radioactive discharges are not related to 

health and safety issues, but instead are injuries to the POTW's ability to protect its treatment 

processes so as to be able to perform its statutory duty to treat wastewater, its ability to use 

its property as it needs or desires, its ability to use or dispose its wastewater solids in the 

most cost-effective manner, and its ability to protect its ratepayers from excessive and wholly 

preventable remediation expenses. POTW prohibitions of, or limitations on, radioactive 

discharges are both authorized by law and enforceable by this Court, and the doctrine of
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federal preemption does not bar enforcement of the City's Ordinance. Because a POTW's 

authority to order appropriate and necessary measures to protect its operations is not 

preempted by the Atomic Energy Act or NRC (or Agreement State) regulations governing 

the handling of radioactive material, the City's Ordinance regarding discharges of 

contaminated wastewater is both lawful and enforceable.  

ARGUMENT 

1. THE CITY'S ORD[NANCE IS NOT PREEMPTED BY FEDERAL LAW 

A. Municipalities May Reelate the Discharge of Nuclear Materials Based on 

Economic Concerns.  

State and local law is preempted under the Supremacy Clause of the United States 

Constitution only if (1) Congress evidences an intent to occupy a given field, or (2) it is 

impossible to comply with both local and federal law, or (3) the state or local law stands as 

an obstacle to the accomplishment of the purposes and objectives of Congress. Sillckwood v.  

Kerr-McGee Corp., 464 U.S. 238, 248 (1984). None of these circumstances are present in 

this dispute.  

First, when Congress enacted the Atomic Energy Act, 42 U.S.C. § 2014, et seq.  

("AEA") (pursuant to which the NRC adopted the regulations upon which INS relies for its 

preemption argument), it made clear that: 

Nothing in this section shall be construed to affect the authority 

of any State or local agency to regulate activities for purposes 

other than protection against radiation hazards.
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42 U.S.C. §2021(i) (emphasis added). It followed, then, that when the Supreme Court had 

before it the issue of the scope of federal regulation of nuclear material, it held that: 

Congress, in passing the 1954 [Atomic Energy] Act and in 

subsequently amending it, intended that the Federal Government 

should regulate the radiological safety aspects involved in the 

construction and operation of a nuclear plant, but that the States 

retain their traditional responsibilities....  

Pacific Gas, 461 U.S. at 205 (emphasis added).  

Municipal ordinances such as the City's that regulate radioactive discharges are not 

motivated by the safety aspects of any radionuclide discharge (which are governed by federal 

law), but rather by the deleterious effect of radioactive materials on a POTW's ability to 

continue to process and treat wastewater (which is not governed by the AEA or regulations 

adopted by the NRC and Agreement States). Accordingly, enforcement of such ordinances 

is not preempted by federal law. See, e.g., Pacific Gas, 461 U.S. at 223 (state regulation of 

nuclear power prompted by economic, not safety, concerns is not preempted by federal law).  

Further, because Congress did not explicitly state otherwise, it can be presumed that 

it did not intend that the AEA would preempt the federal, state and local authority of POTWs 

to prevent contamination by radionuclide discharges. Pacific Gas, 461 U.S. at 206 ("[W]e 

start with the assumption that the historic police powers of the States were not to be 

superseded by the Federal Act unless that was the clear and manifest purpose of Congress.").  

Thus, under the AEA, a sewer authority seeking to maintain the continuation of wastewater 

treatment for its ratepayers, to ensure that the use of its facilities will not be restricted, and 
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to protect those ratepayers from incurring multi-million dollar remediation and disposal 

costs, cannot be deemed to be interfering in the federal government's regulation of 

"radiological health and safety." 

In fact, the NRC's own regulations expressly recognize that they do not preempt the 

entire field of regulation of nuclear materials: "Nothing in this subpart relieves the licensee 

from complying with other applicable Federal, State and local regulations governing any 

other toxic or hazardous properties of materials that may be disposed of under this subpart." 

10 C.F.R. § 20.2007 (Subpart K-Waste Disposal) (emphasis added).  

This conclusion is further supported by pronouncements of the United States Supreme 

Court, which have narrowed the scope of federal preemption in cases having much more to 

do with nuclear health and safety than does the City's Ordinance. For example, in Silkwood, 

it was held that state-imposed punitive damage awards for personal injury caused by 

radiation were not preempted by the federal occupation of the field of radiological health and 

safety. The Supreme Court held that: 

Congress did not believe that it was inconsistent to vest the NRC 

with exclusive regulatory authority over the safety aspects of 

nuclear development while at the same time allowing plaintiffs 
like Silkwood to recover for injuries caused by nuclear hazards.  

Silkwood, 464 U.S. at 257. The Court further explained that "[p]aying both federal fines and 

state-imposed punitive damages for the same incident would not appear to be physically 

impossible. Nor does [it] frustrate any purpose of the federal remedial scheme." Id. at 256.
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See also, English v. General Electric Co., 496 U.S. 72 (1990) (state-law claim against 

nuclear industry employer for intentional infliction of emotional distress by former 

employees who reported safety violations held not preempted by federal law); Goodyear 

Atomic Corp. v. Miller, 486 U.S. 174 (1988) (Ohio's increased workers' compensation award 

for injury caused by safety violation at a nuclear facility held to be acceptable "incidental 

regulatory pressure" and not preempted by federal occupation of nuclear safety regulation).  

B. The NRC Does Not Have Exclusive Regulator, Authority Over Off-Site 

Radiological Impacts 

Contrary to the tenor of INS' argument, the Supreme Court has concluded that the 

NRC has relinquished its authority over the field of off-site radiological impacts, a 

conclusion which is directly applicable to the present circumstances. In Train v. Colorado 

Public Interest Research Group, Inc., 426 U.S. 1 (1976), the Supreme Court affirmed the 

United States Environmental Protection Agency ("U. S. EPA") decision not to subject three 

types of radioactive material to its federal water pollution permit system. The unanimous 

Court added: 

It does not follow, however, that the EPA has no role to play in 

protecting the environment from excessive radiation attributable 

to AEA-regulated materials. . . . Among the functions 

transferred to the EPA [in 1970] were: 

The functions of the Atomic Energy Commission under the 

Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, ... [that] consist of 

establishing generally applicable environmental standards for 

the protection of the general environment from radioactive 

material . . . outside the boundaries of locations under the
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control of persons possessing or using radioactive material.  

Train, 426 U.S. at 25 n. 20 (citing Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1970, § 2(a)(6) 84 stat. 2088, 

5 U.S.C. App. p. 610) (establishing the functions of the new U.S. EPA)) (emphasis added).  

Accordingly, the NRC does not have exclusive regulatory authority over off-site 

radiological impacts. Instead, the U.S. EPA has express authority to implement 

environmental standards which in effect regulate certain off-site radiological impacts. See 

id. As explained in the City's briefs, the U.S. EPA has designated the City as the "control 

authority" for purposes of the operation and regulation of the City's POTW. This delegated 

pretreatment authority under the Clean Water Act is the means through which the City may 

enforce a generally applicable environmental standard to protect the wastewater treatment 

works which are entirely outside the boundaries of any location under the control of NRC 

licensees (e.g., INS' facility). After 1970, the Atomic Energy Commission (now the NRC) 

relinquished exclusive authority over off-site impacts (if, indeed, such authority ever did 

exist), and thus cannot preempt the City's action on the basis that it occupies the field of off

site radiological impacts.  

In light of the NRC's relinquishment of authority over off-site impacts, any reliance 

by INS on cases that address only site-specific, on-site regulation of radiological safety is 

clearly misplaced and should be disregarded.' The City's Ordinance is asserting a generally

'Such cases include Brown v. Kerr-McGee Chemical Corp., 767 F. 2d 1234 (7th Cir.  

1985), cert. denied, 475 U.S. 1066 (1986) (addressing NRC's approval of site-specific, on-site 

disposal decisions); Northern States Power Company v. State of Minnesota, 447 F. 2d 1143 
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applicable limitation on radionuclide discharges to prevent interference with its off-site 

treatment works. Clearly, such limitations on the discharge of radioactive materials are not 

aimed at regulating on-site activities at INS' facilities, but, instead, are aimed at regulating 

deleterious, off-site impacts. The distinction between the regulation of on-site activities and 

the regulation of off-site impacts is essential to understanding the City's valid enforcement 

efforts.  

C. The Citv Has the Authority to Limit the Radioactive Discharges It Will Accept 

to Its POTW.  

As the designated control authority for its POTW, the City is mandated by the U.S.  

EPA's pretreatment regulations to regulate all discharges to the City's sewer system to 

prevent the introduction of pollutants to its system which will: (1) interfere with the City's 

operation of its POTW; (2) interfere with its use and disposal of sludge by-products; and/or 

(3) allow the pass-through of pollutants to the receiving waters or allow the introduction of 

pollutants that are incompatible with the POTW and its treatment system. 40 C.F.R. § 403.2.  

The U.S. EPA's sludge regulations also require the City to improve opportunities to recycle 

and reclaim wastewater and sludge. 40 C.F.R. § 503. The U.S. EPA's pretreatment 

regulations, which control every aspect of the City's operation of its POTW, define the term 

(1971 ) affd mem., 405 U.S. 1035 (1972) (addressing site-specific permit requirements including 

on-site monitoring); Hanni v. Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co. , 87 Ohio App.3d 295, 303 

(1993) (addressing employee discharge regulations at nuclear power plant sites); U.S. v. City of 

New York, 463 F.Supp. 604 (S.D.N.Y. 1978) (addressing city health and safety certification 
prerequisite to on-site operation of a nuclear reactor).  
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"pollutant" to include radioactive materials. 40 C.F.RL § 401.11(0.2 Thus, under the Clean 

Water Act and the U.S. EPA's pretreatment regulations, the City has the authority, as well 

as the duty, to protect the operational viability of its POTW by preventing the introduction 

of pollutants, including radioactive materials, that may interfere with or contaminate the 

POTW.  

D. The Prohibition or Limitation of Sewer Use Does Not Conflict 

With Conuessional Purposes or NRC Regulations 

Finally, although it is true that local regulation may be preempted if it is impossible 

to comply with both local and federal law, or if the local law stands as an obstacle to the 

accomplishment of a Congressional purpose, these exceptions do not apply here. ENS is fully 

capable of complying with both federal law and the City's Ordinance.  

First, it must be recognized as a matter of law that the NRC does not mandate the 

discharge of licensed radioactive material into sanitary sewer systems. Rather, the NRC's 

regulations include six (6) different options for disposal of the material: 

(1) transfer to an authorized recipient (10 C.F.R. §§ 20.2001 and 20.1.006); 

(2) decay in storage (10 C.F.R. § 20.2001); 

2-rNS apparently attempts to confuse this Court by asserting that the U.S. EPA, after 

Train, excluded radioactive materials from the definition of "pollutant" contained in the 

pretreatment regulations. See INS Reply to the City's Response to Its Motion for Partial 

Summary Judgment at 5-6 and 6 n.5. This is not the case. The deletion of radioactive materials 

from the "pollutant" definition did not occur in a section applicable to the pretreatment 

regulations governing the City's responsibilities to exclude pollutants which can interfere with or 

pass-through the sewer system. Compare 40 C.F.R., § 401.11 (f) and 40 C.F.R., § 122.  
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(3) release in effluents other than discharge to sanitary sewers (10 C.F.R. § 

20.1301); 

(4) treatment or disposal by incineration (10 C.F.R. § 20.2004); 

(5) disposal by release into sanitary sewerage (10 C.F.R. § 20.2003); 

(6) any other method of disposal approved by the Commission (10 C.F.R. § 

20.2002).  

Despite these broad alternatives, INS claims that the option to discharge soluble 

radioactive waste into the City's sanitary sewer (an option that does not exist for insoluble 

radionuclides) requires it to transfer its disposal problem and all the associated costs to the 

POTW under a cloak of federal preemption. This is nonsense. Clearly, as a matter of law, 

no NRC or Agreement State licensee must discharge its radioactive wastes to the public 

sewers to maintain compliance with NRC regulations. Moreover, the NRC does not require 

a POTW to accept nuclear material. Thus, the City's limitations on radioactive discharges 

into the sanitary sewer do not conflict with the permissive -- but not mandatory -- NRC 

regulations. See Silkwood, 464 U.S. at 257 (finding no preemption where complying with 

both federal and state laws was not "physically impossible").  

In sum, the NRC does not claim federal preemption over a POTW's refusal to accept, 

or regulation of, radioactive materials to protect the treatment works. This cannot be 

disputed, especially because every NRC or Agreement State licensee has other disposal 

options. Cf Jersey Central Power & Light v. Lacey Twp., 772 F.2d 1103 (3rd Cir. 1985),
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cert. denied, 475 U.S. 1013 (1986) (township's total prohibition on transport and storage of 

nuclear materials left no options and was thus preempted).  

The City's purpose in limiting discharges of radioactive materials to its POTW is to 

protect the integrity of its treatment works as required by federal law (i.e., the Clean Water 

Act and the U.S. EPA's pretreatment regulations)-a purpose distinct from the preempted 

field of radiological health and safety. Even if the effect of this protection would be to force 

INS and other licensees to pursue another available disposal option, it is a result that would 

be entirely consistent with the NRC's regulations and the AEA. See English v. General 

Electric Co., 496 U.S. 72 (1989) (finding no federal preemption where state action has no 

direct and substantial effect on radiological safety decisions). Any Congressional purpose 

served by allowing licensees to discharge radioactive waste products into the sanitary sewer 

is countered by U.S. EPA's and the City's clear interest in facilitating the unfettered working 

of the City's sanitary sewer system. Because there is no direct conflict in these purposes, the 

U.S. EPA's and the City's interests should control here. Consequently, the City's Ordinance 

is not preempted by federal law and is enforceable.
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E. The NRC Has Clearly Stated that Its Regulations Do Not 
Preempt Municipal Governmental Action on Bases Other than 
Protection of Public Health and Safety.  

The NRC itself has determined that the preemption argument advanced here by INS 

is simply wrong. In official correspondence to governmental entities, the NRC has expressly 

stated that POTWs have the authority to prohibit the discharge of radioactive material into 

their sewer systems if the prohibition imposed is not related to health and safety. For 

example, in a November 9, 1993 response to a series of questions posed by the United States 

General Accounting Office, the NRC Deputy General Counsel for Licensing and Regulation 

stated: 

QUESTION 6.  

What authority, if any, do the POTWs have to refuse to allow 
NRC licensees to make disposals of radioactive materials into 
their systems? Please explain.  

ANSWER 

A recent letter to the city attorney for Laramie, Wyoming, 
discusses the issue raised in this question .... As the letter 
explains, a POTW may under certain circumstances refuse to 
allow disposals of radioactive materials into the treatment 
system.  

(Ex. "C" attached hereto) (emphasis added).  

In the referenced letter to H.B. McFadden, City Attorney for Laramie, Wyoming dated 

November 9, 1993, the NRC Deputy General Counsel stated: 

If ... the basis for the state or local governmental action is
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something other than the protection of workers and public from 

the health and safety hazards of regulated materials, the action 

is not preempted. See, e.g. Pacific Gas and Electric Co. v. State 

Energy Resources Conservation and Development Commission, 

461 U.S. 190 (1983).  

(Ex. "D" attached hereto) (emphasis added).  

In a June 16, 1994 letter, the Director of the NRC Office of Nuclear Materials Safety 

and Safeguards confirmed this position to William B. Schatz, General Counsel for the 

District: 

[Tthe Commission has expressed its view that the Atomic 

Energy Act of 1954 does not prohibit actions by state or local 

authority on bases other than protection of public health and 

safety from radiological hazards.  

(Ex. "E" attached hereto) (emphasis added).  

Finally, in a draft guidance developed by the ISCORS3 Sewage Subcommittee, 

representatives of the NRC, the EPA and POTWs stated: 

The NRC has found that if a municipality has sound reasons, 

other than radiation protection, a municipality can require the 

pretreatment of wastes to eliminate or reduce radioactivity.  

Furthermore, although NRC regulations allow users of regulated 

material to discharge to treatment plants, these regulations do 

not compel a sewage treatment operation to accept radioactive 

materials from NRC licensees. Some localities are addressing 

the potential problem of concentration of radioactive material at 

3ISCORS is an acronym for Interagency Steering Committee on Radiation Standards. It 

is composed of representatives from the NRC, the EPA, the Department of Energy, the 

Department of Defense, Department of Transportation, the Occupational Safety and Health 

Administration of the Department of Labor, and the Department of Health and Human Services.
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POTWs by either (1) requiring pretreatment of waste by specific 

licensees or (2) limiting the discharge of radioactive materials.  

For example, the State of Oregon and the City of Portland, 

Oregon, ordered a state licensee to install a pretreatment system 

to control the discharge of thorium oxide into sewer lines. The 

Metropolitan St. Louis Sewer District passed an ordinance in 

1991 that limits the aggregate discharge of radioactive materials 

into the sewage system.  

See Exhibit "E" to the City's Response to INS' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment.  

A clearer statement of regulatory intent cannot be imagined. The NRC recognizes the 

problems for POTWs associated with radionuclide contamination and reiterates its long

standing position: if a municipality takes action against an NRC or Agreement State licensee 

on anyv basis other than protection against the health effects of excessive doses of radiation, 

such action is not preempted. This case falls squarely into the fact pattern under which the 

NRC has determined that federal preemption does not arise. The NRC points with approval 

to the efforts of the State of Oregon and the cities of Portland and St. Louis in "addressing 

the potential problem of concentration of radioactive material at POTWs..." in the same 

manner as the City has done with its Ordinance.  

The City is seeking to prevent the sort of economic injury to its ability to operate its 

POTW that the District and several other POTWs have experienced, as well as to dispose of 

its POTW by-products and to utilize its property as it sees fit. Moreover, the City seeks to 

prevent the potential injury to its ratepayers which would result if radioactive contamination 

of the City's POTW requires the expenditure of costs that must be passed on to the ratepayers
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in the form of excessive user charges. This case does not involve the City's attempt to 

regulate in the field of radiological health and safety. Thus, the City's attempt to ensure the 

continued viability of its treatment system is not preempted.  

III. CONCLUSION 

The City's authority to regulate radioactive discharges pursuant to its Clean Water Act 

authority does not impermissibly intrude into the regulated field of radiological health and 

safety. Nor does it conflict with the AEA or with NRC regulations. Simply stated, if a local 

action is not preempted by federal law, and is otherwise authorized, it is enforceable. Thus, 

the City's Ordinance is not preempted by federal law.  

Respectfully submitted, 

Willi B. Schatz, General Counsel 

(,Thomas E. Lenhart, syG n. Counsel 

Lawrence K. English, A~st. en. Counsel 

Northeast Ohio Regional ewer District 

3826 Euclid Avenue 
Cleveland, Ohio 44115 
(216) 881-6600 

Counsel for the Northeast Ohio 
Regional Sewer District
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EXI-IBIT tAo



IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS 
CUYAHOGA COUNTY, OHIO 

NORTHEAST OHIO REGIONAL 
SEWER DISTRICT ) CASE NO. 249860 ) 

Plaintiff, ) JUDGE STUART A. FRIEDMAN 
) 

v. ) ) 

ADVANCED MEDICAL SYSTEMS, INC., ) TEMPORARY 
et al. ) RESTRAINING ORDER 

) 
Defendants.  

This cause came on for hearing on the 28th day of October, 1994, before 

the Honorabit Stuart A. Friedman, upon motion of Plaintiff for a Temporary 

Restraining Order restraining Defendant Advanced Medical Systems, Inc., each of the 

other defendants herein, and their agents (collectively "Defendants"), from certain 

conduct and activity, pending further hearing on Plaintiffs Application for a 

Preliminary Injunction.  

Upon consideration, the Court finds that Defendants were given notice of 

Plaintiffs intention to move for a Temporary Restraining Order, through its counsel, 

and further finds Plaintiffs Motion for a Temporary Restraining Order is well-taken 

because it clearly appears Plaintiff's Code of Regulations will be violated contrary to 

Ohio law before Defendants can be fully heard in this matter unless a Temporary 

Restraining Order issues.  

NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED, that 

until November 29, 1994:



(1) Defendants and their agents are enjoined and restrained from 

discharging any water, wastewater or stormwater runoff from 

Defendants' 1020 London Road Facility into the public sewer 

system; 

(2) Defendants are ordered to implement alternative method(s) to 

collect and dispose of the discharges enjoined by this Order. Said 

method(s) must be in place and able to receive the discharge by or 

before 5:00 p.m. on November 18, 1994. Defendants shall 

immediately certify to this Court (with copy to Plaintiff) that such 

method(s) have been implemented; 

(3) Plaintiff is hereby permitted to install a temporary compression-type 

plug in the 1020 London Road lateral sewer near its connection with 

the London Road Interceptor immediately after Defendants have 

implemented the alternative disposal method(s) described in the 

preceding paragraph; 

(4) Defendant Advanced Medical Systems, Inc. is ordered to allow 

Plaintiff, Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District, to conduct a full 

inspection(s) of defendant's facility (pursuant to all applicable 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission regulations) on or before 

November 28, 1994, to ensure that all discharges from the 1020 

London Road facility are addressed by the above-described actions.  

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED, this Temporary 

Restraining Order shall become effective without the filing of a bond, as plaintiff is a 

political subdivision not required to post a bond under law.  

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED, that the Clerk 

of this Court shall deliver sufficient certified copies of this Temporary Restraining 

Order to Counsel for Plaintiff who, for purposes of serving this Temporary Restraining 

Order, is appointed by this Court to make service upon Defendants and their counsel.  

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED, that service of 

this Order be made as soon as possible.  

Dated: W" 4V "U EU ART A. FRIEDMAN 
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EXHIBIT "B"



FILED 
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

13S4 DEC 14 PM 3: NORTHERN DISTRICT OF OHIO 

C .. L 7...u, :r EASTERN DIVISION 
":.,2--.;, £'ISTFJCi .'3 O., , 

P: A %i,) 

NORTHEAST OHIO REGIONAL ) CASE NO. 1:94 

SEWER DISTRICT, ) 
JUDGE GEORG] 

Plaintiff, ) )

V.

ADVANCED MEDICAL SYSTEMS, INC., 

el al.,

) ) 
) 
) 
)

RECEIVED 

DEC 19 ig 

N. E. O.

CV 2555 

E W. WHITE

TEMEPORARY 
RESTRAIiENG ORDER

Defendants. ) 

This cause came on for hearing and was heard on the 13th day of December, 1994, 

before the Honorable Judge George W. White, upon motion of Plaintiff for a Temporary 

Restraining Order restraining Defendant Advanced Medical Systems, Inc., and their agents, 

employees and those persons acting in concert or association with them (collectively 

"Defendant"), from certain conduct and activity, pending further hearing on Plaintiffs 

Motion for a Temporary Restraining Order and Application for a Preliminary Injunction.  

Upon consideration, the Court finds that Defendant was given notice of Plaintiff's 

intention to move for a Temporary Restraining Order, through its counsel, and further finds 

Plaintiff's Motion for a Temporary Restraining Order is well-taken because it clearly appears 

Plaintiff's Code of Regulations will be violated contrary to Ohio law unless a Temporary 

Restraining Order issues.  

NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED, that until 

January 17, 1995, on which date the Court shall hold a hearing on Plaintiffs Application for 

a Preliminary Injunction:

I



(1) Plaintiff is hereby permitted to maintain the existing plugs in the 

public sewers at or near the connections of the 1020 London Road 

facility with the London Road Interceptor; 

(2) At its option, Plaintiff may collect into tanks the discharges of 

stormwater from the upper portion of the roof above the northern 

portion of the facility so as to allow Plaintiff to conduct testing of 

such discharges to determine whether any Cobalt-60 is present.  

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED ANTD DECREED, this Temporary 

Restraining Order shall become effective without the filing of a bond.  

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED, that the Clerk of this 

Court shall deliver sufficient certified copies of this Temporary Restraining Order to Counsel 

for Plaintiff who, for purposes of serving this Temporary Restraining Order, is appointed by 

this Court to make service upon Defendants and their counsel.  

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED, that service of this 

Order be made as soon as possible.  

D atEe d: /'2~- /JU1!GE
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have sam -eAWMn' 0Ihe thas radiation iAAc ,to reqU 

P zoatment ~of wastes from the ho'spital w? iudl±Yrs'tyt 
ia 

eel~ u ~md e fall afoolt 

the Atomic zea jct. TtxS. ac :eqvlatiw& that all.w users L 

regulated materials to di scharge to seantult 5sowes? do et oeupal 

a vIs vats? treatment operator to soc.e those 4?Sdio&CtiYI 

materials. Ime note, howvers, that the natsrtel5 re~gulated by this 

ageay are ezenumptd ram r,,!.lationt mad" the federal Vatal

EACI@sur's 4
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pollution ewttzol Act am the 2640=0W4 Conservation an S&CVM 
Act. 4Mus pretrast t to eliminate or re~uo the :eq~lated 

±sot~ve5 Vwld not be trqviz, by thea eaiocceental Cut&au.  

-n:za JSry7 of 1994 Mov rules take effe*Ct LA 29 C-P-2. PeS" 20 that 

viii limit the dischS?9@ to saniitary sam uyutaas to waiy %hoe* 

iice~need materials which aer doluble in water or wtich are readily 

dispeSrsible ibiolqinial material (such as say be tWVd is a 

univ~srsity researcb laboraStory) 8So" 10 C.T.R. 30.2003. lizaall, 

the"e is so hlmt on radioactivity that may be 4.ischarled to a 

*SanitaX sever in excreta froin t~tiefls uzidrvoinq medical 
dianon 6or theraPy. You may wish consult with the radiationi 

Safety officers *f the hospital and university to gain an 

w-Aors.ta"iiWI of the technicAl e eracteist-ls of the isortop us," 

in these im~#itautioni aid their fate in waste water tretaftmt.  

The problem of certain rad ioactive matarials aInd m LSa tbe 

sludges frou vast* vato? tzeatblft, or in ash froa the 1J'binzti4 

of sludges, is veil krown to the staff Of the 3=0a. tenseric study 

is WA4ervay to urderstafld the diaweJlosiOof te. Isomae Ad whathe 

it posts a particu~lar health and safety matter that neet" to be 

dealt with by *Or* specific0 regruI~tiOA- tbs Atinic VAerwy M 

enco1rag*s the gQsefuI and benleficial noew of radioi.@topes In 

zedicine arA research, At the Sssm time the M L& highly 00gnisant 

of the health risks to third parties that may resualt tfin suCh 

uses. We beilieve that Our reigiatiotn Is appropriately b.alaced 

between the need to protect the public from the WWVdu bazartS of 

the reg~dat94 materials "M alSO to &11*v theLr benesficiAl um In 

a controlled msanr-eZ.  

I croe that this respon~a vili be b*lPftl ts OU yin IU m yo aV* any 

f urther. qu~stions you may call either Im at area code 301.504.1740, 

or I.obeait L. Torau*z at area code 301-504l1"3o 

KaxtiO. Rlsk 
Deut eneral coiel for 

LIOsjwj- Lan d ioguiatLO
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UwrTM STATU 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMMSION 

Dockat No. 030-I6S0 
(10 CFR I 2.206) 
William B. Schatz 

Gaeral Co*aSel 
Mortheast Ohio paglonal Swar District 
3U2 Euclid Avenue 
Clevgliqi, Ohio 4411S-2504 

Dear tr. Scdatz: 

This letter is in response to your Petition. dated August 2. 1993, on behalf 

of the orhbeast Ohio Rtegional Se~e Oistrict. The Petition r.qested that 

the U.S. Nuclear Pagijiatory Comici~nIif take action with r s'ec to Advwc'Id 

Pedical SystU S, Th. (A0S) to odify the M licen•r to req'4 I. Int.r -01s.  

that MJS Provide adequtfinail Tssurc, to CV.. 1.. ic liability 

pursuanJt to SOCtiO 170 of the Atic Eer%, Act Of 19S4, as -- 4,4 

Your r•quest was referr•d to the staff for consi4erition pa-suaft to 

10 CFR 1 2 .2 of the Commssion's regulations. For the reasons stated In the 

enclosed 'Director's Decision Under 10 CFR 1 2.204," the Petition has been 

"aenied.  

Three items of interest should be noted. First. the revision of 10 Ct 

Part 20 no longer permits non-b1loloical, disersible mater•l, such as the 

cobalt-6 0 ue at AM, to be disposed into the sanitary sar. In connectioa 

with this revision, the XR has published anl advance notice of proposed 

rulmakiT'9 reuesting commnt anid/or iniformation as to whether an in1'ment to 

the now rinulatlltl in effect is needed. Second, the Comission has vmeprssed 

its view that the Atomic Eberly Act of 1154 does *ot &~ICA lofts Y state 

or local -authority 00nM 
from radiological wa" Th s is explaife In a lette dated 1119193 from 

M. G. Kalsch, N;, to N. 3. ritzprald• • M, &M a letter dated 11/91.3 from 

"N. a. MIsch. We. to M. S. IdcFdkm. Larami, V•-i.-.. City Att.rn.y, fotho 

which are e -closed with this letter and referenced lit the eclos •re•Cor s 

Decisionl. Third. is a Staff Requirement Memorandum dated lonet2, 1193. the 

cinmissioe kas restad the 1K staff to address the ismse of rNleak11n6 on 

tM s subject of f ial .assurance for cleanu of in accienMt for material 

licensees wit a potential for significant constaminti 

With Frds to the petition dated arcl 3, 1T13. yom filed pursuant to 

1.206. we atead to consider y7or consaltant's rv9@t oe the 

cobalt-O characterizati o at the sm.herly Treateft Center, vhich is 

currently e*ectAd to be co-- leted is June. 1194. befor issuing our d.cisi..  

on that PtitiOn. Please forward a copy to m withis tw weeks after your
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consultant sutmits it to you. kAcardiNly, v will make a decision an your 

March 3, 19I3, Petition within a reasonable tin after meceiving your 

consultant' s reprt.  

A copy of the DecisiGln wil1 be filed with the Secrttary of the Com•ission for 

its review in accordance with IQ CR I Z206 of the C- ission's r,,ulations.  

As provided by this requIiti•@. the Decision will constitute the final action 

of the Comimssion 25 days After the date of Issuance of the Decision Unless 

the Coission, an Its am ntion, institutes a reviwm of the Decision 
ithin 

"that tim.  

A copy of the Notice w•ich is baing filled ,,' ,the 0f.fics of 4..•t F-ederal 

Register for publicatlon is enclosed.  

Sincerely.  

Robert W. Sernero, irec-rr 
Office of Nuclear Iaterlal Safety 

n<d Safequcrds 

Enclosures: 
1. irlector's Decision 00-94"4 
2. Ejtsdr11 Bgaiizei Viatica 
3. Ltr dt 11n/9/93 frm 

M. galsch, NK. to 
V. Fitzgerald, G, 

4. Ltr dtd 111/193 tim 
K. maisch. NRC, to 
K. McFaddIen, Lrmie. VY 

cc: Ad-- ..ed Medical Systm. Inc.  
ATTh: IMs. Sherry StUin, Mir.  

of Regulatory Affairs 
1020 London PAed 
Cleveland, Ohio 44110

Wil1liam I. Schatz



UNITE STATES OF AWICA 
"NULEAR REQA.T~RR C"IS10mI 

OFa FIC Of uCIEA PATERMA SAFMT AND SAFEGUAMS 
Robert N. Sernerv, Director 

in the Matter of) 

ADVA.NCED KEICAL STSTM, INC. Do~cket No. 030-160SS 
(Clevela•nd, Ohio)) 

) (10 C.F.R. f Z.ZN) 

OIR[••'S •¢IMI D IJ 10 .. R. 4 Lnj' 

I. ~TX10MICK 

By letter dated AWst 2, 19"3, addressed to Rr. Jams N. Taylor, £.•dectiy 

Director for Operations, U. S. Nuclear "latory towissio (COW"), 

William B. Schatz, an behalf of Northeast Obio bgioal S@r District 

(00istrictg), requtsted that the NK take actioi' with respet to Advanced 

Medical Systws, Inc. (*AMS*), of Cleveland. Ohio, an ON llcns•. The 

District requested. pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 1 1.20%, that the NRC instltute a 

proceeding to mdify the license of AM to require ARS to provide adequate 

finanCi&l assurance, available ti the form of asgurtLAC, to cover public 

liability pursuant to section 170 of the Atomic Energy Act of 14K. as 

aawnded. The District alleges the following bases for the request: (1) There 

Is a large vouIn of evidence indicating prior ditscrg@ of eobalt40 to the 

sanitary r. and (2) hwmdrods of cri"e ef loose coalt- 0 rwai in the 

Londot bAd facilitY.  

by letter dated Narvur 24, 1"1, 1 formally &cIwwl"d2ed r1ceipt of the
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trtition MW Informed the Pttitioeor that its rtqst vu being treated 

pursuant to 10 C.F.I. I Z.•2 of the COMIssiOn's regulations. A notice of 

the receipt of the petition was publIshd in t•t Fggra1SRigistar on Mondty.  

Doceigbr 6, 1M3 (S• Fe*d.Rg. 64,341). The C staff sent a copy of the 

letter dated November 24, I1M3, with the hPtition, to AM.  

I have comleted m evaluatio of the mtter raised by the Petitioner and have 

determined that, for the reasoes stated below, the Petition sho"d be denied.  

The XRC issued Lic€nse Ko. 34-19S-01 to AMS an ovmber 2, 1979. The 

licensed operation, facilities aLd <quiptnt had been prrviously owed uýd 

operated by Picker Carporation since 1IS9. Fr= 1971 to mid-1I91, th, AM• 

License authoriZed the possessiOn f 1SO-0 c€les of Cobalt-40 In solid 

metal form for the purpose of "anufacturlng of sealed souces for distribution 

to authorized recipients for use in teletheraPY wnits (used at mdlc4l 

facilities for treatment of Medical Conditions). The License currently 

authopiZes ARS to possess Cobalt-0 it solid mtal form in storage and to use 

"this material in training of Licansee persOnel is the manufacture Of NRC 

approved sealed sources; tbe current License does not authoriZe mnufacture of 

sealed s•-u•s for dtstritilos. in addition, the License continues to 

authorisZ possesslOS of large quantities of cobalt- Wnd ceSF.-137 in sealed 

soures, and plated depleted uranium s6ieldin1e. incident to taletherapy and 

irdustrial radiru•yt installation, AIftRtURNC. ad tsecG-. IN AM$ 

License currently limits possessign to 3w,000 curies ef cebt-40 (1SC,5 0 

curies u solid mtal and 150,000 in sealed sources; althoag the solid -- tal
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cii b used to *anufactrli sealed sources, NO Diufacturi~i Is ¶5Wthoriled at 

prtseiit), 40,000 curies of Ctslu-t_3,7. &ad 4000 kilogri3 of depleted uranium.  

L&Sed an RK interviews ark rtylew of records, )A stop*e releases of 

processed radioactiv* liquid.s to the sftr SYsta in 1IM, and since then' has 

genirated little radioactive liquid wetsa, itich it holds an $its- See US NRC 

bport No. 030-1055/S3*0Z(MZ) dated Jualy 29, 1193. The facility that 

Nfsg the lic*Ased matarial is located onLondas toad Is Cigyilind. Ohio

The Morthmlst Ohio Regional Sewer District is rsspornsible for operatifq three 

wastewitet tretaltmt facilities in an4 arourA the Cleveland. Ohio, 

metropolitan&fl&ae. Its jutjietIy Wastewater Treatmiet Center (WNTC') has 

been operatinq since 1327 to.rsOvt grit and debris from wastewater generxted 

in the District's service area. This process Involves inciferation of sludge, 

tran~sport of the residual ash in a SlumY to settlemet aW eywratiton ponds.  

&Md eventual transfer of the dried ash to landfills.  

In April 1911, the M-- identified cobalt-4O at the SIM by chance during an 

aerial radlation surf7 of as, unerelated site. w.1Y, tha Chatrefl 

Corpotatiota facility located In IM.wbi1t Heigbt.S. Ohio. Sureys Were 

subseqeimtly perfotind at WTM in Wtumber 1M1 Mnd pAch 11"2. by Oak Itidge 

Institute for Science an Educatift V'O.I5E at the requst Of 10, t* 

detarul no th eztmt Of the cobal t-40 cafltainKtis eat the facility. The 

results of the 0RXSt survey% art reprted Ia'adil.1a hrd??t 

Surve fr Selece 
18do ra ~ rte~ Oi eitA Swr~~ 

yateuit7 lat Clj'ell- hi. Fimal Reprt. August M12 

(hereafter referred to as *WSES rpOirt). The results of the ORISE surveYs
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indicated that tJhere wr elevated direct radiation readings that war caused 

by cobalt--0. with elevated soil an sedimnt suile qooncentrations. with 

backgtourA averagin g 9 vicrrtgefs per hour. exosurt rates ranged from 6 

to .80 W .crorsentgens per hour. (ORISE rWrt at 6.) The activity of 

beckgrOaOW soil sa~les was less tham 0.1 picocuH" per iri; sail and 

sediment saple activity raNoid frm leis than 0.1 to 9,M90 picocuries per 

viam. (OWISE report at A.) 

It was originally deduced (mmorandm for Carl J. Ptlpriell@, Deputy Regional 

Otrtctor fro L.oren J. Mueter, Radiation Sp;cialist 4m the subject of Report 

on Trip to general Cheical Corporation (1%on-licesm) SO00 Warer Rovd, 

Cleveland, Ohio and to Northtast Ohio 4agioa•al Sewr District, 6000 Canal 

Road. Cleveland, Ohio (Docket No. 030-18276; LicanSe ft. 34-17726-O2) dated 

June 13, 1991), based on the history and analysis of layers of incinetritor ash 

in the fill areas, that the cobalt-4 O began entering the tri*natft facility in 

the late 1970's or early 1980's. The history of SYTC revealed that, after 

renovation of the incinerators bete 197S and 1973. the curyet ponds were 

put inta use for the first tim. The ponds were then cleaned for the first 

t1m free Decommr I132 to artch 10, and all the emavitions placed in the 

north fill ae. The ask fro he %M v~ rartif ponds Vs rumved In vertical 

sections, and spred horizontally in the fill ares. The only tieing sequence 

that can be d4termumi is that cobalt 4 a ¢,.ttiMstio s--ured SWTC prior to 

the 192 cleonifng. The cotaaiInatie apparently originated frm discharles to 

the stwer system is the Cleveland area that is serviCed by the District.  

The Oistrict rmoves ash fro the ponds every few yearS so that the facility
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can ContiPAe to use the pods and • on1tinue its Water trtatx*"t procss. The 

District has transferred the dried ash from the evaporation poks to An onsite 

fill area at SvTt. The NRC approved the site characterlaztiod strategy for 

th ash riovtal and has conducted confirsatory survtys along with o0ISE 

following the transfer of ash from the *yPrttion ponds. Radiological 

characterizatlio of the facility Is ongoing to better detarsin4 the mun•t of 

coblt-40 that is actually present on tM SWTC site.  

I I I. p!12901 

The District's petition rsquests the MC to require AJS U provide &4equate 

fi•ancial assurance, available in the fors of insuraw*, to coer public 

liability pursuant to section 170 of Ue Atomic Energy Act of 19S4, as 

amend•, to cover any contami•ation that might be caused by loss of control of 

radioactive material by NW5. While aplyiti to MY CottIlitlofl resulting 

from a future release from the JS o*peration, the r*West in the Petition also 

appears to apply to te con'itamiflation already present at the Oistrict's SWTC.  

The NRC has treated te request in broad tem. i.e., as plyfig to possible 

future events resulting is offsIte contaiftation as wel as the curretly 

existing contamlintiOn 40 the MG site. (11w District had filed a petit•tol 

(dated PArid 3, 113) IurSuant U 10 C.7.R. * 1.206, requestint that the N1VC 

require NO to assume all costs resulting from the off-site release of cobalt

40 that has bes d"eposited at the WSM. That Petitlon is curritly pending 

before the NK.) The concerns which ferm th buss for Mhe Petitio 's 

request an the evaluation of the staff aI provided belo.
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A. Bieul atory Frtuork.  

1. S,--inZ7Y of P tie monl.sorovisiolII 

The pttioner requests that thM (RC apply the provisions of section 170 of 

the Atomic Etnirl Act of IM-4. Us a&nd ('"lct), 42 U.S.C. I 2210 ('Price

Andernon provisiofns'), to reUire AM to Obtain insurance for public 

liability. Section 110a. in part provides tat: 

Each license Issued under s.ection 103 and 104 aWd each 

Constr-uction persit issued uner secti• n 155 shall. and 

each license tssiud urder sction S3. 63. or 61 my#, for 

the public purposes cited In stction V1., have as a 

condition of the license a rtt eint that the license* 

have and saintain financial protectiOn of such tye and 

in such aUauiit as the E~omissionl in the exercise of its 

licensing and regulatory authority and rusponsibility 

shall require in accordancs with subsection [1701b. to 

cover public liability claim.  

Thus, section 170a. provides that the Comissi•n u require all of its power 

reactor licensets to hbve and to mintatn financial p-otactlon (e.g., 

liability insuran.c) to cover public liability Clain. Miclear riactors am 

licensed pursuant to either section 103 or 104 of the Act. Reactons at 

nonprofit educational Institutions art uxapt fre thhe provisions of section 

170a. but art subject to the provisions of 170k. Section 170l., hcve?.r, 

also authorizes the Coinision to exercist its AIj J A to datirgifte wther 

materials licensees should be reqaired to have WA taiitain financial 

protection.  

I CintJ~f awlCti of PieaM!1n to M betiLL I0imu~e 

Because the Conission Issutd thM ANS License tinder section $I of the Act, the 

Coumission may exercise its discretion under the Pricei-.Aersn provisions. aI 

discussed above, in detersiaing whether to reqairt AMI to Wave and to Wil-t-i
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financial protection (i.e., liability insurance). As matter of Policy, the 

Caiissio generally has ctoson not to requirs financial protection of a 

licensus whose license has bet1 Issued pursuant to sections 53, 63, or 81 of 

the Act. The rationale for this policy rlsts on th RK's deteruination that 

the Suag t 4 e of cmpesf'Stiof for potential personal injury or pr"operty damage 

associated with activities conducted under materials licomses is significantly 

less thain that associated ith the operation of facilities licui'sed pursuant 

to sectims 103 or 104 of tM 19S4 Act (i.e., nuclear reactors). Not only is 

the quantity of radioactive material much less for material license*s than 

that containe- In the inventories at reactor sites, but there are other 

significant differences. For exa••l, the material licensee's radioactive 

matirial is in a nn-prtssuriTzed, ambient't lrattre state compared to a 

reactor's inventory, which is maintained in a hioly enwSized condition or 

environment, charactertiZd by high Lt4rature and press1Zrs. Accordingly, an 

accidental releUe of radioactivo material from a material licensee's facility 

will be relatively confined coiard to a reactor facility. This, in turn, 

leads to such lower potential for the need for 1nvolvewt of offsite support 

for a material lictnsee's accidental release, as comard to an accidental 

release fro a reactor.  

In 1576, homver, the Cission deteruimb tht there vi a sinificant 

radlological hazard associated with the ogratiOa of I Plwutioni 

proCtS51 9 and fuel fabriution plants. (Coars the definition of 

"plutotlm procassing uid fuel fbrication plant* in 10 j.F... 1 70.4 with 

that In 10 C.F.R. t 140.3(h). Rot all suc Plants licensed parsanut to 

10 C.F.R. Part 70 are required to have financial 
protectiot pumasint to
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10 c.F.R. S 140.13a.) Tre Camissi0' uuerised its dscretionar7 aut•Jority 

under the P'ric*-nderson provisions to reqture licensees of Oplutonius 

proceSSing and fuel fabricatioa pll~ts (Is 40ef10ed in 10 C.F.R. 140.3(h)), 

licensed under section S3 of the 195S4 Act, to have financial protectiot in an 

amunt equal to the maxisa A• ont of liability Insuirwe available fro 

private sourcu. (See 10 C.F.R. it 70.4, 140.3(h), and 140.108.) Currently, 

no persw holds a lic•nse to operate snch a facility.  

Finally, in order to assure that all licenses vithin a particular class are 

treated uniformly, it has been the policy of t•e Commission in imlientlng 

the Price-koerson provisions, to i•pos4 requiim•nts upon a defined class of 

liconsees by promlg&tatig reulatinos of general applicabilIty, rater than 

issuing orders to individual licensiti. Yetvithstwadng the above. the 

Comissio•l rquires tat licenises, and not the public, bear the burden of 

praet cleanup of accidental contaainn.tion fom releuass in violation of 

Comissioo roquir•n•-••.  

S.A~'etlctof of Ere.7drO tW!xingt ConditioRS 

That discharge of €.-blt4O to the sanitary sewer has occurr1d Is wll 

qstibllshd. Records ef l1icnsees is the District servicS area tht were 

licensed for c€&bt4;0 IndIcAte that IlIcsM S Wart authorized to discharp 

cobalt-4 to te sanitary swarage unuder controlled comdititls.  

insurance covertge I& gener9,. and under Price-Andersee In particular.  

howver. is prospectyeo. and does not cover Pro-eSstifto Conditions such as



prperty 4mge that has already occurrd. Any Insurance required no cau i'd 

not b* used to satisfy a clais by the District to pay for cloeup of the 

cobalt 4- contaminationl m. on the District's site. Accortingly, the 

imposition of finantcal protection requistwS (e.g., liability insurance) 

pursuant to section 170 on UM ould not pr~td4 the District vith a revedY 

for the bLses it aserts. Likowise, any COtdiflation oC the AIG site is also 

a pro-existlng coi4itioa ua would not be covered by any insuruce reuired 

pursuant to soctioa 170. Acordinlll, the District's bases for its request do 

not v•r"it tM KRC granting the request.  

ortover, vith respect to MS' onsito conta-mintion. the scoae of thoe Price

Mderw coverage is l1itse to claims for public liability, i.e.. legal 

liability &rising out of or resulting fro a nuclear incideint or precautionary 

evacuation except, lAter alla, claims for loss of, or damal to, or loss of 

use of property whtich Is located at the site mid used in connection with the 

liceased activity (So* sectiog 11.v of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 1 2014(w)); It does 

not provide funds for cleanu per so. (In general, a "wclear Incidonto means 

any occ;urrnce causing bodily injury, sickness. disease, or death, or loss of 

or damage to pr-operty, or loss of use of propertyl. ising out of or resulting 

frm the radioactive, taxic, sMlostiv, or other hazardafS properties of 

source, special nclear, or byproduct material. SUe sectsie 11.q of the Act, 

42 U.S.C. 1 2014(q).) Vith regard to the ofsstt coatMIatio alleged by the 

District, therefore. re tiring issarAtc plrit to Usectioo 170 wuld be to 

no avail. In view of the fore"ing, o"M if it 
wre got a prM-existlng 

Coaditto the contaisa~tio" o the Mg site is Wad of itself does *et provide 

a basis for requirij insurtanc pursusat to Pric-An4erson.
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In uercising its authority to protect the public health and safety pursuant 

to section 161 of the Act, 42 U.S..C. 1 2201- tte Coission has iSOsed 

jquigetelts on its licensees to providt financial ussusr~ for 

decoissioning vwtich rqeUlt the licanSeeS ta set aside funds to pAY for 

r pi&tioto of any oesite containatilon prior to license termnatiofl. Sic 

10 C.F.R. I 30.3S. Vith regard to tUeC ottdiRtti~f• a* the OM site AM APS' 

continued PiSsession of byprW-'ct =urial, fWWdI1 of oftsit clean= is 

covered by tb. Comission's decomissioning fwndl¶Y plan rtqirmntts, w-icv h 

provide adeq*jate protection for the public health and safety. O July 7, 

1992, AKS provided deco•tssionin financ1il assurUn* by cartific€ti• as 

permitted by 10 C.F.R. 30.35(c)(2). 
and will be requiaiid to in~clude a 

de-comissioning fufding plan in its next a•lication for licerise rnIval; the 

current AM license expirs in Deceber 9IM4. In view of the aboov, th4 

District has not provided a basis for imposing additional rlqOrai ants under 

Price-AMern aonAM with reqard to uzistiog contaalnati"on an the AM site or 

at the District's SWTC.  

C. lys-siblej Futur2 Public Liability ClAim 

The possibility tminifs. nevertheless, 
that the contamination~ eistting 

an the 

site sight be spred to areas offs'it or that future operations could result-, 

in offs~ta contmRnattes. As set forth bele. hb Yer, the District has not 

provided a bs•is for granting its request.  

As discussed above, tMe CaissiorI kas Wapted a policy of erclsiRf its 

discretionary authority to apply the Pice.Aderswo provisions with respect to
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Cl&ss4s of licensees rather than to individual licensees. The cirumstances 

presented by the possibility of offsite contimnmtlom by ANS do not provide 

sufficient justification to deviate from that policy. The likelihood of 

accideftal release of cobalt-O from th4 AM facility hu diminished and 

continues to do so for several reasons, including the followiCt: First, AMS 

is no lotter authoriZed to mufactue seailed sour=as, vW the use of raw 

material for this process has cats-d. Sec$ n, efforts are beitq ad by AM, 

to contain and dispose of loose radioactive material presently at t• 

facility, decreasing teir inventort substantially. Third, AIS is listed on 

the Site oclmissioning Managl't Plan, which provides for heightened xRC 

attention toward an objective of timly decoatnilnttio of the site to 

unrestricted use criteria anid the eventual rmoval of tho site fro the list.  

Fourth, present disposal reutlons allow disposal of only soluble 

radioactive material into the sanitary ser. as discuss*d further blow. In 

addition, the buses the District alleges in support of the Petition do not 

distinguish ARS fro other materials license for the purposes of application 

of the Price-,kdersoa provisions. The District has not provided sufficient 

information, nor in we aware of information at this time, which would warrant 

extensiol of Pricw-,aeU to all aterials li es similar to Me. In 

view of the above, the Oistri'cts request conceraing Prce-Anhderson coverage 

is denied. Moreover, because the Cinsslof requires eaca licensi to be 

reponsible for any r.la tion of offstte contamination resulting frm a 

release of byproduct matrial in violatlee of regulations or license 

c.nditions, no action is required to i'dify the AS LicAlSe as requeste by 

the District. in view of the foregoing. the District has presented re basis 

warranting the granting of Its request.
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TM NRC notes that the 1"1 revision to 10 C.F.R. Part 20, which bcam 

mandatory January 1. •1"4, included several revised criteria for pervissible 

release of radioactive material into the sanitarJ seivr. Since insoluble 

material was involved in a aimber of sewage triatimt facility cases, the new 

rule eliminates the options to release either insoluble. or readily 

4ispersible maerial, unless It Is biological material, lIt a sanitary ser 

syste. Revised Part ZO also lwers allovablte cuwmntratitns of radionuciudes 

released into the sanitary sewr. Because a 1• U5C study deostrated that.  

under certain conditions, the potential to exceed the Part 20 public dose 

limit exists, NRC has contracted with Pacific Northest Laboratory to p•erforI 

additional studies on possible mechanism at se$wg treatmat facilities that 

could lead to reconcentratiol of radionuclides. This multi-task contract 

began in October 1993; a rtport Is dm later this year. In conection with 

this study, the Coissioa has issued an advanced motice of proposed 

rulmakitng In wich the Cission has rvqmu*4 €coments on vwethr an 

rmhdwt to the current regulations governi•tg the release of radionuclides 

from licensed nuclear facilities to sanitary swar system is needed.  

(59 Fed. Rog. 591 (Feb. 2S, 1514)). The facts regarding the ODstric's SVTC 

wmer one set of circumstaces proptlng the ComissieS to issue the notice.

The Cmmissio receatly expressed its viws tat altho,, the At.ic 

Enewvy Act of 1954 rp pts dual Fe*eral-SUto reglltioo of radiation 

ha-ars, it does not prohibit actions by s tat or Ioctl .. tbority on bases 

oter than protection of public health and safety fr•m raciolOcal hazards.  

See letter dated 11/91/3 forim . Nalich, N to N. Fitzgerld, 0-; and letter 

dated 11/1/23 from M. Palach, K, to N . McFa•e• , Lari,,, V•yia'. City 

Attorirey. The above matters do not provide-a basis for "rtiI'9 the 

District's request, nor change the results of the analysis is this Decision1.
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Finally, it should be oted that the Commission as requestad the NX staff.  

in a St&ff ltReqirimnt rumu datad Junt n, 1M3, to address the issue 

whether financial assurance for materials licineseS for cleanup of an accidet 

with the potential for significant continatlon shmld be muired. The 

staff will mrcae ,d that ,,le.aking be Initiated if it appars that the 

benefit of such requinits oVtweighs the costs.  

IT. COMLnIm 

The staff has carefully cossidered t•e request of the Petitioner. In 

addition, the staff has evaluated the bases for the Petitioner's request. For 

the reasons discussed above I conclude that no substantial public hIealth and 

safety c•ncerns warrant XX action coce•niinlI the request.  

As provided by 10 C.F.i. I 2.204(C). a copy of this Decision vwil be filed 

with the Secretary of the CabissioR for the Cýlsslol's roview. The 

Decision will becom final action of the Coi5ss5iO tty-five (2S) day's 

after issuance unless the Coissio• an its own motics instlt•rtes review of 

Ohf 4l0ýcson within that tim.  

Dated at RCkVl , PAYld, this .. day of 1994.  

FMI 114 E JLAR REGILATORY WIISS IOU
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ADY CED KMINDCAL SYSTM. IN.  

!SSUA•ICE OF 1-IRCTOR'IS OECTS!OM UNDER 10 C-F.A. 4 2,206 

Notice is hereby givm that the Director, Office of Nuclear Material Saftty 

anM Sa&feguards, WU issued & decisioe concermitg Peatition dated August 2.  

193, submitted by the Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District regarding 

Advancd Mt4ical System. Inc. (AM).  

3y ltter dated Kovembr 24, 19913, the RC staff formally acknowledged receipt 

of thie Petition an informed the Petitioner that their Petition would be 

treat•d as a request wder 10 CFI I 2.2%. The Petition sted the U.S.  

Nuclear Regulatry Cmisssion to take actioa to reqire AMS to provide 

ade"ate financial assurance to cover public liability pursuant to section 170 

of the Atomic Enery k•t of 1954, as rended.  

The Oractor of the Office of Nuclear lMaterial Safety uM Safeguards has 

determined to efy the Petition. The reasons for this Decision art explained 

in a "Oirector's Decisin der 1C C .0" (0-94-0). .Mwich is available 

for public imspectiem i the Comlssioas Public 0cum t "M located at 2120 

L. Street, UN.DC 20555. nd at the Local Public 0o¢cO t ROm. Pt'Y Public 

LibrarI, 317S 3Nai St ret. Perr, Ohio 4M1.  

A copy of this Oecisies will be filed with the Secretws7 for the Cciissi"O's 

review in accordance with 10 CR I Z.206. As provided by this regulatiO", the
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Decision will CORStitUte the final &Ctlee Of the Cci&ZIssoi 25 44~Y$ after the 

date of issuantce of the Decision Unless the CUilssioa an its own mtion 

institutes a review of the Decisloo within that tim.  

Diatod at RockYieI, ParYlaftd this A/&4day of 1"4.  

FOR THE WMJELAR REgJLTORY CO9WISIOR 

t .Semoen, Director 
office of Nuclear Mlaterial Safety 

and Safeguards


